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IN THE MATTER OF

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY

FINAL ORDER, OPINION , ETC. IN REGARD TO VIOLATION OF SEC. 5 OF

THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket 914Z Complaint, Oct. 10, 1980-Final Order Dec. , 1984

This Order affrms in part and reverses in part the 1982 Initial Decision ofthe Adminis-
trative Law Judge C'AW") and orders that it be adopted as the "Findings of Fact
and Conclusions of Law of the Commission , except as is inconsistent with the
accompanying Opinion." The ALl had ruled that a Chicago, Ill. manufacturer of
farm machinery had violated Sec. 5 of the FTCA by failing to adequately disclose
to consumers that its gasoline-powered tractors were subject to a safety hazard
known as "fuel geysering, " even though the company knew of the potential danger.
While the Commission agreed that the company s failure to disclose the safety risk
constituted an unfair trade practice, it ruled that, contrary to the AW's finding,
the practice could not, as a matter of law , be considered deceptive since there was
no representation , practice or omission likely to mislead consumers found in this
case. Although the Commission ruled that the manufacturer has violated the
FTCA, it upheld the ALJ's decision not to order further remedial action because
the company no longer manufactures gasoline-powered tractors and because the
company s 1980 voluntary notification program had already provided as much
relief as could be expected from a Commission order.

Appearances

For the Commission: Richard H. Gateley, Michael Milgram, Rose-
mary Rosso, Michael L. Sirata and Cynthia E. Smith.

For the respondent: James R. Fruchterman, in-house counsel
Chicago, Il. and J Alan Galbraith, Aubrey M Daniel, III, William E.
McDaniels, Carolyn H. Williams and Michael S. Sundermeyer, Wil-
liams Connolly, Wash. , D.

COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Inter-
national Harvester Company, respondent , has violated the Federal
Trade Commission Act, and it appearing to the Commission that a
proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest
issues this complaint.

1. Respondent is a Delaware corporation with its executive offces
at 401 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ilinois.

2. Respondent is now, and has been, engaged in the design , manu-
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facture and marketing of agricultural equipment, including but not
limited to tractors.

3. Respondent causes agricultural equipment to be shipped to pur-
chasers in various states and, therefore, maintains, and at all times
mentioned in this complaint has maintained, a substantial course of
trade in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Fed-
eral Trade Commission Act. (2)

4. Respondent manufactured approximately 1.6 millon gasoline-
powered tractors from 1939 through 1975. Such tractors include
model numbers such as 300 , 350, 400, 450, 600, 656, 706, 756 and 806.
The tractors were designed with the fuel tank located in front of the
operator above and behind the engine. As many as 800,000 of these
tractors may still be in use and be subject to resale by respondent or
its dealers.

5. The location , and in some cases the shape, of the fuel tank in such
gasoline-powered tractors subjects the tank to fuel heating and vapor-
ization , causing pressure build-up in the fuel tank during normal
operation. If the fuel cap is dislodged or removed when the tractor is
hot or running, fuel vapors and liquid fuel can shoot or geyser up to
20 feet, spraying the operator or the tractor with gasoline which can
and has, spontaneously ignited. A reasonable likelihood exists that
the fuel cap may be dislodged or removed when the tractor is hot or
running. In fact, numerous incidents of fuel geysering have occurred
on International Harvester tractors. As a result of fuel geysering,
some operators ofthe tractors were severely burned and at least one
operator has been kiled. In other cases, tractors have exploded as a
result of fuel geysering. Fuel geysering, which was not reasonably to
be expected by many operators of such tractors , creates a substantial
risk of injury or death. Fuel geysering is, therefore , a safety hazard.

6. Beginning in 1955 , respondent had information by which it knew
or should have known , that tractors containing fuel tanks located in
front ofthe operator above and behind the engine were subject to fuel
geysering due to a pressure build-up in the fuel tanks.

7. Beginning in 1958 , if not earlier, respondent determined that a
quick release of pressure from the fuel tank, as occurs in removal of
the fuel cap, may result in fuel geysering which , in the presence of a
hot engine or other means of ignition , can lead to fire.

8. Respondent has failed to disclose adequately the facts concerning
the existence of fuel geysering. Respondent has failed to disclose ade-
quately the facts concerning the nature or extent of injuries due to
fuel geysering and steps which might be taken to prevent injury or
death. Absent adequate disclosures of such facts , some prospective
purchasers or some owners or operators of respondent's gasoline-
powered tractors have reasonably assumed that fuel geysering does
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not occur or that fuel geysering is not a safety hazard. Such facts, if
known by many prospective purchasers , would likely affect their con-
siderations of whether to purchase new or used agricultural equip-
ment manufactured by respondent. Such facts , if known by many
owners or operators, would likely affect their decisions concerning the
use or care of agricultural equipment manufactured by respondent,
which could prevent substantial personal or economic injury. There-
fore , respondent has failed to disclose material facts. Such failures to
disclose constitute deceptive or unfair acts or practices. (3)

9. Respondent' s acts and practices in failing to disclose adequately
material facts have had , and now have, the capacity and tendency to
mislead many members of the public, particularly those who may
consider purchasing, or who own or operate, agricultural equipment
produced by respondent. Such acts and practices cause and have
caused substantial personal or economic harm to many members of
the public.

10. Respondent's acts and practices in failing to disclose material
facts as aneged herein were and are an to the prejudice and injury of
the public and constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices or

unfair methods of competition in or afiecting commerce, in violation
of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended.

STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER DIXON '" DISSENTING FROM
ISSUANCE OF THE COMPLAINT

I agree that the Commission has " reason to believe" that a violation
of Section 5 has been committed by International Harvester in this
case, but I cannot agree that it is in the public interest for a complaint
to issue. International Harvester has already completed the better
part of an extensive program to remedy the aneged violation of law
and it is unalterably committed by events to take those steps that
remain. This remedial program was planned before the Commission
began its investigation ofInternational Harvester, and within days of
being form any contacted by Commission staff and apprised of their
suggestions , International Harvester modified its program to take
those suggestions into account.

. Paul Rand Dixon , Commissioner 1961- 1981
J In stating my reilsons for djssenUng from the issuance of the complaint , I am mindful that any or all of the

mattersJ discuss may be subject to proof or dispute at the trial a nd I shall base any decision 1 am required to
make upon the record developed there. :\y dissent j based only upon matter that r now have " reason to believe
as a resuJt ofthe Commi ion s briefinvestigatiun of this case. The evideoce oefore the Commission as tD the cope
of If-I pre- inve t.igationaJ remediaJ initiatives is certainJy subject to a variety of possible interpretat.io!1s.

, should also oote that I draw no inference what.soever about Ill' s liablity under Section 5 from the fact that
ithas chosen to warn farmers about the possihle risks of fuel geysering. IH contends that t.he number of reported
geysering incidents (est.imat.ed variously a!; betwec!l about 30 and 60) work!; out to one iocident per 500 mjJJjon
tractor operating hours. iH furth,"l. contcnds thilt geysering ciln OCClIr only wilen a tractor is running hot and the
gas cap is Jooselwd. In also notes that the incide!lcc ofgcysering is related to the age Qfthe tractor and the recent

(footnote cont'
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International Harvester has, however, refused to agree to a consent
order requiring it to do what it has already done or wil soon do. (2)
Under the unusual circumstances described , I would not commit the
Commission to the considerable time and expense that litigation en-
tails. I would simply announce the existence of this investigation
announce the program that Harvester long ago began (and modified
at our request), and hold that investigatory fie open against the
exceedingly remote possibility that Harvester fails to complete a pro-
gram that it has publicly pledged itself to complete to hundreds of
thousands of consumers and nearly two thousand dealers.
The Commission s investigation of International Harvester was

commenced in late May, 1980. The first formal notification to Interna-
tional Harvester that the investigation had begun occurred in July,
1980. On July 29, 1980 , the Commission authorized its stafl'o seek a
preliminary injunction to remedy the alleged violation oflaw. Before
proceeding to court the Commission s staff made substantive contact
for the first time with representatives of IH , and learned that the
company had begun more than one year earlier to plan a program
that would warn of and remedy the danger of fuel geysering.

The program began in Spring, 1979 by International Harvester, and
in which it had already expended some milions of dollars , contem-
plated development of a new gas cap for the pre-1975 model tractors
subject to the alleged hazard , provisio of the gas cap to dealers

notification of owners of affected tractors as to alleged safety hazards
in their operation and the availability of a fix , and follow-up notifica-
tion in various farm journals.

Harvester has completed work on the gas cap and is about to distrib-
ute it. After being contacted by FTC staff in August, 1980, Harvester
adopted various of their suggestions as to the text of a warning letter
to be sent to consumers, and mailed more than 600 000 such letters
in mid-August. The letters to consumers promise them a free gas cap
in exchange for the one presently on their tractors. The letters to
Harvester dealers commit Harvester to a f()llow-up program of media
publicity for its replacement program. Given the advanced state of its

increase in the volatility oflraclor fuels All ofthese asserted considerations may hear upon whether fuel geysering
in ill tr,, ton; i1\ actually a "safety hazard" and upon whether IH was under any legal obligation to take the step"
that it has- While J do join in the Commi;;j'ion s " reason to believe" det",rmination , 1 also believe th"t the case is
somewhat cJo er than th" necessfJrily ban bones assertions in the complaint may suggest.

Whil" my review of the evid nce indicates to me that all of the aforementioned elements were contemplated
in the program that Harvester ofIcials beglln planning in Spring. 1979 , I can find no evidence to indicate that thcy
planned to relate the gencralized safety message of "gasoJine fire h;!zards '. to specific inciden of fuel gey ering
in eilrly model Harvesler tractors. DrFlwing such a cunnection, of course , might weB increase signifir.;:n1t.y tlw
seriousness wir.h which any warning would be regarded. Such a curmcction is drawn in the letters uctually mailed
by Harvester io August, 1980. To the pxt.P.nt. that this may be a product of suggestion.' by FTC staff member

, (

think tha they arr to be eommended for this, and for any other changes Harvp.ster may have made in its program
in respotJs to staff ugge tions- But given that Harvest.er was in a position tu \,onlplete the details of an acceptable
remedial program within u short a time of FTC intervl'ntion I cannot agree that tlw Comrni sjon s involvement
necessitates an order
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program , the (3) large investment already made in it, and the commit-
ments publicly undertaken by Harvester in letters to hundreds of
thousands of consumers and nearly two thousand dealers , I find no
credible basis for doubting that Harvester will complete those steps
of its remedial program that have yet to take place.

In the ordinary Commission case , the bulk of what constitutes ade-
quate relief consists of requirements that a company "go and sin no
more. " In those cases , it is quite reasonable for the Commission to
insist that the company s future compliance be guaranteed by an
order to cease and desist, carrying with it substantial civil penalties
if violated. Relief in such cases consists not of expenditures made iil
the present but of abstinence from certain acts stretching far into the
future. There can clearly be no guarantee that relief of this sort will
be achieved without the financial deterrent of an order.

This case is different. Regardless of what one may think of IH'
motivations in undertaking its gas cap program , it seems to me that
it has been undertaken (long before the Commission intervened) and
is now in its final stages. There is no conclusion to question whether
an order is needed to secure effective relief; that relief is largely

secured. In what way, then , will the substantial expenditure of/unds
that any litigation entails benefit consumers in this case?'

It might be argued that it sets a poor precedent and undermines law
enforcement efforts in other cases for the Commission not to place
under order a respondent that has allegedly violated the law in a
serious way. So far as I can see , however , the only precedent estab-
lished by not litigating this case would be that anytime the Commis-
sion begins an investigation and finds that the investigated party has

long had underway a remedial program which it conforms to FTC
standards immediately upon being first contacted by FTC staff; the
Commission will not insist that the provision of such reliefto consum-
ers be celebrated by the issuance of an order to cease and desist. Far
from being an occurrence to dread, such immediate voluntary compli-
ance strikes me as an occurrence to welcome. I would gladly see the
Commission issue fewer orders if that meant more immediate but still
effective relief for the victims of alleged safety hazards.' (4)

Where effective relief is achieved by a company without substantial
Commission involvement, the Commission must seriously consider

J TI,e :\otiee of Con tempi at cd Rclicfatlached to the Commission s complaint does indicate that the Commission
may order that III desistfrorn faijjng to notify of any future hazards in its tractors ifit is fuund in violation 01"
Section 5. The Commission has not, however , routinely insisted upon Buch prospective orders in cases of this kind
for various reasons, and in tllis case such reliefseerns unnccesf;ary

4 It may be argued that the violation alleged here has continued for many years , ,HJd wai; remedied by III for
other than eJeemosynary reasous, ASBuming urglwnduthat this is true , it seems to be irrelevant. The only proper
purpose ofa Commission order is to relieve The past conduct of an alleged violator may be probative of whether
it can be cxpectod to undertake voluntary remedial steps in the future absrmt an order. But where expensive relief
has ulreadybeen ulJderWken , I caniJOt see how it makes any difference to any proper concern ofthf' Commission
whether the violatiolJ has been long- lived or not.
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conserving its scarce resources for cases where they will do more good.
In my opinion , the lawsuit being undertaken today will do little or
nothing to augment the protections already being afforded owners of
III tractors, nor wil it serve to vindicate any broader principle of
sound law enforcement that I can discern. Therefore , I would make
public what has transpired but not issue the complaint.

October 10 , 1980

INITIAL DECISION BY

JOHN J. MATHIAS , ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE

JULY 16 , 1982

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

The Complaint in this matter was fied on October 10, 1980, and
charged International Harvester Company (IH), a corporation en-
gaged in the design , manufacture and marketing of agricultural
equipment, including tractors , with failure to disclose material facts
to operators oftractors which it manufactured , in violation of Section
5 ofthe Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended (Complaint , n 10).

The gravaman of the charges against respondent is that gasoline-
powered tractors which it manufactured since 1939 , having the fuel
tank located in front ofthe operator and between the operator and the
engine, are subject to a safety hazard which has been termed "fuel
geysering, " It is alleged that in all of such tractors "the location , and
in some cases the shape ofthe fuel tank, . . . subjects the tank to fuel
(2) heating and vaporization causing pressure build-up in the fuel
tank during normal operations" It is further alleged that "(iJfthe fuel
cap is dislodged or removed while the tractor is hot or running, fuel
vapors and liquid fuel can shoot or geyser" out ofthe fuel tank "spray-
ing the operator or the tractor with gasoline which can , and has
spontaneously ignited. " Such phenomenon , it is alleged, can and has
resulted in serious injury, and even death , is not reasonably to be
expected by "many operators," and is , therefore, a Usafety hazard"
(Complaint , n 5).

It is further alleged that respondent was aware of this problem in
1958, or earlier, and failed to adequately disclose the facts concerning
the nature or extent of injuries due to fuel geysering and steps which

might be taken to prevent injury or death." It is charged that if the
facts concerning pressure build-up and fuel geysering had been
known by many operators it "would likely affect their decisions con-
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cerning the use or care of agricultural equipment manufactured by
respondent. . . . " As to prospective purchasers of new or used tractors
manufactured by respondent, it is urged that if they knew such facts
it might affect their decision to purchase that equipment. It is there-
fore alleged that respondent's failures to disclose this information
constitute deceptive or unfair acts or practices or unfair methods of
competition in or affecting commerce (Complaint, TI 8).

The Complaint does not allege that respondent's gasoline- powered
tractors were defective, nor does the Complaint charge that respond-
ent' s tractors represented anything other than the state of the art in
the design and manufacture of tractors for farm use during the peri-
ods when they were manufactured.

Respondent generally denies the allegations of the Complaint, but
it admits that incidents alleged to have involved fuel geysering have
occurred on IH tractors and that injuries and one death have occurred
in such incidents. It specifically denies , among other things , that fuel
geysering can occur during the normal operation of its tractors, that
such incidents are numerous, and " that fuel geysering can or wil
occur on any IH gasoline-powered tractor if the operator securely
tightens the cap, the gas cap is in reasonable working order and the
operator abides by the basic safety instruction not to remove the gas
cap when the engine is running or hot. " It admits that if/liel geyser-
ing does occur , it is a safety hazard (Answer, TI 4). It also raises a
number of affrmative defenses in its answer, which range from con-
testing the Commission s jurisdiction to allegations that the proceed-
ing is moot. (3)

The principal issues presented for hearing were:

1. Does fuel geysering occur on IH gasoline-powered tractors due to
pressure build-up which occurs during the normal operation of such
tractors?

2. Are there basic safety rules which, iffollowed , would prevent fuel
geysering?

3. Were those basic safety rules so obvious and well-known that all
operators of gasoline-powered tractors should have been aware of
them and followed them?

4. Under the circumstances revealed by the evidence , was respond-
ent' s knowledge of alleged fuel geysering incidents and the phenome-
na which could give rise thereto , such that it imposed a duty on IH
to disclose this safety hazard to users and prospective users of it,
gasoline-powered tractors?

5. If there was a duty to disclose , did IH' s actions at any particula
point in time discharge that duty under the conditions existing at the
time?
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6. Have the users of IH's gasoline-powered tractors now been ade-
quately warned of the safety hazard of fuel geysering?

7. Has there been a violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act and , if so , what, if any, kind of order is required?

The hearing in this matter commenced on Tuesday, October 13
1981 , and the record was closed on Friday, February 26, 1982. During
the course oftheir case-in-chiefand rebuttal complaint counsel called

26 witnesses and introduced well over 300 exhibits into evidence.
Respondent in its defense called 24 witnesses and introduced into
evidence about 200 exhibits. The hearings consumed a total of34 trial
days and 5662 pages of transcript.

This initial decision is based upon the entire record including
proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law and supporting
memoranda fied by the parties , as well as their replies. I have also
taken into account my observation of the witnesses who appeared
before me and their demeanor. Proposed findings not herein adopted
either in the form submitted or in substance, are rejected either as not
supported by the evidence or as involving immaterial matters. (4)

The findings of fact include references to supporting evidentiary
items in the record. Such references are intended to serve as guides
to the testimony and exhibits supporting the findings offact. They do
not necessarily represent complete summaries of the evidence sup-
porting each finding. The following abbreviations have been used:

Tr. - Transcript, preceded by the name of
the witness and followed by the page

number.
CX - Complaint Counsel's Exhibit , followed

by its number and the referenced
page(s).

RX - Respondent' s Exhibit followed by its
number and the referenced page(s).

- Complaint Counsel's Proposed Findings.
- Complaint Counsel's Memorandum Of Law

In Support Of Proposed Findings.

- Respondent's Proposed Findings.
- Respondent's Memorandum Of Law In

Support Of Proposed Findings.
CRF - Complaint Counsel' s Reply To Respondent'

Proposed Findings.
CRB - Complaint Counsel' s Reply Brief.
RRF - Respondent' s Reply To Complaint Counsel'

Proposed Findings.
mB - Respondent' s Reply Brief.
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FINDINGS OF FACT

I. THE RESPONDENT

1. International Harvester Company is a Delaware Corporation
with its executive offces located at 401 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago , Ilinois. Respondent is engaged in the design , manufacture
and marketing of three major product (5) lines: agricultural equip-
ment, construction machinery and highway trucks. IH and its corpo-
rate predecessors have been major suppliers offarm machinery since
tbe 1840's. Its agricultural equipment line includes, among other
things, tractors (Complaint and Answer, nn 1 , 2; Colwell, Tr. 3635;
McCormick, Tr. 1492-93; RX 49, p. 153).

2. IH built its first farm tractor in 1906. Since then it has been a
pioneer in the development of the agricultural tractor. In 1939 , it
introduced a new gasoline-powered tractor, the Farmall " , which
was geared to modern power farming and gave the farmer the capaci-
ty to perform a wide variety of farming tasks by mounting different
power-driven implements on his tractor. The Farmallline also includ-
ed the model "A" and "H" tractors. These basic models, with some
improvements over the years, were IH' s primary farm tractors
through 1954. Beginning in 1955 , IH also marketed a line of utility
tractors. The utiity tractors had a lower profie and were closer to the
ground. They were suitable for many farming chores. Since the mid-
1950' s respondent has built many different models of tractors , gener-

ally of increasing size and horsepower (RX 49 , pp. 154-62; RX 89H-
Coleman , Tr. 963, 967 , 1051 , 1318- , 1329-36; Link, Tr. 1995; Borgh-
off, Tr. 4000-02). 

II. COMMERCE

3. IH distributes and at all relevant times distributed, agricultural
equipment including tractors and accessories and parts therefor
through its independent dealer organization. In the late 1940's there
were 7000 dealers in North America (including Canada), but the over-
all number of dealerships has since declined and the dealerships have
become larger. As oftoday there are about 2000 of such dealers in the
United States and Canada. Respondent also sells its agricultural
equipment through a few company-owned retail stores. As of October
1980 there were 10 of such company-owned stores. These were located
in the states of New York, Alabama , Mississippi, Kansas, Oklahoma
and Texas (RX 220; Gast, Tr. 3749-50; Hartzell, Tr. 2950-51; Hil , Tr.
3834; Allen , Tr. 3684; Affidavit of James R. Fruchterman, attached to
Motion to Dismiss for Absence of Conduct in Commerce February 6

1981).
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4. IH causes the agricultural equipment, including tractors, acces-
sories and parts to be shipped from the place of manufacture to inde-
pendent dealerships and its own retail stores in the various states
including states other than the place of manufacture. Such tractors,
accessories and parts are then sold by the dealerships and the compa-
ny-owned stores to customers in their respective sales areas. The
number of gasoline-powered (6) tractors manufactured and sold by IH
declined precipitously in the 1970's. Respondent has not manufac-
tured and shipped any gasoline-powered tractors since 1978. It does
continue to print owner s manuals and supply accessories and parts
for the tractors which have gone out of production and distribute
these through the normal distribution channels in interstate com-
merce. It also prints , and distributes interstate, parts catalogues for
such tractors, which parts catalogues are sent through its mailing list
to farmers in the various states urging them to purchase parts and
equipment through the dealerships and stores (Complaint and An-
swer , nn 3 , 4; CX 219A-B; CX 221; CX 269; CX 269-Z-96; CX 270K; CX
272K; CX 351; RX 5 (p. 7); RX 26 (p. 16); RX 26 (p. 29); RX 89H-I; RX
211; RX 220; Bennett , Tr. 3161, 3240-1; Lirtzman, Tr. 4707-09).

5. It is alleged in the Complaint that a substantial number of re-
spondent' s gasoline-powered tractors "may still be in use and be sub-
ject to resale by respondent (through its company-owned retail stor8sJ
or its dealers." The only evidence in the record concerning the sale of
used gasoline-powered tractors in IH' s company-owned stores is an
affdavit of James R. Fruchterman , reporting on a survey of the 10
company-owned retail stores made in the Fall of 1980 , which showed
that as of October 21 1980 , there were, collectively, five used gasoline-
powered tractors in inventory in said stores. No other evidence was
introduced by complaint counsel to show any other course of dealings
in such tractors by the company-owned stores. Therefore, respond-
ent' s dealings in used tractors must be considered de minimis(Affida-
vit of James R. Frueh terman, attached to Motion to Dismiss for
Absence of Conduct in Commerce February 6 , 1981)

6. However, based on the evidence cited in Findings 3 and 4 above
I find that respondent has, at all times relevant to the Complaint
been engaged in a substantial course oftrade or commerce , as defined
in the Federal Trade Commission Act, with respect to the tractors
which are the subject of the Complaint (See also RX 89R-I).

7. In the course and conduct of such business in commerce, at all
times relevant to the charges of the Complaint , respondent IH has
been and is now in substantial competition in commerce with corpora-
tions, firms and individuals engaged in the manufacture, sale and
distribution of agricultural equipment, including tractors (RX 49A;
Coleman , Tr. 1321-23).
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III. RESPONDENT GASOLlNE POWERED TRACTORS

8. The evidence in this case was limited to respondent' s gasoline-

powered tractors over 25 horsepower used in farm (7) operations, the

fuel tanks of which were located between the engine and the operator.
This excludes all tractors designed for home use and industrial trac-
tors, as well as a number of gasoline-powered tractors which IH manu-
factured in the later part ofthe complaint period , which had the fuel
tank located behind the operator (Order Respecting Complaint Coun-
sel's Subpoena Duces Tecum January 21, 1981; RX 89H-I; CX 221)
The model designation of the tractors in issue , as well as the years
during which they were built are as follows:

Model

, AI , AV, B , SA, SAI, SAV
100 and 130

140
C and SC
H, M , SMTA, W-4 , W-6, SH

, SW-4 , SW-
200

230
300

300
F-400
1-400

350
350

330
F and 1-240
F and 1-404 , 2404
424 , 2424
444 , 2444
F-450

450
340
340

504, 2504
2500 Constructall

600
650
504

1-460
F-460

Years Built

1939-1955
1955-1957
1958-1978
1948-1954

1939-1954
1954-1955
1957
1955-1956
1955-1956
1955-1956
1955-1956
1957-1958
1957-1958
1956
1958-1961
1962-1967
1956-1967
1968-1971
1956-1958 (8)
1956-1958
1958-1963
1958-1963

1963-1967
1956
1957
1960-1967
1958-1963
1958-1963
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Model

F and 1-560
660
606
544

544 , 2544
656 , 2656
656

F and 1-706 , 1-2706
F and 1-806 , 1-2806
F and 1-856 , 1-2856
F-666 , Hydro 70
686 , Hydro 86

766
F and 1-826 , 1-2826
F and 1-756 , 1-2756
(RX 89H- I). (9)

Years Built

1958-1963
1958- 1 963
1964-1967
1968-1973
1968-1973
1968-1 973
1965-1971
1963-1967
1963-1967
1967-1970
1972-1975
1976- 1978
1971-1976
1969- 1971
1967-1970

The models preceded by the letter "F" are of the Farmallline, while
those preceded by the letter "I" are of the utility line of tractors
(Coleman, Tr. 1051 , 1329-31). During the period 1939 to 1978 IH built
a total of 1 363 063 of the tractors listed above (RX 89H-I).

9. Although all of the tractors listed in Finding 8, above, had the
fuel tank located between the operator and the engine (CX 219A-
CX 221A-C; Coleman , Tr. 971-72), where were substantial differences
in design and horsepower among such tractors (CX 219A-U; Link, Tr.
1995). However, within the above list , various of the tractors can be
grouped together with respect to their design, insofar as the type of
fuel tank and its location in relation to the engine and operator s seat
are concerned. The first seven tractors and groups of tractors listed
above , down through F-230 , had the same teardrop fuel tank, not
covered by the hood , located in the same location between the engine
and the operator s seat , (CX 219A; CX 221A; Coleman , Tr. 971), except
that the 4 and 6 models in the fifth group have a different seat
ocation (CX 219A). The 240 model is essentially the same as the 340.
VIodels B-275 , B-414, 404 , 444 and I-504 are essentially the same as
10del 424. The I-300 and 330 are essentially the same as the I-350
nd the F-300 is essentially the same as the F-350. F and I-400' s are
:sentially the same as the F -450. The F -460 is essentially the same
the F-560, and the I-460 as the I-560. Models I-544 and I-606 are
,entially the same as the I-656. The F -666 , 686 , the Hydro 70 and

Hydro 86 are essentially the same as the F-656. The F-504 is
entially the same as the F -544. Models 766 and 826 are essentially
same as Model 756. The I-806 , I-856 and I-756 are essentially the
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same as the I-706. The 600 and 650 are essentially the same as the
, and the 660 is the same as the 560, except for the seat location

(CX 219A-U).

IV. FUEL HEATING , VAPORIZATION AND PRESSURE BUILD-

10. In all of the tractors listed in Finding No. , above, the location
ofthe fuel tank subjects it and the gasoline within it to additional heat
from the engine during the normal operation of the tractor. This is
due both to the radiator fan blast and radiation from the engine.!

(Creighton , Tr. 2245; (10) CX 43C-D; CX 47; CX 51; CX 55 through 58).
Most of the models of IH gasoline-powered tractors where the fuel
tank is enclosed by a cowling also include a heat shield which lowers
the fuel tank temperatures somewhat. The heat shield is designed to
deflect the radiator fan blast away from the tank. However , this
shield primarily delays the heating process. The fuel tanks which are
so equipped stil sufier from temperature rise well above the ambient
temperature, when the tractor is operated for a substantial period of
time (Link, Tr. 2025-26; Den Besten, Tr. 1794; CX 19B, CX 46A; CX
48D; CX 51A-B; CX 55D; CX 56D-E; CX 58B; CX 81A-B; CX 382A-C).

11. The heat from the engine reaching the fuel tank can increase
the temperature ofthe fuel as much as 65 F. above that ofthe ambi-
ent air (CX 16D-E; CX 17 A-B; CX 19A-B; CX 43Q; Coleman , Tr. 1069
1072 , 1076; Den Besten , Tr. 1805; RRF 90). Engine heat can increase
fuel temperature by 69 F. in three hours , even when the tank is
equipped with a heat deflector (CX 382A-C; RRF 90). Even after the
engine is stopped, fuel tank temperatures may continue to rise for a
time, because of the residual heat stored in the engine (CX 79B; CX
379, Ziskal Dep. , pp. 104-105; Coleman , Tr. 1209-10; RRF 90).

12. As the temperature of the gasoline in the fuel tank rises, it
begins to vaporize. Gasoline is a blend of various hydrocarbons begin-
ning with those with four carbon atoms , up through hydrocarbons
with 9 or 10 carbon atoms. Those hydrocarbons with the lowest num-
ber of carbon atoms, the butanes and pentanes , are known as the
light ends." These " light ends" have a dominant influence on fuel

volatility. The "light ends" begin to vaporize at about 95-
(Creighton , Tr. 2271-72; Hum , Tr. 3899-3900; CX 379 , Ziskal Dep.

, pp.

27-34).
13. When the gasoline in the tank vaporizes more rapidly than it

can be vented by the cap, pressure builds up in the fuel tank (CX

16D-E; CX 17; CX 19A-B; CX 43Q; CX 44A; CX 55B; CX 58; CX 64A;
Creighton , Tr. 2207; RRF 93).

14. Other things also have an effect on the degree to which pressure
1 The radiator fan blast is a stream of hot air blown away from the engine by the raui!:tor fan (Croighton , Tr

2245)
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is built up in the fuel tank. Agitation ofthe fuel , which occurs during
normal operations as the tractor is driven over rough ground , can
temporarily increase pressure in the fuel tank as much as 50% to
100% (CX 46C; RX 32, p. B-80; Creighton, Tr. 2251-53; Coleman, Tr.
1174-75). The shape and size of the fuel tank can also affect fuel
heating and fuel pressure (RRF 97). Heat and consequent pressure
build-up are also affected by external conditions. The velocity and
direction of the wind and radiant heat from the sun can have an
important effect on the temperature of the fuel and the resultant
pressure build-up in the fuel tank (Creighton, Tr. 2253-54; Coleman
Tr. 1010; RRF 98). Although pressure build-up can occur at widely
disparate temperature ranges of the outside air, the (11) ambient air
temperature can also play an important part in raising the tempera-
ture ofthe fuel in the tank , and, consequently, the pressure within the
tank (CX 208J; Hartzell , Tr. 2963-64). Some equipment or accessories
mounted on the tractor, such as corn pickers, heat housers and front
end loaders, tend to trap heat near the engine and fuel tank and can
also be factors in raising the temperature of the fuel and causing
pressure build-up (CX 379 , Ziskal Dep. , pp. 29- , 41).

15. Fuel volatility is also a very important factor in pressure build-
up in the fuel tanks of these tractors. A more volatile fuel is more
hazardous because it has an increased tendency to form vapors and
the more vapor that is discharged into a contained vessel at any given
temperature , the greater the potential for pressure build-up within
the container. There is also more opportunity for fire with a fuel of
higher volatility (Hurn , Tr. 3935-36). Gasoline volatility has been
generally increasing since the 1930's (Hurn , Tr. 3924, 3957 , 3967). For
example , the volatility of gasoline produced in the Spring in the Mid-
west has increased by 20% during the period 1965 to 1980 (CX 153).

16. The volatility of fuel is also greatly affected by the practice of
refiners to produce different blends of gasoline for the different sea-
sons of the year. Winter fuel is more volatie in order to improve
starting capability (Hurn , Tr. 3899-3902). However , pressure build-up
in the fuel tanks of the tractors at issue can occur even when summer-
grade gasoline is used (Hartzell, Tr. 2979).

17. Other factors can also affect the amount of pressure build-up in
the fuel tank of these tractors. The venting capacity of the fuel cap
can affect the pressure in the tank. If the vent hole is plugged with
dirt, or missing, then vapor cannot escape from the tank at all and
pressure build-up is greatly increased (CX 38; CX 49B; CX 68; CX 69B;
Reed , Tr. 3027-28). Tractor maintenance can also play an important
part in increasing the temperature to which the fuel tank is subjected
and , thus , the pressure build-up within it. A poorly maintained trac-
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tor may expose the fuel tank to a greater amount of heat (RX 220B;
Bennett, Tr. 3187; Allen , Tr. 3690-91).

18. Some of the symptoms which accompany the pressure build-up
in the fuel tanks of the IH tractors are: boiling of the gasoline in the

fuel tanks (Coleman , Tr. 1069, 1072; Nichols , Tr. 2092; CX 24A; CX
27B; CX 44A; CX 45A; CX 90; CX 112; CX 163A; CX 171B); a hissing
sound created by the gasoline vapors escaping through the vent in the
filler cap (CX 35A; Creighton , Tr. 2276; Didion , Tr. 673; Clowes, Tr.
1834-36; Cox , Tr. 830; Holtz, Tr. 718-19); "vapor lock" caused by fuel
vaporizing in the fuel line or carburetor, which can cause the (12)
engine to sputter or "die " (CX 35; CX 80; RX 25Y; Creighton , Tr. 2777);

surging ofthe engine, because the pressure forces too much fuel into
the carburetor (Coleman , Tr. 1015-16; Creighton , Tr. 2295); stalling
of the engine due to flooding, when the pressure forces too much fuel
into the carburetor (Coleman , Tr. 1003); and gas squirting out of the
vent hole of the fuel cap (CX 46A; CX 119A; CX 177; Coleman, Tr.
999-1000, 1004-05 , 1012; Cameron , Tr. 401).

V- FUEL GEYSERING

19. When suffcient pressure has been buil up in the fuel tank and
it is suddenly released , such as when the gas cap is suddenly removed
from a hot or running tractor, there may be a sudden ejection or
expulsion of gasoline and gasoline vapors out of the filler neck. Such
ejection or expulsion has sometimes been called "fuel geysering." As
used in this case, the term "fuel geysering" has included varying
degrees of fuel loss , ranging from a spray to a solid column ofgasoJine
(Creighton , Tr. 2190; Coleman , Tr. 1077 , 1140 , 1337; CX 44; CX 250
through 254; CX 375A-B; RRF 86). Fuel geysering involves the release
of energy accumulated in the liquid mass of the fuel as boiling is
suppressed by built-up vapor pressure (Coleman, Tr. 1142).

20. Fuel geysering can occur when pressure exceeds 1 pound per
square inch (psi) in the fuel tank (CX 46B). Tank pressures as high as
5 psi can be attained during the normal operation of one ofthe subject
tractors (Hilstrom , Tr. 3553; Den Besten , Tr. 1805; CX 44A-B; CX
46A-P; CX 55A-B; CX 56A; CX 57 A; CX 58A-B; Findings No. 66 , 69

, 76- , 82- , 85 , 88, 96 , 99-101, below).
21. Geysering is affected by the level offuel in the tank. Generally,

fuel tank pressure follows a curve in which it increases gradually to
a peak , then decreases as more of the fuel is used up (CX 57F-H; RX
267M-N; CX 379 , Ziskal Dep. , p. 27; Coleman , Tr. 1681; RRF 103).

22. Fuel geysering is the result of a combination of circumstances
involving pressure build-up, fuel temperature , the amount of fuel in
the tank and the sudden release ofthe pressure in the tank (Reed, Tr.
3024-30; RRF 103; Findings No. 19-21 above). Respondent admits
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that under some combination of circumstances fuel geysering could
occur on all ofthe IH gasoline-powered tractors listed in Finding No.
, supra (CX 216D; RRF 86 , 103).
23. A "fuel geyser" can result in the expulsion of a stream of vapor

and liquid fuel to a height well above the tractor and its operator
(Buatte, Tr. 149; Cameron, Tr. 401; Didion , Tr. 675). Fuel gushed 20
feet high and fuel loss was seven (13) gallons , when IH tested one of
its production tractors at a fuel tank pressure of 2 psi with the tank
3/4 full (CX 46B). One farmer who experienced fuel geysering said

, "

was frothy-looking-it appeared to be like a frothy-looking orangeish
white mass , and it just went up like that" (Cameron, Tr. 402). Another
described the release of pressure when he removed the cap by stating,
y ou couldn t put any more pressure in there with an air hose.

. . " (Shawback , Tr. 583). Other farmers tried to put the cap back on
the filler neck, but were unable to because of the pressure (Great-

house, Tr. 201).

24. The fuel expelled from the tank may fall on the operator soaking
him with gasoline (CX 28; Buatte, Tr. 148-9; Cameron , Tr. 40O-2;
Shawback, Tr. 582). Even if the fuel does not spray directly on the
operator, he can be burned if it ignites (Kangas , Tr. 489-93; Great-
house, Tr. 201-02).

25. The fuel which is ejected from the tank of a hot or running
tractor can ignite in several ways. Fuel ignition can occur if the

tractor is hot (CX 29D). The auto ignition temperature of gasoline
(that is , the temperature at which gasoline wi1 ignite without a spark
or an open flame, also known as spontaneous ignition) is 800" 860" F.
The exhaust manifold of the tractor can reach temperatures as high
as 1,200" F. Other sources of ignition include: sparks from the com-
mutator brushes on the generator, or from the mumer (CX 28D; CX
36H; CX 379, Ziskal Dep. , pp. 46, 49; Coleman , Tr. 1211; RX 27-
Creighton , Tr. 2280- , 2292-94), and bits of dirt and chaff which can
get on hot parts of the tractor during operation and serve as sources
of ignition (Sullvan , Tr. 5138; CX 379, Ziskal Dep. , p. 42). Ignition wi1
not occur every time liquid gasoline comes in contact with a hot or

running tractor , but it is always a possibility (Creighton , Tr. 2292-94).
26. Ignition can occur almost simultaneously with the release of

fueL One witness testified that:

. . . f w Jhen I opened the gas cap up, gas shot in the air. It said "Whoosh" and gas went
about two and a half, three feet. Then I tried f()Tcing the cover back on , but it was all
engulfed in flames right away, as soon as the gas came out. (Wholetz, Tr. 634.

Wayne Shawback said:
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Well , the minute I got sprayed with gas , I reached for the switch to shut the motor off.
But that time , it had ignited. I was one ball of fire. (ShaW-back , Tr. 583). (14)

27. Fuel geysering can result in serious injury, and even death. It
is undisputed that Charles Kraus died as a result of a fuel geysering
incident in 1978 (CX 308; Creighton , Tr. 2237-39; Bennett , Tr. 3356-
57). Eleven other incidents about which there was testimony at trial
resulted in serious injury (Buatte, Tr. 149; Greathouse, Tr. 208-10;

Cameron , Tr. 405-09; Kangas , Tr. 489-93; Shawback, Tr. 584-85;

Wohletz , Tr. 635; Didion , Tr. 675; Holtz, Tr. 720; D. Jolicoeur, Tr. 765;
S. Jolicoeur , Tr. 818-19; Cox , Tr. 832; Clowes, Tr. 1838). In one inci-
dent related at trial , the operator escaped relatively uninjured , but
the fuel exploded and the tractor was heavily damaged (Guynn , Tr.
890, 903- , 908-09; CX 265; CX 266; CX 267). II acknowledges that
one , perhaps two , additional deaths have occurred in "alleged" fuel
geysering incidents (Answer n 5; CX 220A-K; Supplemental Memoran-
dum in Opposition to Complaint Counsel's Motions for Leave to Sub-
mit Additional Evidence on the Issue of Public Interest July 21 1981
pp. 9-11.

28. Although a number of fuel geysering incidents did not involve
personal injury, those which did often resulted in extremely serious
burns , disfigurement and permanent impairment (Buatte, Tr. 175;

Greathouse , Tr. 208-10; Cameron , Tr. 405-09; Wohletz, Tr. 635; Di-
dion, Tr. 675; Holtz , Tr. 720-21; S. Jolicoeur, Tr. 818-19; Cox , Tr.
832-33; Clowes , Tr. 1837-38).

29. The record contains evidence of more than 90 alleged fuel gey-
sering incidents involving respondent' s tractors which occurred from
the mid-1950' s through August 1981 (CX 24A; CX 48D; CX 53; CX 220;
CX 409; CX 410; Sullivan , Tr. 5159; Rezek, Tr. 3102; Nichols , Tr.
2092-93; Clowes , Tr. 1840). Moreover , one early report (1955) simply
states that complaints had been received by IH "stating the owners
were sprayed with gasoline when removing the fuel cap due to pres-
sure build-up in the fuel tank" (CX 19A). Obviously this indicates
more than one occurrence , but whether it represents many, or few
cannot be determined. Then too , some of respondent' s fies on early
incidents were lost or discarded , so it is possible that some (15) fuel
geysering incidents which were reported to IH are not identified on
this record (Bennett, Tr. 3289- , 3323-25; CX 44A; CX 48D). Some
fuel geysering accidents were not reported to respondent (Bennett , Tr.
3361-64; CX 440; RX 254A-H), and others are reported years after the
occurrence (CX 379 , ZiskaJ Dep. , p. 84; CX 440). Therefore, the num-

! I curtailed complaint counsel' s e"arniwJtion of injured wilne es in an ofl:the- cord discussion with counsel
very early in the hearings , since it obviously cau ed some of the wjtne es mental anguish to testify as to the extent
ofthcir injurie and since such testimony was urmec ssary, lt was obvious from seeing some of the witnesses that
they had been everely injured and disfigured
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ber of fuel geysering incidents established on the record herein cannot
be considered a complete enumeration of all such accidents.

30. Respondent points out in its Reply to Complaint Counsel's
Proposed Findings that CX 220, an affdavit of an IH offcial and a
supplement thereto , which is the principal listing of alleged fuel gey-
sering incidents in this record , contains as many as four accidents
which did not involve "fuel geysering," but rather involved fuel
spurts" (gas squirting through the vent hole) (RRF 119). Such fact

does not materially affect the number of fuel geysering incidents as
listed in Finding No. 29, above. Further, respondent urges that a
number of the other accidents reported as "fuel geysering" may not
have involved that phenomenon. However, I find that the weight of
the evidence establishes that all of the incidents to which there was
direct testimony offered herein by operators involved in such acci-
dents , with the exception of the Killngbeck incident, were "fuel gey-
sering" incidents (Buatte, Tr. 146-82; Greathouse, Tr. 183-235;
Cameron , Tr. 352-448; Kangas , Tr. 477-568; Shawback , Tr. 569-611;
Wohletz, Tr. 624-59; Didion , Tr. 662-707; Holtz, Tr. 709-43; D. Jolico-
eur, Tr. 752-811; S. Jolicoeur, Tr. 812-21; Cox , Tr. 823-39; Guynn , Tr.
870-941; Clowes, Tr. 1825-70; Nichols , Tr. 2085-2117). In addition, the
weight of the documentary evidence of record indicates that fuel
geysering was definitely involved in the Bedke , Binder, VandenHoek
and Ostendorf accidents (CX 28A-G; CX 40; CX 144A; RX 262). Based
on these established cases of fuel geysering and respondent' s admis-
sions that the other incidents counted in Finding No. 29 supra were
alleged fuel geysering incidents (with the exception of as many as
four, as mentioned above), I can only draw the inference that all of
the accidents referred to in Finding No. 29 actually involved "fuel
geysering" (RRF 119, 120).

31. Of the fuel geysering incidents established in the record: more
than seven were reported to IH which occurred during the latter half
ofthe 1950's (over four of these were prior to May 1958) (CX 19A; CX
220); at least 25 were reported to respondent as occurring in the 1960'
(CX 24A; CX 48D; CX 220);3 at least 30 were reported which occurred
in the (16) 1970's (CX 220); at least 24 were reported which occurred
in 1980 and 1981 (CX 220); and at least seven were reported whose
date of occurrence is unknown (CX 220)).1

32. Under the definition of "fuel geysering" adopted herein , gaso-
line and gasoline vapors are expelled or ejected out of the fuel tank

3 ex 48D mentions that 11 of such incidents were reported in connection with IH's 460 and 560 tractors
(manufactured from 1958 to 1963) by the date of tile meeting reported therein-March 4 1961. 0:0 date or other
information is given regarding these incidents. Since they certainly occurred in the late 1950's or early 1960' , all
are credited to the )960'

. These include as many ;IS four "spurting" incidents (URF 119). However, 5in e the figures for the 1950's do
not take into accuunt aU of the incidents referred to in ex 19A and ex 44A , which allude to " field complaints"
and " field reports " the tola! numher of incidents established 00 the record is undoubtedly still over 90
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filler neck when the fuel cap is removed or dislodged (Complaint TI 5;
Finding No. 19 supra). The weight of the evidence in this record
establishes that a properly secured fuel cap cannot be dislodged or

blown off" (CX 27 A-E; CX 46A-R; CX 67 A-B; CX 68A; CX 69A-C; CX
108A-F; CX 109A-F; Concessions of complaint counsel Tr. 2362 , 2408
Transcript of telephone conference of May 7 1982). The weight of the
evidence also establishes that the fuel cap can be removed or dis-
lodged iftbe operator physically removes it (CX 116), or if an improp-
erly secured cap vibrates off during the operation of the tractor (see
Finding No. 33 , below).

33. The only inference I can draw from this record is that an improp-
erly secured gas cap can vibrate off a running tractor. (This includes
the situation where the cap or filler neck are so poorly maintained
that the cap cannot be properly secured). Several witnesses appeared
before me and testified that the fuel cap came off while their tractor
was running, without their having touched it (Buatte, Tr. 147-49;
Cameron , Tr. 401 , 404; D. Jolicoeur, Tr. 763-66; Guynn, Tr. 889-99).
I find no basis to doubt their credibility.5 At the same time , I am
precluded by this record, including complaint counsel's (17) conces-

sions , from finding that a properly secured gas cap can "blow off' one
of respondent' s tractors (See Finding 32). However, an expert who
testified for respondent in connection with private litigation conclud-
ed that an improperly secured fuel cap can vibrate off a running
tractor (RX 262J; CX 291H- I; see also CX 28A, CX 52A and Answer
TI 5) and other evidence indicates that a fuel cap or filler neck might
be so poorly maintained by a tractor owner that the cap fits loosely
on the filler neck (Cameron , Tr. 442; Nelson , Tr. 4389; Sullivan, Tr.
5120 5126 5128-30; Answer TI 5), thus giving rise to the inference that
the fuel cap might vibrate off under such circumstances. This evi-
dence, coupled with the testimony of Messrs. Buatte, Cameron, Joli-
coeur and Guynn, as well as evidence from IH' s fies that others have
made similar claims ofblow-offs (CX 28A; CX 44A; CX 61A; CX 119A),
gives rise to the inference that a fuel cap can vibrate off the tractor
under these conditions and that a fuel geyser might result ifthe other

causal factors are present.

34. There is a reasonable likelihood that the fuel cap on one of
respondent' s gasoline-powered tractors may be removed or dislodged
when the tractor is hot or running. The number of fuel geysering

5 For example, respondent contends that Mr. Guynn must have removed the fuel cap and placed it on the right
fender, since the physical evidence shows it sat there during the fire (RRF 138). However , it is Dot beyond belief
that a fuel cap blown ofl a tractor and up into the air might come back down and land on the tractor in an upright
position. Since respondent can point to no other evidence to support its contention and Mr- Guynn was the only
actual witness to the incident , I have no reason to reject his credihility Or! this point. Certainly, it is also diffcult
to perceive ofa man who was on fire taking the time to set a fuel CRp down before abandoning a burning tractor
notwithstanding the fact that he did have enough composure to first turn off the ignition- (Guynn, Tr. 889- , 926).
Respondent' s contention, based on specuJation , must therefore be rejected.
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incidents which have occurred, while not great in relation to the
number of tractors which IH has produced, is a strong indication of
such likelihood (Findings 29 , 30, 32 and 33). This is especially true for
those model tractors which do not have fuel gauges. Mr. Coleman, a
retired chief product development engineer for respondent, testified
that he was sure that even some of the IH personnel at its test facili-
ties had taken the cap off such a tractor (one without a fuel gauge)
when it was running, in order to determine how much fuel was left
(Coleman , Tr. 1446). Many ofthe earlier model tractors involved here-
in did not have fuel gauges (Coleman , Tr. 1446). (18)

35. Owners and operators of IH gasoline-powered tractors have
different degrees of knowledge concerning scientific principles which
affect the fuel systems of tractors and tractor operation. Some have
advanced formal education in engineering-related areas (Greathouse
Tr. 184-85), while others have had no formal instruction concerning
such principles (Cox, Tr. 824-25). Regardless ofthe amount of training
they received , many owners and operators of IH gasoline-powered
tractors consider themselves knowledgeable about tractor operation
and fuel-handling procedures (Buatte, Tr. 152 , 155, 157 , 160; Great-

house , Tr. 189- , 195 , 202--5; Cameron , Tr. 357-58, 380-81; Shaw-
back, Tr. 569-70; Wohletz, Tr. 627 , 651; Didion, Tr. 667 , 670-71
684-85; Holtz, Tr. 711 , 725-27; Guynn , Tr. 873- , 920-22; D. Joli-
coeur, Tr. 754-55, 785-86; S. Jolicoeur, Tr. 812-13; Nichols, Tr. 2086-

, 2091; Clowes, Tr. 1826 , 1828 , 1868-69; Kilingbeck, Tr. 5266-67).
IH itself recognizes that farmers are generally familiar with the oper-

ation ofIH gasoline-powered tractors (Borghoff, Tr. 4141) In fact, IH
is aware that many farmers do much of their own tractor mainte-
nance work (RF 411; D. Jolicoeur , Tr. 756; Allen, Tr. 3690-91).

36. Despite their familiarity with tractors and tractor maintenance,
however, many tractor owners and operators were not aware of the
poteotial for fuel geysering ifthe fuel cap were removed or dislodged
from a hot or running IH tractor (Greathouse , Tr. 206; Kangas, Tr.
557; Shawback , Tr. 604 , 606, 609; Wohletz, Tr. 634 , 644- , 652; Di-

dion , Tr. 700 , 705-06; Holtz, Tr. 409-10; Drummond Test. in Stam-
baugh case, CX 285E; Gaul Test. in Stambaugh case , CX 286F-
Borghoff; Tr. 4130; Sullivan, Tr. 5143-44).

37. Had the owners and operators of such tractors been aware ofthe
potential for fuel geysering it might have affected their decisions to
purchase new or used tractors ofthis type, or their manner of care and
use of such equipment (Buatte, Tr. 156-57; Greathouse, Tr. 233; Kan-
gas, Tr. 504-05; Shawback, Tr. 589; Wohletz, Tr. 644-45, 652-54; Di-

dion, Tr. 680-81; Holtz, Tr. 722-23).
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VI. RESPONDENT S KNOWLEDGE

A. The Farm Tractor Engineering Department

38. Since 1946 the Farm Tractor Engineering Department has been
responsible for the design , testing and development of IH gasoline-
powered farm . tractors (Coleman , Tr. 946-47 , 949). Since its inception
this department has tested both prototype (19) and production trac-
tors, as well as experimental tractors (Coleman , Tr. 950 , 958 , 1181
1203). In general , it was responsible for all testing done on farm
tractors by IH except for testing solely related to quality conaol
(Coleman , Tr. 951-53). However , it did not test individual components
such as engines , electrical systems , distributors, fiters, etc. , not in-
stalled on complete tractors. It dealt only with the complete vehicle.
(Coleman , Tr. 952).
39. The Farm Tractor Engineering Department , headed by the

Manager of Engineering, was composed of two basic groups, the De-
sign Group and Test and Development. Each group was supervised by
a Divisional Chief Engineer who reported to the Manager of Engineer-
ing, directly or through his assistant. (CX 313; Coleman, Tr. 1184
1978). IH engineer Richard N. Coleman was in charge of the test and
development function during most of the time relevant to this pro-
ceeding (Coleman , Tr. 944 , 948 , 950; RF 24).

40. The Test and Development Group worked in close conjunction
with the Design Group. The Design Group often gave Test and Devel-
opment assignments to work on. (Coleman , Tr. 1072 73). The Test and
Development Group, in turn , reported any type of investigation that
would require design action to the Design Group (Coleman , Tr. 1181).
In addition , the Test and Development Group reported results on
prototype tractors which were performed after a design had been
committed to a prototype (Coleman , Tr. 1181) The Test and Develop-
ment Group s work on production tractors was also reported to the

Design Group, including those engineers in the Design Group who
were working on designs far into the future (CX 1; CX 2; CX 7; CX 11;
CX 17; CX 19; CX 20; CX 41; CX 42; CX 44; Coleman , Tr. 1026-
1033, 1073 , 1083- , 1094 , 1159, 1171 , 1178- , 1182).

41. Among other things , the Test and Development Group conduct-
ed field investigations into field problems arising with IH tractors (CX
36; Coleman , Tr. 956- , 1204). Any written reports of such investiga-
tions were circulated to various engineers and in most, ifnot all , cases
to the Divisional Chief Engineer of Test and Development (Coleman
Tr. 957 , 1204). In addition , the Design Group requested the Test and
Development Group to investigate particular problems arising in the
field (Coleman , Tr. 1203). The Test and Development Group was given
similar assignments, on occasion, by the Manager of Engineering,
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who followed such investigations closely (CX 28; Coleman , Tr. 1119
1122 , 1145, 1216). (20)

B. The 1940's And Early 1950'

42. In the early 1940' , IH received reports that " fuel spurting" was
occurring on its gasoline-powered tractors (RX 3 and 4). "Fuel spurt-
ing" described the condition where a solid stream of gasoline was
expelled from the vent hole in the gasoline cap (Coleman , Tr. 1337),
as opposed to "fuel geysering" wherein fuel and vapors are ejected
trom the filer neck when the cap is removed or dislodged. At the time

fuel spurting carne to IH's attention , IH gasoline-powered tractors
used a flat gasoline cap which had a 1/16th inch vent hole in the top
to allow proper venting of gasoline vapors inside the tank (RX 3; RX
131; Coleman, Tr: 1002, 1006 , 1343 , 1647, 1695; CX 379 , Ziskal Dep.

21).
43. "Spurting" occurred when the cap was fully in place on the filler

neck and involved a combination of factors, primarily the sloshing of
fuel in the tank and the exhaling through the vent hole of pressure
built up in the tank (Coleman , Tr. 999 , 1000). The sloshing of fuel
caused the fuel to get up into the chamber on the underside ofthe cap,
where it was forced out of the vent hole as the pressure in the tank
was exhausted during the normal venting process (Coleman , Tr.

1000). The pressure in the tank was caused by increased fuel tempera-
tures due to heat flow to the tank (CX 1; RX 162; RX 163; RX 169;
Coleman, Tr. 999-1004). Fuel spurting was a very common occurrence
on IH tractors during the 1940's and early 1950' s (Coleman, Tr. 1337-
38).

44. IH knew, even in the 1940's and early 1950' , that increased fuel
volatility could increase the pressure within the gasoline tank of its
tractors , leading to a greater incidence of fuel spurting (Coleman , Tr.

1007-08). IH found that fuel spurting was most likely to occur in the
Spring and Fan seasons and in hot-weather operations (Coleman , Tr.

1032; CX 379 , Ziskal Dep. , pp. 22-23).

45. IH received many reports of fuel spurting between 1941 and
1954; with such reports increasing in the late 1940's and early 1950'
(RX 3; RX 161; RX 175; CX 1; CX 2; CX 6; CX 64A; Coleman, Tr. 1346).
IH recognized that fuel spurting was a hazard (CX 18; CX 64B; Cole-

man , Tr. 1601). IH knew that fuel spurting increased the risk of fire
and that operators could be sprayed with gasoline (Coleman , Tr. 1004

1018-19; CX 6B; ex 379, Ziskal Dep. , pp. 22-23; RX 162). In fact, a fire
was reported to IH as a result of fuel spurting on an IH gasoline-
powered tractor in June 1950 (RX 160).

46. An engineering docket was opened to deal with the fuel spurting
complaints involving the flat cap, and the Test and Development
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Group was instructed to experiment with design alternatives (CX 1;
Coleman , Tr. 1343). The engineering undertook (21) to duplicate the
condition as reportedly experienced in the field (CX 1; Coleman , Tr.
1343-45). They then tested a host of different types of caps and experi-
mented with fuel tanks containing a variety of internal baffing ar-
rangements under the reported circumstances for the purpose of
determining whether other designs would overcome fuel spurting (CX
1; RX 161; RX 163; CX 2; RX 166; CX 64A; Coleman , Tr. 1345).

47. In the course of their dealing with the fuel squirting problem
respondent' s engineers were aware that the heating of the fuel in the
fuel tank was causing pressure to build up in the tanks of the IH

tractors (Coleman, Tr. 999, 1026; CX 379, Ziskal Dep. , pp. 23-24).

48. By July 1954, IH developed and made available a fuel cap which
reportedly eliminated fuel spurting by using a series of baffes in the
cap (CX 64; Coleman , Tr. 1036). The cap was designed and tested by
IH (CX 7; CX 11; CX 64; RX 17; RX 171; Coleman , Tr. 1405). The cap
had the same size 1/16th inch vent hole used on previous production
caps which vented through a hole in the top of the cap (Coleman , Tr.
1647 , 1695). IH referred to the cap as the triple baffe cap (Coleman
Tr. 1037 , 1393; Link, Tr. 1997; CX 64). IH believed, as a result of
testing, that the triple baffe cap overcame fuel spurting and was
otherwise satisfactory in field operation (CX 13). IH therefore market-
ed the triple baffe cap for use on all IH tractors, claiming it reduced
fire hazards (CX 18; Coleman , Tr. 1040).

49. In 1954 , when IH began marketing the triple baffe cap, IH
knew that using the cap on IH gasoline-powered tractors did not lower
the temperature of the gasoline in the tank to any significant degree
(Coleman, Tr. 1040). IH also knew that the cap did not affect the rate
of heat flow to the gasoline tank of IH gasoline-powered tractors
(Coleman , Tr. 1041). IH further knew that the difference in either the
rate of pressure build-up or the amount of absolute pressure in the
tank was not great, as between the flat cap and the triple baffe cap
(Coleman , Tr. 1046, 1398-1400; Sullivan , Tr. 5190).

C. 1955-1958

50. By 1955, reports of fuel geysering incidents began to come to
respondent's attention (CX 19A). By this time IH also was conducting
tests to determine the amount of pressure build-up in the fuel tanks
of its tractors, factors which influenced such pressure , and ways to
deal with it (CX 16D-E; CX 17B; CX 19A; CX 20; Coleman , Tr. 1097).
Although the amount of pressure build-up varied among these tests
IH knew in 1955 that factors present during the normal operation of
its tractors, (22) such as engine heat, agitation of fuel in the tank
ambient air temperature and wind direction and velocity could sub.
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stantially affect the vapor pressure build-up ih the tank (CX 17 A; CX
19A; CX 20A; Coleman, Tr. 1053- 1069; Link, Tr. 198E;87).

51. By 1955 , it was also common knowledge among IH engineers
that gasoline was being heated to the point of boiling (rapid vaporiza-
tion) in the tanks of its gasoline-powered tractors (Coleman , Tr. 1055
1069, 1072). IH was routinely obtaining temperatures of over 100'

in its fuel tanks during the Course of various tests (CX 16D-E; CX
17A-B; CX 19A-B). It knew, and had known for many years , that
gasoline usually begins to boil , or vaporize, at approximately 96'F. to
97' F. (CX 16A-C; CX 379, Ziskal Dep. , pp. 27 , 33-34; Coleman , Tr. 1070;
Creighton , Tr. 2271-72; Hum , Tr. 3899-3900). It also knew that high
gasoline temperatures in the fuel tank led to rapid pressure build-up
(CX 16D-E; CX 17 A; CX 19A; Coleman, Tr. 1088-89). IH further knew
that a sudden release of that pressure from the fuel tank , as might
occur on removal ofthe cap, could result in the boiling of the gasoline
in the tank (Coleman , Tr. 1055) and even the ejection offuel from the
tank and the spraying of the operator with gasoline (CX 19A). (RRF
156). By this time IH had received "field complaints" stating that
tractor owners had been "sprayed with gasoline when removing the
fuel cap due to a pressure build-up in the fuel tank" (CX 19A).

52. By December 1956, IH management was aware of a number of
reports received from the field that the fuel tank on the International
300 model tractor became excessively hot during field operation , caus-
ing the gasoline to boiL One of the reports mentioned a geysering
incident which resulted in a fire, when the operator removed the fuel
cap. (CX 24A; Coleman , Tr. 1104-05). These reports were submitted
to the Farm Tractor Committee , which made policy decisions concern-
ing IH agricultural equipment. The Committee was comprised ofrep-
resentatives from the Engineering, Manufacturing and Sales
departments. (Coleman , Tr. 1104; CX 403D).

53. In January 1957 , an incident occurred at the Harvester Farm
(respondent's test facility) wherein fuel geysered from the filer neck
of an IH gasoline-powered tractor when the operator removed the cap.
This accident occurred while the tractor was operating on a belt

dynamometer in an enclosed room with the fuel being supplied from
a mobile storage tank , rather than the fuel tank. As the tractor
operated in the enclosed room the (23) temperature mounted and the
fuel got hotter. The high ambient temperature and the heat from the
engine caused the fuel to boil violently. The vent hole in the cap could
10t release the vapor pressure as fast as it was being generated by the

,; A dytlamometer is a testing d('vj e which meaSIHes power or force. In this case it is an cleetri"al generator
hich is connected to the enr;ine By varying the electricaJ load on the generator you can. vary the lOCld being put
\ the engine. The dynamometer has means for measuring the torque of the engine. By knowing the rotating speed
IU have the parameters to compute power (CuJeman , Tr. 953-54) Thus it is used to study the performan"e lJfthe
Jdor under varying loads, under labor'ltory cotlditions as opposed to field te8ting.
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boiling fuel and there was squirting of fuel out ofthe vent hole. When
the operator released the cap it was blown out of his hand. (CX 27B;
Coleman , Tr. 1426-27). IH engineering recommended that a heat
shield be used on all International "300" and " 350" tractors to reduce
heat flow and that a larger vent hole in the fuel cap, to reduce pres-
sure, be considered. In connection with the latter recommendation
they noted that the volatility of fuels would probably increase in the
future (CX 27B).

54. Later in 1957 , respondent for the first time received a report of
personal injury resulting from a fuel geyser on an IH tractor. This was
the Karl Bedke accident which occurred on August 10, 1957; a sunny
day with temperature in the 90's. (CX 28A-B). The tractor involved
was an I-300 utility tractor equipped with a center-tube baffe and an
inertia-pin cap7 IH engineer R. N. Coleman investigated this accident
in September 1957. Mr. Coleman concluded that a fuel geyser had
occurred due to the sudden release of pressure in the fuel tank, (24)
causing a solid column of fuel to be forced up through the cylindrical
baffe inside the tank and up into the air directly above the filler neck.
The fuel was blown back upon the operator and ignited , possibly by
a cigarette. The operator was severely burned. (CX 28A).

55. Mr. Coleman had two hypotheses as to how the fuel cap came
off, releasing the pent-up pressure in the tank. The first was that the
fuel cap was improperly secured by the operator and that after pres-
sure had built up in the fuel tank to 2 to 4 psi it was suffcient to force
the improperly installed cap oft' the filer neck. This hypothesis was
supported by Mr. Bedke s insistence that he did not remove the cap.
(CX 28A). The second hypothesis was that Mr. Bedke did in fact
remove the cap, releasing the pressure. This hypothesis was support-
ed by Mr. Coleman s feeling that it was unlikely that the gas cap
would be blown off and land in an upright position on top of the hood
about 6 inches in front of the filer neck and , further , by Mr. Cole-
man s opinion that the odds were against having the cap improperly
installed in a position where pressure can be built up and where it can
stil be blown off with a pressure of 2 to 4 psi. (CX 28A-B).

56. During the course of Mr. Coleman s investigation of the Bedke
accident, he learned of another fuel geysering incident which oc-
curred on an I-300 tractor owned by the Pickett Sheep Company.
Several employees ofthat company reported that the fuel tank runs

7The triple h:lme cap was not included on the 1-300 Utility tractor and suhsequent 1-350 Utility tractors because
t.he nt'w cap w!l sornl'wbat. higher trwn the ordinary flat cap and Sales objected to its appearance The fl1('1 tank

for these Clihty model were therefor," designed wit.h a center-tube bame , extending from the filer neck down
into the tank , to prevent gClsolinc from sloshing up under the filer cap and result.ant " fuel spurting" The cenLer-

tube ham", w s discontinued and the triple bame cap was installed on later production ofl-350' , shortly after the
Hedke incident (CX 28D). The inertia-pin cap had an inertia arm vent pin which was used on a flat cap to prevent
squirting through the vent holes. This cap had two vent holes On the side , rather than one in the center as on the
standard Oat nIp (Coleman , Tr 1356-57; ex 3)
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too hot on their I-300 and that they had smelled fumes while operat-
ing that tractor. On one occasion when one of their young operators
complained ofthe fumes the fuel cap was suddenly removed and fuel
spewed" up out of the tank, but no fire resulted. (CX 28F).

57. Although tests conducted by IH earlier in 1957 had indicated
that a fully secured gas cap could not blow off the filler neck (CX
28A-E) respondent undertook further tests following the Bedke inci-
dent, to assure itselfthat this was the case.8 Within two to three weeks
after Mr. Coleman returned from investigating the Bedke incident
the engineers at IH' s Test and Development Group undertook further
testing to determine the venting capacity of the various fuel caps and
whether a fully secured cap could "blow off. " (Coleman , Tr. 1447; CX
31). In (25) these tests the tank of an I-300 tractor was removed from
the tractor and immersed in a tub of water, where it was heated with
live steam. The tests showed that the new triple bame cap was superi-
or to the standard flat cap and the inertia-pin cap in venting pressure
from the tank. However, when the triple-bame cap was removed after
the pressure in the tank was lowered to 2.46 psi (from a high of about

84 psi) a column of gasoline geysered out ofthe filer neck to a height
of eight feet. ' Three and three- fourths gallons of the five gallons of
fuel originally in the tank were lost (CX 31A-B). It should be noted
that the rate of heat transfer to the fuel under these laboratory condi-
tions was much higher than that experienced in field conditions and
that the more volatile winter gasoline was used in the testing (CX

31A). However, this testing did again illustrate that fuel geysering
could occur and the factors involved therein. In none ofthese tests did
the fuel cap blow off the filer neck. (Coleman , Tr. 1445; Link , Tr.
2043).

58. Another geysering incident occurred in Wisconsin on April 16
1958. The operator of the tractor, an I-300 model , was Arnold J.
Fischer. The facts surrounding this incident are not in the record , nor
can it be determined from the record just when this incident was
reported to respondent. (CX 53; CX 220). It can be determined howev-

, that IH had a closed fie on this incident as of June 11 , 1963. A
memo of that date identifies the incident and IH's fie number and
indicates that Mr. Fischer was deceased. (CX 53). It cannot be deter-
mined from the record evidence whether or not Mr. Fischer died as
a result of the fuel geysering incident.

59. As of May 1958, IH was aware of one, and possibly two , fuel

The earlier tests indicated that even a partially secured cap could not be blown ofT if it had been t.urned all
at least a quarter turn. However , these tests were conducted under laboratory conditions and not under field
conditions where greater vihrllt.ion might be present. (CX 28C).

9 A 14.(001. geyser occurred when the standard flat cap was removed with a pressure build-up of 4.42 psi (CX
31A, C; Coleman , Tr. 1128). The test." showed that the vent.ing capacities of the standard flat cap and the inertia-pin
cap were about the same (eX 3iA)
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geysering incidents which had resulted in personal injury the Bedke
incident and , possibly, the Fischer incident (Findings No. 54, 55, 58).
It was also aware of at least several others where personal injury had
not been reported (CX 19A; CX 24A; Findings No. 50 , 52 , 56). At least
one of these reports indicated that a fire had resulted (CX 24A). A
number of other complaints had been received concerning the boiling
onilel in the fuel tanks ofIH' s I-300 tractors during field operations
(CX 24A) (26)

D. 1959-1963

60. In 1959 , IH learned of two more fuel geysering incidents which
resulted in bodily injury. Those were the Ronald Frisch and Lyle
Binder accidents (CX 36B; CX 40). There was also a fuel geysering
incident on an I-300 tractor in April 1959 , involving James Buatte of
St. Mary , Missouri , which resulted in serious bodily injury (Buatte
Tr. 147-49, 175). However, this accident apparently did not come to
respondent' s attention unti suit was fied some years later (Coleman
Tr. 1216-20).

61. On May 4 1959 , respondent learned of the tractor fire involving
Ronald Frisch, which occurred on that same date at a farm near
Earlvile, Ilinois. Mr. Frisch was operating a Farmall-350 tractor
equipped with a fuel gauge filler cap when the accident occurred.1
Mr. Coleman was again assigned by IH to investigate the accident and
did so on May 13 , 1959. Mr. Coleman was informed that the accident
occurred shortly after refueling and that the "fire started in an explo-
sive nature." The fuel gauge filler cap was setting partially over the
filler neck , but not secured , with the lower part (the float assembly)
setting down in the tank during the fire. Mr. Frisch was severely

burned. (CX 36A-H; Coleman , Tr. 1635). Mr. Coleman admitted dur-
ing the hearing that when he wrote his report on this incident he "had
some feeling" that Mr. Frisch may have removed the gas cap. In a
later civil suit, Mr. Frisch alleged that his accident involved fuel

geysering. Frisch v. International Harvester Co. 33 Ill. App. 3d 507
338 N.E. 2d 90 (lst Dist. 1975). Mr. Coleman , however, feels that this
accident actually involved fuel splashing out of the tank as a result

ofthe cap not being properly secured after refueling and that the fuel
was ignited by some source other than the tractor itself, but he admit-
ted in his report that the evidence was insuffcient to give real sub-
stance to this feeling (CX 36B).

62. In September 1959, IH learned of the Lyle Binder incident. The
accident involving Mr. Binder of West Bend , Wisconsin , occurred on

A fue! gauge fiBer cap was ODe which incorporated 11 fuel gauge. It consisted ofa cork float mechanism attached
to thc triple bame cap, which mech.anism extended down into the (1.eJ tank from the cap. There was a gauge on
top of the cap. (RX 181; ex 26).
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an I-350 tractor. Respondent' s report of(27) this occurrence indicates
that Mr. Binder removed the fuel cap after smellng gasoline fumes
and that a tractor fire resulted. (CX 40). Mr. Binder s tractor was
manufactured prior to the time that heat deflectors became factory-
installed equipment on I-350 tractors. Later tractors of this model
were so equipped. (CX 40).

63. Also in September 1959 , Mr. Coleman prepared a report which
was intended for use by the Zurich Insurance Company in an investi-
gation being conducted .by that company (CX 41). Zurich Insurance
Company was the insurance company which handled IH' s product
liability claims (Coleman , Tr. 1160). In this report, which dealt with
the I-300 utility tractor, Mr. Coleman stated that if pressure were
generated in the I-300 utility tank by an abnormally high rate of heat
application or through the use of more volatile gasoline, that solid fuel
will be "squirted" out ofthe tank lfthe filler cap is removed. 11 He also
noted that gasoline was becoming more volatile. (CX 41).

64. The Farmall-350 tractor involved in the Frisch accident went
out of production in 1958 (RX 89H). In the late ' 50' s and into the '60'
IH (and other tractor manufacturers) responded to farmers ' demands
for larger tractors with increased horsepower engines and greater
fuel capacity. Introduced in 1958, IH' s six-cylinder tractors had their
fuel tanks in the conventional location, but some models were
equipped with L-shaped tanks , which could hold more fuel than the
tanks employed on earlier models. (CX 42). The new six-cylinder trac-
tors were equipped with improved heat shields between the engine
and fuel tank. They were also equipped with instrument-panel
gauges, and with triple baffe caps. (Coleman , Tr. 1167-68; 1333 , 1410;
CX 219 , RX 89H-l).

65. Respondent knew in the late 1950' , that the L-shaped tank
affected the rate of heat transfer to the gasoline in the fuel tank and
that this , along with the activation of the fuel in the tank when the
tractor was in motion , was a factor in creating pressure in the fuel
tank (Coleman , Tr. 1173-75).

66. By March 1960 , Coleman reported to R. D. Barrett, Chief Engi-
neer for 400 and 500 series tractors, that there was considerable
correspondence dealing with service reports of gasoline boiling and
squirting on Farmall 460 and 560 tractors (28) when used in the early
fall with corn pickers (CX 42; Waechter, Tr. 1732-33). The 460 and 560
tractors had L-shaped tanks (CX 219A , M , N). IH knew that these
problems were not caused by specification discrepancies in the fuel
caps, but rather by the combination of heating of the fuel tank, fuel
volatility and venting characteristics ofthe fuel cap and the way the

JL When ColemCl/1 here refern,d to fuel being "squirted" oul ofllw tilnk he was rderring to " fuel geysering
as descrj)"oJd in the Complaint (CoJermm, 'fr- J202)
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corn picker fit around the tractor, trapping heat (CX 42; Coleman , Tr.
1671). Coleman testified that, in CX 42 , unlike CX 41 , the term
squirting" did not refer to fuel geysering, but fuel spurting through

the cap vent hole (Coleman , Tr. 1166). However, he acknowledged that
the same factors noted in this report were involved in fuel geysering
(Coleman , Tr. 1168-71). IH did not conduct any follow up investiga-
tion to these service reports because it already knew the underlying
causes (Coleman, Tr. 1170). Although Mr. Coleman concluded in his
report that modifying the fuel cap would "require major changes in
design concept which are not known even now " the Test and Develop-
ment Group opened a docket dedicated to studying new concepts in
fuel cap venting. In the meantime, the use of mounted corn pickers
was declining due to the development of the combine (CX 42; Cole-
man, Tr. 1462-64).

67. The concerns reflected in CX 42 were not unique to IH. In a
report of April 1960 addressed to "the tractor industry" generally,
and circulated to many manufacturers besides IH, the Ethyl Corpora-
tion described an investigation it had conducted into the problem of
gasoline evaporation losses from a tractor fuel tank. (CX 43B).

68. The particular model used in the Ethyl Corporation s study was
an IH Farmall-560 , which was representative of the state-of-the-art
of gasoline-powered tractors at the time: "The investigation was car-
ried out on a late model production tractor having a fuel system

representative of current design practice " (CX 43E; See also Den
Besten , Tr. 1815-17).

69. The Ethyl Corporation recognized that a solution to the vapor
loss problem would not only improve the tractor s fuel economy but
also reduce the hazards associated with pressure in the tank (CX 43C).
The Ethyl report emphasized some of the same factors identified by
Coleman: use of increased volatility fuel , high ambient temperatures
and shielding of the tractor engine compartment by mounted ma-
chines and other devices (CX 43C). Like Coleman , the Ethyl engineers
considered the possibility of enlarging the vent hole: "liJt may appear
that a large unrestricted vent, despite a small increase in vapor loss
would have merit in virtually eliminating spontaneous boil-up ofthe
fuel when the cap is removed" (CX 43H). However, the Ethyl report
recommended consideration of ((corrective measures" such as " tank
insulation , better shielding and baming of the tank , and even a press-
urized fuel system " but did not recommend any change in the size or
number of cap vent holes. (CX 43R). (29)
70. The Ethyl Corporation report was received and reviewed by

engineers in IH's Test and Development group (Coleman , Tr. 1187;
Den Besten , Tr. 1788). In fact Mr. Den Besten , a member of that
group, referred to this report as a point of comparison in a later report
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oftests run by IH dealing with the same problems (CX 47; Den Besten
Tr. 1789 90).

71. In June 1960 , IH engineer A.F. Voss fied another report dealing
with excessive pressure in the fuel tanks of respondent' s tractors (CX
44A-B). In his report Mr. Voss stated:

The problem of gasoline "boiling" and generating excessive fuel vapor in tractor fuel
tanks has been with us for a long time.

He also stated:

IWJe continue to receive field reports of accidents wherein owners or members oftheir
families have been seriously injured by inadvertent ignition of gasoline gushing from
the tractor fuel tank.

Mr. Voss noted that most complaints occurred in the Spring and were
probably related to the use of more volatie winter fuels in warmer
weather. He felt that excessive pressures were building up in the tank
and that such pressure resulted "in noticeable vapor , or squirting of
fuel from the vent hole , or ifthe fuel tank cap is removed, the tank
will empty itself of gasoline. " (CX 44A). He also noted that:

Most field complaints make mention of the cap "blowing off.

However, he stated that the Test and Development group had not
been able to substantiate such "blowing oft" even with over 100 psi
pressure in the fuel tank. (CX 44A).

72. Mr. Voss stated that some ofIH' s competitors used larger vent
holes than did IH. This reduces pressures but is conducive to "slosh-
ing" of fuel from the tank even in cold weather (CX 44A).

73. Mr. Voss recommended that IH test a fiberglass fuel tank and
greater diversion of the fan blast as a possible answer to these prob-
lems (CX 44A-B). From the tone of CX 44A-B it is clear that Voss
addressed a problem (boiling and excessive fuel vapor) which was
known to peers and superiors at IH (RRF 191). (30)

74. In August of1960 , IH sent two of its employees , Fred Waechter
an engineer, and a Mr. Geggie of its St. Louis District Otnce, to

investigate problems with a new I-460 tractor which had been report-
ed by David Nichols, of Lebanon, Missouri (CX 45A; Nichols, Tr.

2096-98). Mr. Nichols originally made his complaints to his IH dealer
in May 1960 , but after hearing nothing further, he later contacted
both IH directly and the National Safety Council, by letter, stating his
problems (Nichols, Tr. 2096-98). Nichols ' complaints included: exces-
sive gasoline fumes emitted from the fuel cap which caused his son
to become nauseated; excessive fuel tank pressure accnmn:mipn 
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the noise of gasoline boiling; excessive fuel consumption due to vapori-
zation; and a fuel geysering incident which his son had experienced
when he removed the fuel cap (CX 45A; Nichols, Tr. 2092- , 2103-5;
Waechter, Tr. 1727-30). Mr. Nichols testified that he reported the fuel
geysering incident to IH, along with his other complaints, but re-

spondent maintains that Mr. Nichols only referred to the fuel boiling
and other symptoms which he and his son had experienced (Nichols
Tr. 2103-05; CX 45A-B; Waechter, Tr. 1764). After IH' s investigation
respondent fitted Nichols ' tractor with an improved heat shield (CX
45A; Nichols, Tr. 2098-99, 2110-11; Waechter, Tr. 1731 1743 1769),
but the tractor continued to boil even after the new shield was at-

tached (Nichols , Tr. 2101-03). Mr. Nichols reported to an IH employee
in a later visit to his farm that the heat shield had improved the
conditions reported, but that the fuel in the tank would stil boil
under the right conditions" (Nichols, Tr. 2101). He admitted , howev-
, that he never did fill out a form he was provided for further report

to the IH district offce (Nichols, Tr. 2102). Moreover, he continued to
use the tractor until he sold it in 1967 (Nichols, Tr. 2102).

75. IH engineer Frederick Waechter conducted a detailed investiga-
tion into fuel tank pressure build-up and related problems during the
Spring and Summer of 1960 and reported the results in writing on
September 23 1960 (CX 46A-R; Waechter, Tr. 1732). Waechter had
daily conversations with Mr. Coleman during the time he was con-
ducting these tests and Coleman approved Waechter s report before
it was distributed to various personnel in Test and Development
Design , and other members ofIH' s Engineering staff (Waechter, Tr.
1732).

76. Part of Waechter s investigation consisted of tests to determine
the severity of, and to try to eliminate

, "

fuel gushing

" -

the term
Waechter used to describe "fuel geysering" (CX 46A; Waechter, Tr.
1718). These tests were conducted under laboratory conditions by
placing a fuel tank from a 460 tractor into a tub of water and applying
agitation and heat (Waechter, Tr. 1751-52). Waechter was able to
duplicate fuel geysering (31) when the fuel cap was removed with fuel
tank pressure at 2 psi and the fuel tank three-quarters full. Fuel
geysered 20 feet high , and fuel loss was seven gallons. (CX 46B). It is
likely that Waechter obtained other fuel geysers as well , since he
notes that geysering can occur at widely varying fuel levels (CX 46B).

Although Waechter s tests were conducted under experimental condi-
tions, Waechter concluded in his report that fuel geysering "could
OCCur on production tractors at widely varying fuel levels when tank
pressure exceeds 1 psi" (CX 46B).

77. In another set of tests, using tractors in both laboratory and
outdoor track tests, Waechter confirmed previous findings that pres-
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sures in the fuel tanks of IH's gasoline-powered tractors exceeded 1
psi (CX 46A, C , H, I, J, K, L, P and R). Although his tests were

generally confined to the I-460 utility tractor, one test conducted on
an F-460 Farmall tractor showed similar results (CX 46R; Waechter
Tr. 1735). At least one test showed that pressure exceeding 1 psi could
occur even when using summer grade gasoline, but only at a much
higher fuel temperature. The latter test was conducted with the pro-
duction heat shield (CX 46J). Another test using summer grade fuel
and an improved heat shield did not yield appreciable pressure in the
tank (CX 46Q). When using winter grade fuel, pressures of over 1 psi
were usually obtained with both the production heat shield and the
improved heat shield (CX 46A, H, I , K , L, M, P and R). Waechter
reported fuel tank pressure over 4 psi and believed that pressure

could go as high as 5 psi or more (CX 46C
78. Mr. Waechter s tests also reconfirmed IH' s knowledge concern-

ing the effect of agitation on fuel pressure build-up in the fuel tanks
on its gasoline-powered tractors. His tests indicated that agitation
increased fuel tank pressure from 50% to 100% and that such pres-
sure would return to normal when agitation was stopped. (CX 46C).
He also reconfirmed earlier findings concerning the effects of wind
direction and velocity on fuel tank pressures (CX 20; CX 46D).

79. Waechter s tests also showed that the location of the fuel tank
is a contributing factor to pressure build-up in the tank (CX 46D). The
tests indicated that a tank location above the engine with a tight
bame between tank and engine is better than a location to the rear
ofthe engine or partly above and partly to the rear, as in IH' s designs
at that time (CX 46D).

80. The Waechter tests also demonstrated that there was an ex-
tremely hot spot on the I-460 tractor at the right hand corner ofthe
fuel tank , adjacent to the exhaust manifold. The effect ofthis hot spot
was shown by comparing the I-460 with Ford' s Model 641 tractor.
After one hour of operation , with fuel tank temperatures nearly the
same , pressure in the fuel (32) tank of the I-460 was more than three
times greater than that in the Ford 641. (CX 46D).

81. Mr. Waechter also conducted tests to determine whether the
production cap (the triple bame cap) could be blown ofrthe filler neck
ofthe fuel tank (CX 46A; Waechter, Tr. 1736). He found that a produc-
tion cap could not be blown off the filler neck even at 18 psi fuel tank
pressure. He found that maximum fuel tank pressure was limited to

8 psi , the pressure at which IH's triple bame cap would relieve
(experience tang relief)12 (CX 46B). He believed that field reports of

14 "Tang relief' occurs wl-,en Llw pressure becomCB high enough to raise the cap up through the spring action
oCthe t;Jngs which hold the cap on the filler ne k When this occurs the seal between the filer nel:k and th gasket
on the cap releases , a!\owing lhe preSSl.re in the tank to escape beneath the cap (CX 27A).
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fuel tank caps blowing off were , in fact, cases where the operator
removed the cap and gushing (geysering) fuel carried the cap out of
his hand (CX 46D).

82. Mr. Waechter also reported that the noise of boilng fuel and the
whistle of escaping vapor is alarming to the operator of the tractor

when the tractor is stopped after a hard run (CX 46D).
83. Because Waechter s investigation indicated that IH tractors

could generate excessive fuel tank pressure, even when the improved
experimental heat shield was used , he recommended that future trac-
tor designs be such that maximum fuel tank pressure would not
exceed 1 psi under the most adverse conditions of using winter fuel
in high ambient air temperature (CX 46A). He also strongly urged
that his proposed experimental beat shield be adopted for production
tractors in order to reduce fuel tank pressures (CX 46A).

84. At the time Waechter made these recommendations in 1960, IH
knew that it was possible to design tractors that would not generate
excessive pressures. His report refers to two model tractors of IH'
competitors , the fuel tanks of which are so located and insulated that
pressure build-up presents no problems. (CX 46E, F). He does note
some venting problems with each , however , in that one (the Massey-
Ferguson 65) appeared to be subject to fuel spurting and the other (the
John Deere 730) was subject to damage and blocking in the venting
system (CX 46F). (33)
85. Through the end of 1960, IH continued to receive field com-

plaints of gasoline boiling in its fuel tanks. Prompted by such reports
another IH engineer, Mr. Den Besten , conducted a further investiga-
tion into this problem of fuel evaporation losses from the fuel tanks
of its tractors. (CX 47 A). The report notes that the results of this
investigation should be compared to those of a similar investigation
conducted by Ethyl Corporation-the Ethyl Corporation report re-
ferred to in Findings 67 through 70 supra (CX 47A).

86. Den Besten s investigation was assigned the same docket num-
ber as the Waechter investigation, referred to above , and received
similar circulation among IH offcials (CX 46A; CX 47 A). The report
dated December 12 , 1960, found that gasoline evaporation from the
fuel tank was a significant factor in fuel economy, as reported by
Ethyl Corporation. As much as 6% of the fuel can be expelled via the
fuel tank filler cap. It noted that the gasoline tank is heated by the
radiator fan blast as well as by engine radiation. (CX 47 A).

87. Den Besten tested a Farmall-560 tractor using winter grade
gasoline. The tractor was belted to an electric dynamometer and
operated under test conditions until the fuel supply was exhausted
(CX 47 A). The ambient air temperature in the room where the tests
were conducted ranged from 105" F. to lID" F. during the greater part
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of the tests (CX 47C). Fuel tank pressures in excess of 3 psi were

generated (CX 47C, D). Den Besten recommended, based on his inves-
tigation , that consideration should be given, in designing future trac-
tors, to a double-shell insulated tank, or relocation of the tank to a
cooler position. He also recommended further investigation of the
merits of a fiberglass fuel tank (CX 47 AJ.3

88. In March 1961 , a report of the Farm Equipment Tractor Com-
mittee (an upper-management level body) considered the recommen-
dation of Mr. Waechter that his improved heat shield be installed on
I-460 and I-560 tractors (CX 48DJ. The report states that "complaints
have been received of gasoline boiling and spurting out of fuel tank

during operation. " It notes that although complaints of this sort were
most prevalent with the I-460 tractor, that some complaints of this
nature had also been received in connection with the Farmall-560
tractor. (CX 48DJ. It quotes Mr. Waechter s report of 9-23-60 as stat-
ing: (34)

Gushing of liquid fuel can occur on the production tractor at widely varying fuel levels
when tank pressures exceed 1 p.s.i. When tested at a fuel tank pressure of2 p.sj. with
the tank 3/4 full, fuel gushed 20 feet high and fuel loss was seven gallons.

The Committee noted that although the experimental heat shield
recommended by Test and Development gave significant improve-
ment in fuel tank pressure, that it was stil possible to have excessive
fuel tank pressure even with this shield. (CX 48DJ. The Committee
also noted that the "new-line" models of these tractors were already
to be equipped with an improved heat shield. In light ofthese circum-
stances , and the " low" number of complaints received, it was the
consensus of the Committee that the increase in product and equip-
ment cost for the improved heat shield recommended by Waechter
($3.49 direct manufacturing product cost per unit) was not warranted.
(CX 48DJ.

89. In the March 1961 report of the Farm Equipment Tractor Com-
mittee it was noted that there had been 11 such complaints received
(about boiling and spurting) in connection with the I-460 and F -560
tractors-six in connection with the I-460 and five about the F 560
(CX 48DJ.

90. In February 1962, IH learned of another fuel geysering incident
n which the operator was injured. At that time respondent's Fargo

)istrict Offce reported that Gunnard Pearson had been injured in a
ractor fire involving the fuel tank cap on a Farmall-450 tractor. (CX

, B). Respondent did not investigate the cause of this accident, so
IJ Waechter had found that there were Berio,, problems with fibergjas. fuel tanks , particularly with the bonding
the filler neck to the tank. (Waechter, Tr. 1762-63; ex 46A).
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the details are lost to this record (Coleman , Tr. 1603). A report to the
insurance company, in evidence as CX 49B , merely recites some of the
possible causes of such an accident. Several possible factors are men-
tioned which might cause a fuel geyser when the fuel cap is suddenly
removed (CX 49B). It is also noted that this was the first such com-
plaint received about an F -450 tractor, although approximately 25
500 of such tractors had been built (CX 49B). The last F-450 tractors
had been produced in 1958 (See Finding No. , above).

91. By 1963, respondent started to get involved in litigation as a
result of private suits seeking damages for injuries sustained in fuel
geysering incidents. The Buatte incident, mentioned above in Finding
No. 60, gave rise to the first ofthese suits (CX 52; CX 53). These suits
gave rise to further testing by respondent's engineers and outside
experts in preparation for such litigation (Coleman, Tr. 1217-

1220, 1606; CX 52; CX 53; CX 68; CX 69; CX 70). (35)
92. Mr. Buatte alleged that the fuel cap on his I-300 tractor was

blown off and that fuel geysered out spraying him with gasoline and
that he was seriously burned (CX 52; Buatte, Tr. 147-49 , 175). Mr.
Coleman conducted a field investigation and inspected the I-300 trac-
tor , which was equipped with a center-tube bame , a flat cap and no
heat shield (Coleman, Tr. 1217- , 1606). He concluded that Mr.
Buatte must have removed the fuel cap, despite Mr. Buatte s state-

ments to the contrary (Coleman , Tr. 1220). Mr. Coleman also felt that
there must have been pressure in the gas tank of Mr. Buatte s tractor
suficient to cause the geysering of fuel out of the tank (Coleman , Tr.
1221).

93. An independent engineering consultant, Wayne Worthington,
was consulted by respondent' s local counsel at the suggestion of Mr.
Coleman (Coleman , Tr. 1217). Mr. Worthington reviewed certain in-
formation forwarded by the local counsel and formed a hypothesis as
to how the accident might have occurred. This hypothesis involved
among other things, Mr. Buatte s failure to properly secure the gas
cap, spilage of gasoline when Mr. Buatte filled the tank shortly belore
the accident and ignition oflliel vapors under a cocked filler cap. (RX
27). After later consulting with Mr. Coleman and another indepen-
dent expert, Professor J. D. Liljedhal , at the Harvester Farm , and
reviewing certain internal IH documents and test results, as well as
participating in certain experiments at the Harvester Farm , Mr.
Worthington conceded that his original hypothesis was incorrect (CX
53A). He then concluded that Mr. Buatte had secured the filler cap
only to the point where it sealed the gas tank against leakage, but
could work loose. He opined that the gas cap could then be expected

to "fly off suddenly at some point ofloosening. (CX 52A).4 He further

"Mr. Worthington admitted that 1"1 had never seen this occur and that such J'f1d not been demonstrated during

(footnoLecont'
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informed respondent that it was his opinion that tractors of this
design-with center-tube baffes and no heat shield-were dangerous
if certain necessary conditions were present. The necessary conditions
were improperly secured cap, volatile fuel and suffcient heat (CX
52BJ. He characterized the I-300 tractor as including "a built-in acci-

dent" under these conditions (CX 52B).

94. In June 1963, IH otIcials and others involved in the Buatte
litigation , including insurance company representatives , (36) also re-
viewed a number offies dealing with other incidents involving "simi-
lar allegations" (CX 53; Coleman , Tr. 1249). A memorandum for the
fie (CX 53) shows that IH then had seven fies involving accidents
occurring during the period August 1957 through May 1962 which
were reviewed. Included were the Bedke , Fischer, Frisch, Binder and
Pearson accidents mentioned above (Findings No. 54 , 58 , 61 , 62, 90),
as well as two additional accidents which occurred in May 1962 (CX
53). The one, involving a Mr. George Brittain, occurred in Wisconsin
and the other , involving a Mr. Dale Storer, occurred in the area
covered by respondent' s Kansas City field offce (CX 53). Although no
details of these last two accidents are contained in the record, CX 53
refers to them as involving allegations similar to those in the Buatte
incident. Although the memo refers in its heading to "Alleged
Product Failure-Fuel Tank Cap Model 300 Utility Tractor " the inci-
dents listed therein were not limited to the I-300 tractor. The listed
accidents included incidents which also involved the I-350 , F-350
and F-450 tractors. The record does not show what model tractors
Messrs. Brittain and Storer were operating (CX 53; CX 220; CX 410).

E. 1964-1972

95. Subsequent to his 1960 investigation (Findings No. 85-87), re-
spondent' s engineer, John Den Besten , and other engineers working
with him , continued to investigate fuel tank pressurizing and ways to
deal with it (CX 55-58). From 1960 to 1965 , Mr. Den Besten continued
his efforts to convince IH management and the Design group that the
fuel tank on future tractors should be relocated so as to reduce fuel

tank temperatures and pressure (Den Besten, Tr. 1798).
96. In March of 1964 , his group reported on tests conducted on an
606 tractor utilizing a venting system which consisted of a small

diameter tube connected to the filler neck which ejected fuel spil-over
and vapors downward below the fan blast. The tube had a valve on
the end to eliminate excessive loss due to spill-over and evaporation.
This venting system stil provided a maximum fuel tank pressure of
the testing at respondent's lest facilttics. This was his theory of the cause of the Buattc accident, based upon
extensive discussion." (CX 52A). Mr. Coleman had previously considered such a possibility in connection with the

Bedke fuel geyscring incident (CX 2RA; Finding No- 55)
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4 psi and allowed a 6% loss of fuel as vapors. (CX 55A). Using a larger
diameter vent tube and eliminating the valve on the end, reduced the
maximum fuel tank pressure to 1.7 psi, but the fuel vapor loss in-
creased to 11.4% (CX 55A). The report states:

In the interest of safHy it may be necessary to further reduce fuel tank pressure.
However , the customcr must pay a severe penalty in fuel cost for this added safety (eX
55A). (371

The report also noted that vapor lock became more severe when the
larger vent tube was used (CX 55A). The report then recommended as
follows:

The laboratory has in past reports complained about excessive fuel tank temperatures
of our six cylinder tractors. We believe this series oftests emphatically points out that
on all future tractors , the fuel tank location must be changed.

To correct the excessive fuel vapor loss and/or the dangerous fuel tank pressures on
our present production tractors we recommend that a docket be written to provide
improved heat shield material. (CX 55B) (Emphasis added).

97. This group of engineers conducted similar tests on the F-806
tractor using the same sizes of vent tubing. The report on these tests
was dated April 8, 1964 and revealed similar results. (CX 56A). This
report makes the same recommendations for relocation of the fuel
tank on future tractors and testing to develop improved heat shield
materials for present production tractors (CX 56B).

98. In August 1964 , Den Besten approved a report on further tests
relating to fuel vaporization losses and tank pressure on respondent's
gasoline tractors (CX 57 A). This report concerned tests made with a
Farmall-806 gasoline tractor pulling Model 47 and 37 disc harrows
during field operations (CX 57 A). These tests yielded maximum fuel
tank pressures ranging from 4.3 to 4.9 psi , which the report character-
ized as:

. . . constituting a definite safety hazard. (eX 57 A).

99. In May 1965 , Den Besten approved a report of tests conducted
by another group of IH engineers which was concerned with the

subject of fuel tank heating in connection with the preliminary plan-
ning of a tractor then under consideration for production-the TX-
(CX 58). This model was the prototype (38) ofIH's later "World Wheel
Tractor" production (CX 59B).!5 It was addressed to a conferee to the

L5 The World Wlwel Tractors were planned , and later produced, for worldwide dislribution , unlike previous
tractors designed at IH' s engineering ccnter in Illnois whid, were planned and produced for distribution in only
North America (McCormick, fr- 1521- 22)
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World Wheel Tractor Committee (CX 58A; CX 59A). The report begins
by stating:

There has been considerable discussion and investigation on the subject of fuel tank
heating. Preliminary layout of the TX 19 tractor locates the fuel tank above and
behind the engine. In our opinion , the tank should be Jocated behind the driver s seat.
(CX 5SM.

It stated further that:

The shape and location of the fuel tank on the TX-19 tractor , subjects the tank to all
the fuel heating and vaporization problems that have arisen on other IH tractors with
similar design (the lrshaped tank located above and behind the engine). (CX 58A).

The report further notes that the tank in such design is subjected 

the heat ofthe fan blast and to radiation from the engine and , further
that cooling tests on other tractors indicate that the tank sheet metal
temperature will approach the fan blast temperature after approxi-
mately four to five hours of operation (CX 58A).

100. CX 58 also states that the L-shape of the tank on the TX-
tractor allows certain portions of the tank to be exposed (not covered
by fuel) when operating with a partial tank of fuel. "These surfaces
wiD quickly heat to the fan blast temperature, possibly 180 F. to 210
F. Fuel that is sloshed over these surfaces as the tractor operates in
the field , wil readily vaporize. Vaporization ofthe fuel raises the fuel
tank pressures which constitutes a safety hazard. (CX 58B) (Empha-
sis added). Mr. Den Besten testified that these problems existed on all
IH tractors with the L-shaped tank. He said that such tractors includ-
ed all of the six-cylinder (39) type tractors , which included the 460
560 , 660, 706 and the 806 , as well as the 606 which later became the
656 (Den Besten , Tr. 1811).

101. Moreover, in connection with their recommendation that the
fuel tank be relocated on the TX-19 and future production tractors
that group urged:

The relocation position should be away from the extremely hot areas of the tractor
since the Cooling Test Group feels that shielding and insulation of the tank in a hot

area arc only token measures in eliminating the (JVer-heating problems. (CX 58A).

Mr. Den Besten testified on this record that at the time of this report
the evidence indicated " that additional insulation would not have a
substantial eITect in reducing fuel tank temperatures or pressures
(Den Besten , Tr. 1794).

102. The World Wheel Tractor Committee considered the question
oflocation of the fuel tank during the years 1965 and 1966. Over this
period of time the Committee considered many pros and cons for
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locating the fuel tank to the rear of the operator s seat, rather than
in the conventional location above and behind the engine (CX 59; CX
71; CX 72; CX 73; CX 74; RX 182). The Committee ultimately decided
to move the tank to the rear ofthe driver s seat on this line of tractors
(CX 73; CX 74). Safety-possible fire hazard-was one of the factors
which prompted the Committee to relocate the fuel tank on this line
of tractors (CX 72; CX 73).

103. Although the fuel tank was relocated on the World Wheel line
of tractors , IH continued to produce its North American tractors with
the fuel tank located in front of the operator (CX 221).

104. In March 1966 , respondent received a report of another opera-
tor who was injured in a fuel-geysering incident. Mr. Paul McClure
of Gideon , Missouri was operating an F-706G tractor when the acci-
dent occurred. Mr. McClure reported that he heard a hissing noise
and that fuel started spewing out of the vent and from around the
filler cap. He stated that he immediately put the tractor in neutral
and was preparing to jump off when he was blown off from an explo-
sion. The report from IH' s St. Louis ofIce notes that the cap was found
about 15 feet from the tractor (CX 61) The report also indicates that
Mr. McClure s tractor had recorded only 34 hours of operation when
this accident occurred (CX 61) IH engineers , after later testing, felt
that the operator must have removed the cap, despite his statement
to the contrary (CX 62). (40)

105. Shortly thereafter respondent received another report from
Gideon , Missouri concerning an F-706G tractor that had experienced
problems with excessive pressure in the gas tank. This tractor was
owned and operated by a Mr. Robert Sanders. The pressure problem
was apparently relieved satisfactorily by replacing the luel cap with
another from a Model 560 tractor which was operating in the same
field. (CX 62).

106. By 1966 , respondent was also preparing its defense to a lawsuit
fied by Ronald Frisch lor injuries resulting from his fuel geysering
incident (CX 69A; Findings No. 60 61). In connection with this law-
suit, upon request of IH' s counsel , certain engineering tests were
conducted by IH engineers Robert Reed and Wiliam Shubert (CX 67;
CX 68; CX 69; CX 70; Reed , Tr. 3018-19; Shubert , Tr. 1884). Upon
advice of counsel , neither Reed nor Shubert discussed the findings of
these tests with any other IH ofTicials (Reed, Tr. 3019 , 3030 , 3060;
Shubert, Tr. 1893). For example, Mr. Coleman , who testified and
assisted counsel at the table during the Frisch litigation , was not
aware of these tests until after the Gauges litigation , which began in
1978 (CX 400B; Coleman , Tr. 1255 1258- , 1273-75).

107. The Reed-Shubert tests revealed that the standard production
cap (the triple-bame cap), when only screwed on a half inch or less
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might unscrew and come off a running engine (Reed , Tr. 3022; CX
67 A-B; CX 69; CX 70). In one test , using a float cap, with the engine
running wide open , air pressure applied and pressure in the tank of
5 psi , the cap vibrated off even though it was screwed on to the

distance of one inch (CX 68A). It took a turn of about three inches to

fully secure the cap (CX 69B). Overall , the results o!'he Reed- Shubert
tests were quite erratic (CX 67-70).

108. The Reed-Shubert tests also attempted to create a geyser (CX
67-70; Reed , Tr. 3024-30). The results of their tests in this regard
indicated that pressure alone was insuffcient to cause a geyser. The

tests indicated that a combination of pressure in the tank and high
fuel temperature was necessary to eflect a geyser (Reed , Tr. 3024-30).

109. Additional tests were conducted in connection with the Frisch
case by IH engineer George T. Rezek (Rezek , Tr. 3075-82). On the
basis of those tests , which attempted to simulate the conditions
claimed by Mr. Frisch, the engineers concluded that a properly affx-
ed fuel cap could not be blown off the tractor during normal opera-
tions (Rezek , Tr. 3075-82).

JJO. In 1968 , the test and development process was completed for
the World Wheel tractor and they were released for production with
rcar-mounted tanks (McCormick, Tr. 1562). (41) Although initially
conceived as a diesel-powered tractor, a small number of these trac-
tors were equipped with gasoline-powered engines for sale in the
United States (McCormick , Tr. 1538 , 1549 , 1570-71; CX 221C). By the
end of the 1960's the majority of the tractors being built by IH were
World-Wide (World Wheel) tractors with the fuel tank located in the
rear (CX 221). This line of tractors was not alleged to have been
involved in "fuel geysering" incidents (CX 220).

1JJ. In 1968 , respondent' s engineers also continued testing ways to
control gasoline vapors and pressures in the fuel tanks of its other
models of gasoline-powered tractors. CX 79A-D reports on tests to
determine whether gasoline vapors in a fuel tank could be controlled
by a refrigeration process. For a variety of reasons this process was

determined to be unsatisfactory (CX 79B).
112. Other tests were run that year (1968) on an I-656 tractor to

investigate whether fuel tank temperatures could be reduced by cir-
culating the fuel through a cooler mounted in front of the radiator.
These tests also considered the effect on fuel temperatures of in sui at-
ing the heat shield and fuel tank (CX 81A). Fuel temperatures were
reduced by the fuel cooling system and stabilized at a temperature of
115" F. with a 95" ambient air temperature (CX 81A). The fuel temper-
ature was further decreased and stabilized at 110" F. by installng a

75 inch extension along the bottom of the heat shield and applying
insulation to the back of the shield. Scotfoam was applied along the
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edge of the heat shield to form a tight fit between the shield and the
hood. This prevented fan blast from travelling beyond the shield (CX
81A). The fuel cooling system was found to be unsatisfactory for sever-
al reasons (CX 81B), but further study was recommended on future
designs of heat shields (CX 81B). The engineers concluded that a heat
shield should not be made of a material that is capable of radiating
heat to the fuel tank and that the heat shield must be able to prevent
all the fan blast from contacting the fuel tank. They also found that
the hood sheets are heat generators, as well as the fuel tank support.
They recommended an investigation be made to control the heat flow
to the hood sheets and the fuel tank support (CX 81B).

113. Tests to control fuel tank temperatures and pressures con-
tinued into 1969. CX 382 , dated January 7 1969, reports the results

of tests on a Farmall-656 gasoline-powered tractor with the fuel tank
coated with a rigid urethane foam. CX 83, dated June 5 1969, reports

on tests conducted with an underslung fuel tank. Both ofthese meth-
ods were found to have drawbacks and, therefore, were not put into
production (Coleman , Tr. 1622-24; CX 83). (42)

114. In August 1969 , however, one of the improvements tested, the
insulated upper and lower heat shield assemblies and front hood

assemblies, was released for production and service use on the Model
656 and 544 tractors (CX 84A-B).

115. In January 1969 , respondent received a report that a Mr. Max
Howell was burned when gasoline spurted out of the vent hole of his
fuel cap and ignited. Mr. Howell was operating a Model 656 IH trac-
tor. After his accident Mr. Howell traded his gasoline-powered tractor
for a diesel tractor (Model 656). (CX 82). Although this was a fuel
squirting incident, rather than a fuel geyser, it further ilustrates the
fuel temperature and pressure problems which IH was having with
its tractors (Findings 42-112).

116. During the decade of the 1970' , IH's production of gasoline-
powered tractors, which was already small in comparison to diesel-
powered tractor production , dwindled to zero. This was part of an
industry-wide shift to diesel in response to farmers ' demand for more
powerful and more energy-effcient tractors. By 1970, the vast majori-
ty of the gasoline-powered agricultural tractors being manufactured
by IH were World-Wide tractors with rear-mounted tanks. By 1975.

IH' s production of gasoline-powered tractors with fuel tanks locatec
above and behind the engine was down to only 1700. (RX 212). In 197E

1977 , and 1978 this production figure was down to 600 , 300 and 8(
respectively. No such tractor has heen produced since 1978 (RX 21

117. In April 1970, IH learned that David Didion of Belle vue, Oh
had been burned as a result offuel geysering from the fuel tank oft'
706 tractor he was operating (CX 89; CX 90; CX 9lA-B). Mr. Colem
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investigated the Didion accident (CX 9lA-B; Coleman , Tr. 1293). The
various reports fied with respondent showed that Mr. Didion heard
a hissing noise and noticed vapors escaping from the vent hole in his
fuel cap. He then removed the fuel cap and gasoline spewed out and
ignited (CX 89; CX 90; CX 9lA-B). After the accident, the local IH
distributor repaired the tractor and installed fiberglass insulation
batting around the tank. David Didion s father, the owner of the
tractor, then reported that gasoline vapors stil came out the vent hole
of the cap. The distributor then checked and adjusted the engine and
put on a new fuel cap into which they had drilled a slightly larger vent
hole. When Mr. Coleman visited the Didion farm he had the distribu-
tor install the insulation pad and the heat shield extension which
were then in current production for the Farmall-656 tractor. The
insulation battings previously installed by the distributor were left in
place. (CX 91A-B). When Mr. Coleman visited the Didion farm , Mr. Ed
Didion, the father, was absent. Word was left for him to contact Mr.
Coleman at the distributors. After checking the (43) tractor and hav-
ing the additional insulation and heat shield extension installed, Mr.
Coleman waited at the distributor s until 6 P.M., but was not contact-
ed by Mr. Didion. (CX 9lA-B).

118. The Wendell Tietz fire also occurred in 1970. Tietz alleged that
a blow-off had occurred on his F-656 tractor, which was built in
October 1966. Mr. Tietz later filed suit and IH engineer George Rezek
conducted a number of tests in connection with this litigation. Mr.
Rezek' s tests indicated that: a fully secured cap could not be blown off;
a cap partially secured beyond a quarter inch turn could not be blown
off; and a cap secured only one-eighth of an inch to a quarter inch may
build up pressure and may be blown off. (Rezek, Tr. 3084, 3087-90).
Mr. Rezek's tests also indicated that it would take an extraordinary
amount of force to pull a fuel cap vertically off the filler neck (Rezek
Tr. 3085-87)

F. 1972-1982

119. Prior to 1972 , respondent did not have a separate product
eliability organization. In that year it established the Product Relia-
ility Group which brought together in one place all product reliabili-
, information (Bennett , Tr. 3141). Prior to that time there had been
'central record keeping for such information and the responsibility
. investigating safety problems was divided among different depart-
mts (Arp Dep. , RX 257C- , SoT; RRF p. 102 , No. 543). Once estab-
,ed , the Product Reliability Group monitored the performance of
duct stil under warranty, as well as the safety performance of all
:luct , including older products in the field (Bennett, Tr. 3141-42).
product performance engineer in charge of monitoring the safetv
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performance of older product was James F. Bennett (Bennett, Tr.
3141-42). He was in charge ofthe Product Integrity Group which was
a subgroup inside the Product Reliability Group (Bennett, Tr. 3143).

120. The Product Integrity Group collected records of accidents only
back to 1969. There were a few records obtained concerning accidents
prior to that time, but basically, the only records of accidents on older
models in the field which this group obtained were those from 1969
and after. (Bennett, Tr. 3288-90). This was due, at least in part, to
respondent' s record retention policies (Borghoff; CX 278Y, CX 278Z-
13; Bennett, Tr. 3290).

121. During the period 1972 to 1976 , a few reports of fuel escaping
through the filler neck came to Mr. Bennett' s attention (Bennett, Tr.
3149). These included the Tietz, Ostendorf and Clowes incidents (Ben-
nett, Tr. 3149- , 3304-05). The Clowes (44) accident , which occurred
in May 1972 on an F -656 tractor, occurred when Mr. Clowes removed
the cap while the tractor was running and hot (Clowes, Tr. 1836-38).
Mr. Clowes heard a hissing noise from the fuel cap while he was
operating his tractor on a warm day. On previous occasions when he
heard such a noise he had loosened the cap, letting out a puff of air
and the hissing had stopped. On this occasion , when he did so, the
gasoline geysered out, knocking the fuel cap from his hand and the
gasoline ignited , burning him severely (Clowes , Tr. 1834-38).

122. Mr. Bennett was surprised when he heard that Clowes had
removed the fuel cap from a hot and running engine. This was the
first time Mr. Bennett had ever heard of an operator doing such a
thing. (Bennett, Tr. 3304-05). Had Mr. Bennett had access to earlier
reports from IH's fies, he would not have been surprised (Findings 52
53- , 62- , 71 , 90 , 92, 94, 104).

123. Another fuel geysering incident which came to Mr. Bennett's
attention was the Junior Ostendorf fire which occurred in 1973. Mr.

Ostendorf was operating an F-806 tractor. He fied suit against IH
alleging that the fuel cap blew off the filler neck. (Bennett , Tr. 3150-
51). Respondent retained an independent expert, Professor Donald
Hunt. Based on tests he observed at the IH testing facilities, Professor
Hunt testified in that case that it was his opinion that the fuel cap
had not been properly secured and that it vibrated off (CX 291C-

l) The only other possibility, in Professor Hunt' s opinion , was that
the fuel cap had been removed by Mr. Ostendorf, but the Court struck
this latter hypothesis on the basis that there was no evidence that this
occurred (CX 291H).

124. In August 1974 , IH engineer George Rezek visited a dealer in
Greenvile, Pennsylvania to inspect a tractor owned by Ken Wood of
Polk , Pennsylvania (CX 101B). Mr. Wood was badly burned in a fire
which he alleged was the result of a blow-off. Mr. Rezek's investiga-
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tion led him to conclude that the fire was the result ofthe operator
negligence and was not a blow-off. (CX 101A- , E , F).

125. In December 1975, IH learned of a fuel geysering incident
experienced by Wiliam Hartman ofPesotum , Ilinois. Mr. Hartman
was plowing with his 706 tractor and went in to refuel. When he
removed the fuel cap, gasoline came out the filler neck. (CX 110; CX
138A-B). This incident did not result in a fire (CX 138A).
126. In 1976, IH learned of another alleged geysering incident

when Robert Gauges fied suit for injuries he suffered in a tractor fire
which occurred on April 19 , 1974. Mr. Gauges (45) was driving an

756 tractor , which was built in June 1970. (Borghot!: Tr. 4022; CX
220D). Mr. Gauges claimed in his suit that the cap had blown off his
fuel tank and that gasoline had geysered out (Borghoff, Tr. 4025-26).
Mr. Borghoff, an IH engineer, concluded on the basis of his investiga-
tion and testing, and testimony in the Gauges and the later Stam.
bough litigations , that a geyser did not occur and that the accident
was caused by a windshield which was folded down over the vent hole
ofthe fuel cap, the subsequent removal ofthe fuel cap by Mr. Gauges
and an in-rush of air into the tank, which caused gasoline to splash
out as the tractor moved along (Borghoff, Tr. 4066-68; Order Granting
In Part Complaint Counsel's Motion to Strike Portions of Testimony
of William Borghoff, dated February 3 , 1982 , p. 2). However, respond-
ent offered no substantiating evidence in this record to support this
hypothesis (Borghoff, Tr. 4066-8).

127. Also in 1976, IH learned of the Stambaugh fire on a 706 tractor.
The Product Liability Accident report indicates that the operator
made similar allegations to those in the Gauges incident concerning
a fuel geyser. (CX 111) This incident also later resulted in litigation
in which a fuel geyser was alleged (CX 278).

128. Subsequent to 1976, Mr. Bennett and the Product Liability
Group became aware of a number of other incidents involving claims
of fuel fires or explosions on IH tractors. By early 1979 , Bennett was
aware of about 13 such incidents. (Bennett , Tr. 3154 , 3326-27 , 3415-
16; CX 408A-F; CX 409A-B). These accidents with the year of OCcur-
rence in parentheses were: Buatte (1959), Frisch (1959), Howell (1968),
Didion (1970), Tietz (1970), Clowes (1972), Gauges (1974), Wood (1974),
Greathouse (1975), Ostendorf (1975), Stambaugh (1975), Biemeret
(1976) and LauK (1978) (Bennett, Tr. 3302-03; CX 220A-H; CX 408C).

129. In May 1979 , Mr. Bennett learned of the fuel geysering acci-
dent which occurred on an F-656 tractor operated by James Laux of
Coldwater, Ohio. Mr. LauK told Mr. Bennett that he was baling with
his tractor in the field when it started missing. He noticed a fine
stream of gasoline spurting from under the fuel cap. He stopped the
tractor in neutral, leaving it idling, and started reaching for the cap
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with the intention of tightening it up. He didn t rememher touching
the cap, nor did he remember seeing the cap move , but he recalled
seeing a column of gas going straight up out of the tank. He then
started to jump off the tractor and was engulfed in flames. Mr. Ben-
nett' s report notes that the fuel cap could not be found after the
accident. (CX 119A-B). (46)

130. In early 1979 , while engaged in the early stages of the Gauges
litigation , Bennett heard the contentions of plaintifIs counsel that
there were more fuel geysering incidents than IH' s Product Integrity
Group was aware of Against this background, Mr. Bennett haddis-
cussions with Messrs. Sullivan and Hillstrom.'" Out of their discus-
sions emerged the concept of the need for renewal of warnings

disseminated to the field and a new attempt by engineering to address
fuel geysering problems (Sullivan , Tr. 5149-54, 5186-89; Hilstrom
Tr. 3453; Bennett , Tr. 3155- , 3327 , 3416).

131. On March 30 , 1979 , Mr. Bennett wrote a note to Harlan K. Arp,
then director ofthe Product Reliability Group (Bennett, Tr. 3155-56).
The note stated:

Apparently more people than we realized are removing gas caps while tractors arc
running. Even tho(ughJ this is cautioned against in opferatorJ man(ual)s and all general
safety material , I think we should put out another info bulletin specifically warning
about the hazard this creates. Perhaps something along the lines of a facts brochure
for dealer hand out to customers. (CX 116).

By note of April 6 , 1979 , Mr. Arp replied, agreeing with Mr. Bennett'
suggestion and stating, "Lets try and put together a program that gets
this message to customers as well as our own Regions and Dealers
(CX 116). This was the beginning of the idea for the Fuel Fire Preven-
tion Program discussed below in Findings 167 to 261.

132. In April-May 1979 , additional accidents involving allegations
of fuel geysering were brought to the attention of Bennett' s group.
This brought the total known to them to about 30. (Bennett, Tr. 3324
3327 , 3416-17). Some of these accidents had occurred prior to 1969
and had been known to IH previously, but were not known in the
Product Reliahility and Integrity Groups or recorded in any of the
documents assembled by that group in 1972 (which only went back to
1969) (Bennett, Tr. 3289-91, 3324-25). (47)

133. In November 1979 , respondent learned of another fuel fire on
an F-756 tractor in which Vernon VandenHoek was burned (CX
140A-B; CX 144A-B). This accident had occurred in October 1978. Mr.
VandenHoek had been operating his tractor most of the day. It had
been running hot. At about 4:00 P.M. he stopped the tractor and shut

Iii Mr- Sullivan wa IH' Manager of Safety arJd Va1ue Enginl:IJring. Mr. Hilstrom worked under him and was
in charge of product safety engineering (Sullivan , Tr. 5116; Hilstrom , Tr. 3437--0)
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it off After about a minute he removed the fuel cap to relieve the
pressure in the tank. Some gasoline erupted. He replaced the cap and
started to get off the tractor when he heard two explosions and then
noticed fire. Mr. Borghofis report of his investigation indicated that
one of the explosions might have been the sound of gasoline igniting
and the other might have been an engine backfire (CX 144A).

134. Up through 1981 , respondent continued to learn of incidents
involving other allegations of fuel geysers on various models of its
gasoline-powered tractors (CX 149; CX 220A-K).

VII. RESPONDENT S WARNINGS AND THEIR SUFFICIENCY
IN LIGHT OF ITS KNOWLEDGE

A. The 1940's and Early 1950'

135. The earliest operator s manuals for IH gasoline-powered trac-
tors contained a warning against filing the fuel tank around sources
of ignition such as a running tractor (RX 2B). For example, the 1945
manual for the Farmall- M" states, under tbe heading "Operating
Precautions," as follows:

SAFETY FIRST! Never fill the fuel tank when lamps are lighted , when near an open
flame , or when the cngine is running. When pouring fuel , keep the funnel and contain-
er in contact with the metal of the fuel tank (see Ilust. 12) to avoid the possibility of
an electric spark igniting the gas. Do not light matches near gasoline as the air within
a radius of several feet is permeated with a highly explosive vapor (RX 5-3).

The 1945 manual also admonished that the fuel cap vent hole "should
be kept open at all times to assure proper flow of the fuels" (RX 5-3).
On a page bearing the "Universal Safety" symbol and the heading
Accidents can be prevented with your help," the 1945 manual con-

tained "Rules for safe tractor operation " which rules were prepared
by the Farm Safety Committee ofthe Farm Equipment Institute and
approved by the National Safety Council (RX 5-5). One ofthese rules
was "Never (48) refuel tractor while motor is running or extremely
hot" (RX 5-5).

136. Beginning in 1947 , IH operator s manuals contained not only
the "Safety First!" paragraph quoted in Finding 135, but also an
illustrated cartoon stressing that the operator should wait until the
tractor cools off before refueling (RX 7-3). This cartoon and the lan-
guage quoted in Finding 135 was the basic format throughout the
1950' s and early 1960's for IH' s Farmall and Utility tractor operator

11 Operatorii manuals were provided wit.h ncw tractors. They were also avaijable thruugh III'
s dealer network

for purchase by owners ufu ed tractors and uthers who may not hevc a copy (Heyen , 'fr. 5475-76; Borg-hoff , Tr.
1141). However, one IH dealer estimated lhat from one percent , up to a maximum of thirty to forty percent of his
customers who bought used tractors received operator s manuals (Heyen, Tr. 5475-76). Mr. Borghoff, rH' s Manag-
er ofl'roduct Integ"Jity, testified that dealers do not generaJ1y stock a supply of operator s manuals , especially for
older /Iodels (Borg-hoIT, Tr. 4141)
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manuals (See, e. CX 269Z16-17). In certain manuals, there was also
a caption under the cartoon ("Never refuel the tractor while the
engine is running or extremely hot. ) and/or the National Safety

Council's " Green Cross for Safety" next to the "Safety First!" para-
graph (CX 270E; CX 339E; CX 351F; CX 352E; CX 343E; RX 26-11).
The "Green Cross for Safety" signified National Safety Council ap-
proval of any message that was accompanied by the emblem (Swan-
son , Tr. 4788).

137. These early manuals did not warn against removing the fuel
cap while the engine was running or hot, nor was there any mention
of fuel geysering, or a like phenomenon , as a possible result of such
action (RX 5-5; RX 7-3; CX 269Z-16-17; CX 339E; CX 351F; CX 352E).

B. 1955-1958

138. During the period 1955 to 1958 , an unspecified number offield
reports came to respondent's attention concerning fuel geysering inci-
dents, in which it was believed that the tractor owners had removed
the fuel caps from a hot or running tractor (Findings No. 51 , 52 , 54
55 and 56). It had also experienced a fuel geysering incident at its own
test facilities at the Harvester Farms, under experimental conditions
(Finding No. 53). The evidence reveals that by 1958 respondent was
aware of at (49) least two incidents where the gasoline was ignited
and at least one incident where the operator was injured (Findings
No. 52, 54). In view of the fact that over 150 000 IH gasoline-powered
tractors had been produced and sold prior to 1958 (RX 89HJ the inci-
dents which had come to respondent's attention by 1958 probably did
not represent an alarming situation. However , these reports, along
with knowledge it had acquired through the tests which it had been
running before and during this period , did put it on notice that a
potentially serious safety hazard existed (Findings No. 43, 44 , 47 , 49

, 51 , 53, 57).
139. In 1958, respondent reacted to this knowledge by issuing two

communications to its dealer network a "Service Bulletin" in Janu-
ary 1958 , and a "Service Slant" in May 1958. (Findings No. 143-145
below).

140. Documents known as HService Slants" were used to communi-
cate urgent or especially important information or when IH' s service
section wanted to highlight vital information with respect to which
dealers were to take action (Coleman, Tr. 1455 , 1461-62; Hartzell , Tr.
2946). Relatively few Service Slants were issued in any given year
thereby emphasizing the importance oftheir messages. A master copy

of any given Service Slant would be sent first-class mail to IH's dis-
trict managers, each of whom would then mimeograph copies and
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mail them to the appropriate dealers in their respective districts (CX
204B; Coleman, Tr. 1449-51)

141. Documents known as "Service Bulletins" were used for more
routine messages and as more formal announcements of the informa-
tion transmitted to the dealers via "Service Slants. " Service Bulletins
were printed in bulk and shipped via truck to IH' s district offces. This
consumed more time than the handling of a Service Slant. (Coleman,
Tr. 1131; Hartzell, Tr. 2980; CX 204C). They were then provided to the
dealers. Typically, the Service Bulletins were circulated among deal-
ership personnel who then could pass on any relevant information to
their customers. (Gast, Tr. 3750-53 , 3778; Hil , Tr. 3839-40; Jacoby
Dep. , CX 396C; Purdy, Tr. 3815-16). It was understood by IH service
personnel that urgent messages would not be communicated through
service bulletins (Hartzell , Tr. 2981) Although there is no regular
pattern and the number received at anyone time may vary, a dealer
receives a large number of Service Bulletins. They may arrive 20 at
a time (Gast, Tr. 3771) The district offces hate to receive Service

Bulletins because they present so much work. They usually are not
processed the day they are received in the district offce. (Hartzell , Tr.

2980). (50)
142. Dealers have a great deal of discretion in handling service

slants and bulletins. When a dealer receives a service slant or bulle-
tin , he decides whether the information contained in it is applicable
to his customers and how, if at all , to transmit the information. (Gast
Tr. 3750-52, 3778; Hil, Tr. 3839-40; Jacoby Dep. , CX 396C; Purdy, Tr.
3815-16). A dealer can delegate this discretion to his employees (Jaco-
by, Dep. , CX 396C-D). IH intends that the dealers could transmit the
information " in whatever fashion they saw fit" (Waechter, Tr. 2999;
Jacoby Dep. , CX 396C-D). Dealers generally do not send service slants
or bulletins to their customers (Gast, Tr. 3750-53; Purdy, Tr. 3813;
Heyen , Tr. 5472-73; Hil , Tr. 3858).

143. The January 1958 Service Bulletin set forth specifications for
seasonal fuel use , explained the correlation between Reid Vapor Pres-
sure (RVP) and fuel volatility, 18 emphasized the greater volatility of
winter-grade gasoline, and cautioned against the pressure build-up
that could be caused by volatile gasoline out of keeping with the
season of use. It did not warn specifically about fuel geysering, but did
mention some of the possible consequences of out-of-season use of
winter-grade gasoline , such , excessive evaporation losses of fuel
pressure build-up in the fuel tank and percolation of fuel in the carbu-
retor (CX 34).

Lo The Reid method of vapor pressure testing is one meio \1rC of the volatility of gasoline , wherein the pre ",ure

exerted by the vapors oCthe 1i.w1 in a confined spilce and undeT controlled (.mpennures are me"-"llred in pouDd

pcr square inch (p,i) (CX :liC)
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144. Service Slant #24-58 was then issued in May 1958. After
referring to the earlier Service Bulletin (Finding No. 143) about fuel
volatility and seasonal changes thereof, this Service Slant explained
some ofthe problems of using the more volatile winter-grade gasoline
under warm weather conditions. It specifically noted:

Due to rapid evaporation of this fuel on warm days , more vapor wil be produced in the
tractor fuel tanks than can escape through the filler cap vents resulting in pressure
build up within the tank. This will result in higher fuel bowl liquid levels in the
carburetor efiecting r sic) fuel-air mixture and economy. The hiss of escaping vapor
from filler cap vents is an indication (51) of pressure build up in the tractor fuel tank;
removal of the filler cap should not be attempted until the pressure has dropped and
the tractor cooled down. A quick release of pressure from the tractor fuel tank by the

operator s removal offiler cap wil result in a temporary effervescence of fuel , this in
the presence of a hot engine or other means of ignition can be a fire hazard. Refer to
Operator s Manual. Warnings against refueling a tractor while the engine is hot or
while the engine is running. (CX 35; RX 22).

145. The engineers who drafted Service Slant #24-58 felt that
effervescence" was the best word to describe the entire range of

problems which an operator might encounter upon removing the cap
from a hot or running tractor (Coleman , Tr. 1137-38, 1452-53; Wa-
echter, Tr. 3001). Although "effervescence" does not convey a message
commensurate with a number offuel geysering incidents mentioned
in this record (Buatte, Tr. 149 , 177; Cameron, Tr. 401; Didion, Tr. 675
680; Kangas , Tr. 507, 550-52; Wohletz, Tr. 634; Shawback, Tr. 583;
Coleman , Tr. 1138 1670; Link , Tr. 2024; Hartzell , Tr. 2972, 2985; Gast
Tr. 3814; Borghoff, Tr. 4154; Borghoff Test. in Stambaugh case, CX
278Z-7-8), the message conveyed by this Service Slant was probably
adequate in view of the state ofIH' s knowledge of the situation as of
May 1958. Although it was aware of the existence of a potentially
serious safety hazard, the record only shows knowledge at this point
in time of two accidents wherein fire resulted and one in which the
operator was injured. (Finding No. 138 supra).

C. 1959-1963

146. In 1962, IH first published a Tractor Maintenance and Tune-
Up Manual (RX 25) which was prepared by its tractor service super-
visor, Harrison Hartzell, with the assistance of the University of
Georgia (Hartzell , Tr. 2959-61) IH engineer Waechter also participat-
ed in its preparation (Waechter, Tr. 2993). This manual was designed
to be used by servicemen and tractor users (Waechter , Tr. 2994). This
manual, and its later reprints , were given away to farmers and
agricultural colleges and used by dealers in informal meetings such
as (52) "smokers" (RX 222; Hartzell , Tr. 2960-61). In 1962, several
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thousand copies were distributed (Hartzell, Tr. 2984),19
147. The Tractor Maintenance and Tune-Up Manual contained a

section on fuel volatility, which repeated the language from the 1958
Service Slant, quoted above in Finding No. 144 (RX 25Z-11-12).

148. In 1963, when respondent introduced a new line of tractors (the
806 model), the operator s manual was changed to state that the fuel
cap was not to be removed from a hot or running tractor (Waechter
Tr. 2995-97; RX 26-21; RX 26-78). This warning was put under the
heading "Filling The Fuel Tank," or "Preparing The Tractor For
Each Day s Work" in the 806 and subsequent operator s manuals (RX
26-21; RX 26-118; RX 26-209; RX 48C). The operator s manuals for
earlier models were not so amended (RX 2; RX 5; RX 7; RX 26-11; CX
269; CX 270; CX 339; CX 343; CX 351; CX 352). In fact , several ofthese
manuals were reprinted as recently as 1979 without the addition of
this language, or any other citation related to fuel geysers (CX 269Z-
115; CX 339J; CX 352K).

149. Respondent' s actions in distributing the Tractor Maintenance
and Tune-Up Manual in 1962 and strengthening the wording of the
operator s manuals for later model tractors in 1963 was insuffcient
in view of respondent' s knowledge at the time. Since 1958, further
reports of fuel geysers and injuries resulting therefrom, as well as
greater knowledge of the underlying causes, had been coming to its
attention (Findings No. 60-94). By June of 1960, IH engineer A. F.
Voss had reported that:

The problem of gasoline "boiling" and generating excessive fuel pressures in tractor
fuel tanks has been with us for a long time. (CX 44A).

and that:

lWJe continue to receive field reports of accidents wherein owners or members of their
families have been seriously injured by inadvertent ignition of gasoline gushing from
the tractor fuel tank. (CX 44A). (53)

In 1963 , IH was also warned by an outside expert that it had retained
in connection with the BuaUe litigation that an improperly secured
gas cap might loosen and "fly ofl' " giving rise to a fuel geyser under
some circumstances (Finding No. 93). (As early as 1957 , Mr. Coleman
had hypothesized that this might occur, in connection with the Bedke
incident (CX 28A)). This , coupled with the persistent claims from
operators that their fuel caps had "blown off' (CS 44A), should have
caused respondent to question whether the warning in the Tractor
Maintenance and Tune-Up Manual was suffcient, even if it could

IH was aware of the fact that farmers do mucb of their own tractor maintcnaDce work (RF411; D. Jolicoeur
Tr. 756; AIJen , Tr. 3690-91).
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consider its dissemination as being broad enougb , which it could not-
see Finding No. 151 , below.

150. The strengthening of the wording in the 806 manual suffered
this same defect and more. It did not specify any possible results of
cap removal , as did CX 35 and RX 25. Then , it too failed to caution
about properly securing the fuel cap. Furthermore, the amendment
would not reach the owners of older model tractors whose manuals
were not to be amended. (RX 89H - 1) This was so even though IH felt
that tractor maintenance played an important part in fuel geysering
incidents and that older tractors were more likely to be poorly main-
tained (Allen , Tr. 3690-91).

151. By this time , 1962-1963 , IH knew that it had a serious problem
on its hands. It knew that the temperatures of gasoline in its fuel
tanks and the pressures therein were reaching high enough levels
that a geyser could occur , if the fuel cap were removed or dislodged
when the engine was running or hot. It knew too, that operators were
removing fuel caps from hot or running tractors. In fact , it knew that
its own test personnel were acting in this manner. Also , it had reason
to believe that an improperly secured cap might vibrate off, precipi-
tating a fuel geyser. (Findings No. 34, 50-66 , 71 , 73-93). By March of
1961 , and since 1958, IH had been aware of at least 11 reported fuel
geysering incidents on its I-460 and F -560 tractors alone. (CX 48D;
RX 891). Other reports had been received since 1958 concerning fuel
geysering on other model tractors , some involving serious injuries
(Findings No. 58 , 59 , 60 , 61 , 62 , 71 , 74 , 85 , 88 , 90- , 94). These, added
to the unspecified number of reports of fuel geysers it had received
between 1955 and 1958 (Findings No. 50, 52 , 53 , 54) gave notice to
respondent that its Service Slant of1958 (Finding No. 144) was insuf-
ficient to alleviate this hazard. The passing on of messages from Ser-
vice Slants and Bulletins was discretionary with IH's independent
dealers (Finding No. 142). Therefore , this was a haphazard way, at
best, to put out such an important warning. The additional accidents
since 1958 put IH on notice that its dealers were not getting the
hazard warning to the operators of its tractors in (54) their service
areas (Gast , Tr. 3774-75; Heyen , Tr. 5484-85; Hill , Tr. 3858-59; See
also, Finding No. 154 , below). In fact , it knew that many operators of
used tractors might not even be regular customers of its dealer net-
work (Gast, Tr. 3754-55). Since a Service Slant, which was supposed
to be reserved for vital information (Finding No. 140) had proven
ineffective, respondent could not expect the Maintenance and Tune-
Up Manual to do more. The Manual was a much larger document
dealing with many different things, with the message from the Ser-
vice Slant buried back on the thirty-sixth page. (RX 25). At least the
Service Slant had dealt with only one principle topic and had given
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some prominence to the c1\ution 1\g1\inst removing a fuel cap from a
hot or running tractor (Finding No. 144). As for the new operator
manual warning of 1963 , even in the unlikely circumstance th1\t re-
spondent still h1\d reason to believe th1\t oper1\tors cmefully re1\d the
entire m1\nu1\l , it did not specifimlly W1\rn ofthe h1\ 1\rd offuel geyser-
ing 1\nd the vast m1\jority of gasoline-powered tractors m1\nuf1\ctured
by respondent were not covered , 1\S they were older models for which
the m1\nu1\1 W1\S not revised (Finding No. 148).

D. 1964-1972

152. During the rest ofthe 1960's 1\nd the early 1970' , respondent'
1\ctions with regard to this m1\tter continued in the S1\me vein , despite
the f1\ct that its 1\wmeness of fuel geysering 1\S 1\ s1\fety haz1\rd con-
tinued to grow. (See Findings No. 98 1\nd 100 , for eX1\mple). During the
period 1964 to 1972 , respondent took seveml1\dditional steps to com-
munic1\te s1\fety precautions to the operators of its tmctors. None of
these really went beyond the steps it had t1\ken through 1963. During
this period it:

(a) From 1964 to December 1975 , inserted in its opemtor s m1\nuals
1\ National S1\fety Council bulletin entitled "Mr. Farmer" which mu-
tioned the operator not to refuel 1\ tr1\ctor when the engine W1\S run-
ning or hot 1\nd directed the opemtor to re1\d the opemtor s manu1\1

for other s1\fety instructions (RX 155A-B).

(b) Conducted service tr1\ining schools for its district service person-
nel where , 1\mong other things , the district personnel were instructed
in the differences in vol1\tility between winter-gr1\de 1\nd summer-
gmde fuel1\nd were given 1\ demonstmtion of how he1\t 1\nd 1\gitation
C1\n C1\use highly volatile gasoline to genemte significant 1\mounts of
pressure in the t1\nks (Hmtzell , Tr. 2962- , 2977 78). The district
personnel were directed to mrry the meSS1\ge out to the dealer orga-

niz1\tion (Hartzell , Tr. 2964).
(c) Repeated the w1\rning message of its 1958 Service SI1\nt in 

Service Bulletin which W1\S distributed to the de1\ler (55) network
through its district oflces (CX 80A-D; W1\echter, Tr. 2998-99; H1\rt-
zell , Tr. 2965-66).

(d) In 1971 , IH developed 1\ "F1\rm Equipment S1\fety Te1\ching Kit"
designed for use in instructing high school 1\ge children about farm
s1\fety (CX 204E; CX 204Z48-Z49; Bennett , Tr. 3271) Availability of
the kit was 1\dvertised in a v1\riety of f1\rm tmde m1\gazines, 1\nd IH
offered the kit free-of-charge to Vo-Ag instructors, 4-H clubs 1\nd

Future F1\rmers of Amerim organizations (CX 204E; Bennett , Tr.
3271). As of 1977 , 1\pproxim1\tely 9 000 kits h1\d been distributed (CX
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204E). The kit included a warning to refuel only when the tractor

engine was cool (CX 204; CX 204Z48).

(e) In 1972 , published a brochure entitled " 18 Ways to Make Field-
work Safer" (RX 37B-E; RX 266A-D; CX 204F, Z54-Z55; Bennett, Tr.
3272). Among other things, this brochure warned that a tractor
should be refueled only when the engine is cool; the brochure also
stated: "Stop tractor engine and let it cool before refueling. Be careful
not to overfil tank or spill fuel on a hot engine. No smoking near
fueling areas" (RX 37D; CX 204Z55). "18 Ways to Make Fieldwork
Safer" was distributed to IH dealers with instructions to make it
available to farmers (RX 37A; Heyen , Tr. 5495 96). "18 Ways" also
appeared in IH' s house magazine, IH Farm (the predecessor of IH'

Farm Forum) (RX 37 A).

Through 1972, respondent continued to receive reports of fuel geyser-
ing incidents and conducted further tests which indicated the un-
likelihood that a mechanical solution (such as better shielding, better
material for the fuel tank or better venting and cooling systems) could
be found for the fuel geysering problem (Findings No. 95-121). This
additional information and the continued lack of effectiveness of its
normal communications channels (through its dealer network and its
operator s manuals) should have prompted IH to make a more direct
effort to warn tractor operators of this peril.

153. Moreover, this should have been quite obvious to respondent
by this time. Accidents were continuing to occur despite its efforts
(Findings No. 104 , 105 , 117 , 118 , 121; CX 220). This alone should have
put it on notice that operators were not thoroughly reading the opera-
tor s manuals and that dealers were not passing on its warnings
concerning removal of the gas cap. In the first place, IH knew that
many ofthe gasoline-powered tractors in the field had changed hands
a number of times and that many owners, as well as renters, did not
even have an operator s manual (Buatte, Tr. 152; Greathouse, Tr. 194
224; Cameron Tr. 372; Kangas , Tr. 487; Wohletz, Tr. 632; D. Jolicoeur
Tr. 755; Heyen , Tr. 5475-76; Borghoff, Tr. 4141). Secondly, it knew
that the manuals for its older (56) models did not even contain a
warning against cap removal (Finding No. 148). Finally, it also knew
or should have known that many operators , because of their great
familiarity with tractors and tractor maintenance, don t read opera-
tor s manuals from cover to cover and are unlikely to read sections of
the manual dealing with refueling procedures and the handling of
filel (Greathouse, Tr. 194; Kangas, Tr. 489 , 494 , 521, 550; Shawback
Tr. 587 88; Wohletz, Tr. 627; Didion , Tr. 670-71; Holtz , Tr. 714-15; D.
Jolicoeur, Tr. 755; Clowes , Tr. 1827 , 1830; Nichols, Tr. 2091; Borghoff
Tr. 4141; Swanson , Tr. 4861; RX 32 , pp. 85 86). In fact , a Department
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of Transportation report in 1971, giving the consensus of a number of
university personnel concerned with operator elements of tractor
safety, stated that too few operators bother to read the manual in
suffcient detail (RX 32 , pp. 85-86) and II offcial Willam Borghoff
testified in private litigation in 1979 that he believed about half of the
people who operate IH gasoline-powered tractors do not read the
operator s manual (Borghoff, Tr. 4140).

154. As for communication of warnings through its dealer network
respondent was also aware of deficiencies in this method of conveying
a warning message. As noted in Finding No. 142 , above, dealers have
a great deal of discretion as to whether a particular message in a
Service Slant, Service Bulletin , or other communication should be
passed on to their customers. No IH dealer who appeared herein
testified that he had ever undertaken to warn his customers about the
hazard offuel-geysering prior to the Spring of1980, and some testified
directly that they had not done so (Gast, Tr. 3774-75; Heyen, Tr.
5484-85; Hil , Tr. 3858-59).20 One dealer said that, prior to 1980, he
would not have passed on the information in Service Slant # 24-
concerning the danger of fuel "effervescing" upon removal ofthe fuel
cap, since he did not consider this a problem in his area (Purdy, Tr.
3815-16). It should have been obvious to IH that unless it convinced
its dealers that a very definite safety hazard existed, that iu the
exercise oftheir discretion the dealers would not pass on this message.
The continuation of fuel geysering incidents was concrete evidence of
this fact. Furthermore, IH was also aware that many owners of used
tractors were not on the dealers ' mailing lists and might not be easily
located by the dealers (Gast, Tr. 3754- , 3763- , 3773-74; Purdy,
Tr. 3807- , 3812). (57)

155. In 1979 , the Product Reliability Group ofIH (which was found-
ed in 1972) came to the conclusion that the facts as they then knew
them warranted more specific warnings that get the message "
customers as well as our own Regions and Dealers" (Finding No. 131).
Yet IH knew far more about this problem , and was aware of a far
greater number of fuel geysering incidents by the 1960' , than Mr.
Bennett and Mr. Arp were aware of in the Spring of 1979. In early
1979 , Mr. Bennett was only aware of 13 incidents involving claims of
fuel fires or explosions on IH tractors (Finding No. 128). The Clowes
accident which occurred in 1972 gave rise to later litigation in which
Mr. Bennett became aware for the first time that an operator might
remove a cap from a hot or running engine (Finding No. 122). Yet IH
knew as early as 1955 , that operators were acting in this manner

'0 ;.or j Me Heyen s testimony in this regard muted by his further-testimony that he would not have considered
th,' Service Slant message concerning fuel cap removal to be new information , so as to warrant his COIIU11uoicating

the mes age w his Lustomer5 i SeeRRF 3651. Mr. Heyen aJso was unaware ofthe numberolTuel geygering incidt'IJI.

which had Dccurred in his homest te of IlilJois-at. least 18 according to ex 220
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(Finding No. 51) and this knowledge was reconfirmed in many reports
through the latter half of the 1950's and the 1960's and the early
1970' s (Findings No. 52, 53, 55 , 56, 61 , 62, 63 , 71 , 90, 94 104 117 , 118).
In fact IH knew that its own personnel at its test facilities sometimes
removed fuel caps from hot or running engines (Findings No. 34, 53).
In the 1960' , IH was also well aware that the pressure build-up in its
gasoline-powered tractors with fuel tanks in front ofthe operator was
excessive and constituted a very definite "safety hazard" (Findings
No. 50, 51 , 52, 53 , 54, 57 , 59, 60, 62, 63, 65 , 71 , 74, 76, 77, 78, 85 , 88

, 100, 101 , 102 , 104, 115 , 117, 118). In fact some
reports ofIH engineers specifically referred to such pressure build-up
as a "safety hazard" (CX 57 A; CX 58B).

156. Thus, during the 1960's and early 1970's respondent was far
more knowledgeable about the hazard of fuel geysering than Mr.
Bennett and his associates were in 1979. It also knew that these
incidents were continuing despite its efforts through normal channels
of communication to warn operators not to remove the cap from a hot
or running tractor (Findings No. 50-118 , 153-54). It also had at least
two warnings that an improperly secured cap might come loose
precipitating a geyser (CX 28A; CX 52A), along with repeated allega-
tions from operators that their fuel caps had blown off (See e.
44A). Therefore, it should have been clear to respondent by 1963 , and
even more so by the early 1970's, just as it became clear to its Product
Reliability Group in 1979 , that a more complete, more explicit and
more direct warning was essential , if further serious accidents of this
type were to be avoided.

157. Despite such knowledge , respondent failed to initiate such
action until 1980 (See Findings No. 167-261 , below). Had respondent's
record retention policy for accident reports and related data, such as
tests, been different, and had the Product (58) Reliability Group had
the full benefit of respondent' s historical knowledge of the "fuel gey-
sering" problem, it is clear that this Group at least, would have
reached the conclusion much earlier , that a better and more direct
warning was necessary (Findings No. 155-156).

E. 1972-1979

158. As noted in Finding No. 119, the Product Reliability Group was
founded in 1972. This group centralized the record keeping for
product reliability information , including the safety performance of
older products in the field. However , in general , it was only able to
collect records of such information back to 1969. (Findings No. 119-
120).

159. Starting in December 1975 IH inserted in all operator s manu-
als a National Safety Council Rural Accident Prevention Bulletin
concerning safe tractor operation (CX 204A- , O-P). It continued to
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insert this Bulletin in its operator s manuals until December 1978.

This bulletin catalogued the common types of tractor accidents as
follows: tractor overturn, fallng from the tractor, collsion with motor
vehicles or roadside obstacles, being caught in the PTO (Power Take-
om shaft, slipping while mounting of dismounting, running over a
bystander, striking overhead wires and other obstructions, being
struck by broken tractor parts, being fallen on by a poorly supported
tractor during repairs , being burned by a fire resulting from an acci-
dent or during refueling, being overcome by exhaust fumes in a closed
building, and being injured or burned during repair or maintenance
operations. (CX 204-0). The bulletin set forth safe operating practices
to avoid these tractor accidents, including a reminder to " (fJuel only
when engine is off--on t smoke while doing it. " (CX 204P).

160. In 1976 IH released a 16 milimeter color fim entitled "For
Whom the Siren Sounds" (RX 41; Bennett, Tr. 3269). One of a series
of seven safety fims produced by IH in recent years

, "

For Whom the
Siren Sounds" portrayed many safety hazards involved in operating
agricultural tractors (RX 41; Bennett, Tr. 3268-69). Among other
things, the fim cautioned against the risks of the tractor rollng or
tipping over due to operating on steep inclines , of the tractor rearing
up backwards due to improper methods of extricating it from a muddy
field, of accidents due to extra riders (especially children) on the
tractor , of highway collsions due to failure to equip the tractor with
a slow-moving vehicle emblem , of dismemberment of hands and arms
due to unclogging harvesting and cultivating equipment without first
turning offthe PTO power, of crushed fingers due to improper proce-
dures for mounting (59) implements, of being crushed by fallng bales
of hay due to operating the tractor with the front-end loader in an
elevated position, of being crushed while inspecting the hydraulic
system due to failure to properly prop up hydraulically-powered im-
plements, of the tractor running away due to failure to remove the
ignition key and lock the brakes together, of the operator being pulled
into moving machinery by loose clothing threads , of falling off the
tractor due to slippery steps leading to the operator s compartment
and ofa wide range of accidents due to operator fatigue or inattention
(RX 41). "For Whom the Siren Sounds" also cautioned against remov-
ing the fuel cap while the tractor was running or hot (RX 41) The fim
was intended to create awareness of the host of dangers associated
with farm tractor operation and won an international award for ex-
cellence at the Brussels Film Festival (Bennett , Tr. 3269-70).

161. "For Whom the Siren Sounds" has been made available to IH
dealers in cartridge form so that it can be shown in the dealership
setting (Bennett, Tr. 3268). The fim is also distributed through the
Grange Foundation, which loans agriculturally-oriented fims free-of-
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charge to farm organizations (Bennett, Tr. 3268-9). In addition, IH'
phpto studio sells "For Whom the Siren Sounds" and the other IH
safety fims to schools for use in V o-Ag classes and 4-H clubs (Bennett
Tr. 3269).

162. In 1975 or 1976 IH developed a wall poster(27-3/4" X 18-3/4"
setting forth rules that operators were urged to follow to avoid tractor
accidents (CX 204D; CX 204Z36; Bennett, Tr. 3271-72). The ppster
warned inter alia, (dJon t refuel or remove fuel tank cap when en-
gine is running, hot, or when near an open flame" and "(d)on t smoke
around fuel" (CX 204Z36). The poster was produced in pad form (each

pad consisting of approximately 50 posters) and distributed to all IH
agricultural equipment dealers (Bennett, Tr. 3272). The dealers were
instructed to post the pad in their dealerships so that farmers cOllld

tear off posters to take home and display them where their employees
would see them (CX 204D; Bennett, Tr. 3272). The poster was promot-
ed in IH Farm magazine and distributed to Vo-Ag classes, Future
Farmers of America clubs, 4-H clubs and safety engineers at the
University of California (CX 204D).

163. However commendable these latter efforts (Findings No. 159-
162) may have been , they stil fell short of a direct warning about the
safety hazard of "fuel geysering" and they stil were not directly
commllnicated to the operators of IH's gasoline-powered tractors
(Findings No. 159-162). (60)

164. In 1976 IH developed a new decal for application on its gaso-
line-powered tractors (eX 204D; CX 204Z34; Bennett, Tr. 3152). Since
1947 IH had placed decals on all its production tractors urging opera-
tors to read their operator s manuals for safety-related information
and instructions (CX 204C-D; CX 204Z23 , CX 204Z25; CX 204Z28; CX
204Z31; CX 430; Sullvan , Tr. 5161-63; Kangas , Tr. 548; Clowes, Tr.
1866; RX 184). During a review ofIH's decals in 1976, Bennett decided
to add a decal to remind operators not to remove the fuel cap from a
hot or running tractor (Bennett, Tr. 3152, 3304-5; Zitko, Tr. 1947).
While the 1976 decal does not use the specific term fuel "geysering,
it was intended to cover the sudden erllption of fuel now known as
geysering" (Zitko, Tr. 1952). Operators who adhered to the decal's

warning-to tighten the cap securely and not remove it while the
engine was running or hot-would be prptected against varying de-
grees of fuel coming put of the tank (Zitkp, Tr. 1952-53). The 1976
decal was installed by IH near the fuel tank filler neck on all new
gasoline-powered tractors being built (Bennett, Tr. 3153; CX 204D).
However, only 980 of the tractors in issue were produced after 1975
(RX 212). In addition , the decal was included in the service package
of decals that IH provided for dealers and farmers to apply on older
tractors , such as those that were repainted (Bennett, Tr. 3153-54).
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165. The new decal (CX 204D; CX 204Z34) would have been the most
effective IH warning up to that time had it been adequately dis-

seminated. Under a caution insignia and the word "CAUTION" in
large capital letters, it stated

A VOID FIRES. TIGHTEN cap securely. Do not open when engine is RUNNING or
HOT. (CX 204Z34)

It did communicate the fact that a hazard existed and the principal
steps an operator should take to avoid it.

166. In 1976, IH's operator s manuals were revised again (RX 26-
114 tbrough 124; RX 26-199 through 212). The earlier warning lan-
guage against cap removal 

(see Finding 148) was further emphasized
by the caution symbol-an exclamation mark inside a triangle-
recommended for certain hazard warnings by the American Society
of Agricultural Engineers in 1975 (RX 26-209; RX 26-118; RX 250E).
The manual stated that the exclamation mark triangle was being
used "to call your attention to instructions concerning your personal
safety" and that operators should "(b Je sure to observe and follow
these instructions" (RX 26-116; RX 26-200). The word "CAUTION!"

was added in accordance with the ASAE standards, and the warning
was printed in bold-faced type (RX 26-209; RX 26-118; RX 250E). The
operator s manual warning included a statement of the precautions
tbe operator should take to avoid fuel geysering, among other things
(Lirtzman, Tr. 4662, 4664). The revised (61) operator s manual , like
the 1976 decal, contained an express caution to "(b)e sure that the
filler cap is tightened securely before starting the engine" (RX 26-
209; Zitko, Tr. 1962-3). Again, however , the revised manuals did not
specify the hazard involved in cap removal and only applied to later
production. Old operator s manuals were not revised and distributed.
(Finding No. 148).

F. 1979 to Present: IH's Fuel Fire Prevention Program

167. Following the Bennett-Arp exchange of March-April 1979 re-
ferred to in Finding No. 131, above, the Product Integrity Group,

along with IH Engineering, began to put together a program which
became known as IH' s Fuel Fire Prevention Program.

168. On April 5 , 1979 , Bennett, elaborating on his March 30 note
wrote a further note to Arp, in which he stated that he was thinking
in terms of a major national program that focused on three general
lreas: good safety practices, tractor/engine maintenance , and gaso-
ine characteristics. In connection with gasoline characteristics Ben-
lett stated that there appeared to be good reason to think that more
ght ends were being blended into gasoline , that gasohol might in-
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volve new hazards , and that a rewrite of the 1968 Servce Bulletin on
gasoline properties might be appropriate. Bennett noted that gaso-
line-powered tractors were out of production but that quite a few of
them were in use. (CX 118).

169. On April 9, 1979, Arp, responding to Bennett' s April 5 note
instructed Bennett to develop. an overall plan that covered all bases.
Arp requested that Bennett consult with certain IH departments and
also with the National Safety Council. (CX 118).

170. On April 27 , 1979, following a meeting, Bennett memorialized
the "PROGRAM FORMAT IDEAS" as of that meeting (CX 203L;
Allen , Tr. 3687-88). The major elements were a direct mailing to
customers, a dealer letter, a dealer parts counter display, a mainte-
nance check list for dealers, and a follow-up summer maintenance
advertising campaign (CX 203L).

I71. In April-early May 1979, IH Engineering set as its objective a
solution which would minimize the possibilty ofliquid fuel escaping
from the filler neck (RX 97B). It discussed several methods of attack
including increased warnings, installation of additional heat shields
or insulation around the fuel tanks, modifications of the filler neck
and a new fuel cap (RX 97B; Sullvan , Tr. 5124; Hilstrom, Tr. 3455).
IH Engineering agreed that the solution should include a renewal of
!H' s warnings about fuel safety (RX 97B). Beyond that, IH (62) Engi-
neering, after evaluating the pros and cons of alternatives, "generally
ageed that the most fruitful investigation would concentrate on a
new fuel cap. A new fuel cap that would fit existing tanks would not
require tractors to be transported into dealerships to have work per-
formed. " (RX 97D).

172. IH Engineering began by reviewing cap designs that were in
1979 state-of-the-art in the automotive field. It determined , however,
that the (red) triple baffe cap worked better on tractors than state-of-
the-art automotive caps. The automotive caps , while they worked well
in the laboratory and on the test track, did not function when the
tractor was operated on the torture track. IH, therefore , began to see
what could be done to improve the triple baffe cap (Sullvan, Tr.
5124-28; RX 97E-F). It set a target date for the Fall of1979 (HilstromTr. 3548). 

173. IH Engineering established that: "The prime objective of the
new cap was to prevent liquid fuel from gushing onto the operator
upon cap removal. In addition , it should have a warning on its top
surface. It should minimize any leakage or spilage in the event of an
overturn. It should not spurt or spew liquid gasoline to an unaccepta-
ble degree during operation. It should prevent rainwater and dirt
from entering the tank. It should fit all gasoline farm tractors which
use either the 23995-DC flat cap or the 361 909 R91 triple baffe cap,
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from the "M" tractor first manufactured in 1939 through the 686
tractor produced until 1978. The new cap should free-vent in the
vacuum mode. The new cap should, insofar as practical , vent pressure
in the gasoline tank. It should be removed in two stages. Such removal
would provide an intermediate venting stage similar to that of a
radiator cap. " (RX 97D-E).

174. On May 9 1979 , Bennett informed Arp by note that IH Engi-
neering advised that it might be able to improve on the (red) triple
baffe cap, though cautioning that many technical problems were
involved (RX 199; Bennett, Tr. 3159). Bennett expressed his hope that
IH might be able to run a cap exchange promotion in the Fall, in
which the farmer was advised in an information bulletin on gasoline
safety about the availability of a new cap, and obtain his new cap from
IH by fillng in and returning to IH a postcard which could be cut out

of the information bulletin (RX 199; Bennett, Tr. 3160; Allen, Tr.
3730). Arp, responding to Bennett' s May 9 note , wrote: "Good-keep
me advised" (RX 199; Bennett, Tr. 3159).

175. On May 18, 1979, there was a meeting at the Product Support
Center, the location of the Product Integrity Group, to establish the
parameters for a program that combined an educational program on
gasoline fire hazards, tractor maintenance , and distribution of an
improved gas cap (CX 121A). (63) At the meeting, the participants
discussed the preparation of a fold-out mailer for direct mail to cus-
tomers, as recommended by Bennett in his May 9 note (CX 121A;
Bennett, Tr. 3159-60). The contemplation was that the mailer would
be a three-fold 8 1/2 X 5 1/2 inch brochure in red colors including a
message on gasoline safety, a general safety message, a tractor
maintenance check list, and a return postcard (CX 123). The partici-
pants discussed the need to determine which of several possible direct
mail lists to use, and the need to supplement direct mail with media
advertising, displays in dealerships , stories in IH mailers such as
Farm Forum, The Winter Overhaul Campaign, a Service Bulletin
and a general news release (CX 121A). They recognized a need to
coordinate with the National Safety Council (CX 121B). Further , they
considered the preparation of a dealer service check list and a custom-
er safety check list concerning gasoline handling and use. They out-
lined for further exploration the various considerations involved in
mailing out new caps to customers. (CX 121B). They recognized that
IH Engineering had to evaluate new cap proposals and that they were
to evaluate new warning labels (CX 121B). All basic elements dis-
,ussed at the May 18, 1979 meeting were ultimately implemented in
'H' s Fuel Fire Prevention Program (FFPP) (Bennett, Tr. 3161).

176. By May 30 1979, IH North American Operations had been
dvised of the overall program and was in agreement to proceed with
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it (CX 125B; Bennett, Tr. 3164). As of that date, IH was hoping to
promote a new cap by the Fall of 1979 (Bennett, Tr. 3164), and in
connection with the new cap IH was continuing to proceed along the
lines outlined at the meeting on May 18 (CX 125A). IH was also
actively investigating engaging an outside firm to distribute and ship
new caps (Allen, Tr. 3690).

177. The projected cap completion date of Fall 1979 was an ambi-
tious one. The normal cycle from innovation to product release in the
farm tractor industry is five years (Hilstrom, Tr. 3472-73). If the new
product is a component the time can be cut down somewhat, but it is
stil a long period (Hilstrom, Tr. 3473). The reason for the short goal
with respect to the new cap was IH's desire to release it as soon as
possible, and its belief that it could utilize proven automotive compo-
nents from outside suppliers and combine them with the existing
tooling and configuration of the (red) triple baffe cap. Unfortunately,
the combination was not satisfactory for tractor use. (Hilstrom, Tr.
3473-78).

178. During the Summer of 1979 , it became obvious that the devel-
opment of a new cap was "a complex, involved , diffcult thing to do
that a new cap would not be available for distribution in the Fall of
1979 , and therefore that IH could not then go forward with a program
that touched all bases as (64) envisioned in the Spring of 1979 (Ben-

nett, Tr. 3165; see Hillstrom, Tr. 3548).

179. As of August 13 , 1979, knowing that the August 15 , 1979 date
for program release could not be met, IH had two choices: it could
eliminate the gas cap exchange element and proceed with the infor-
mation brochure alone in the Fall of 1979 or it could retarget the
entire program for the Spring of 1980. Bennett recommended retar-
geting on the grounds that Fall was a low risk season for fuel fires and
that the advantage of including a new cap offer in the brochure to
focus attention on safety information in the brochure outweighed the
disadvantage of a few months delay. (CX 133).21 Bennett recognized

however, that a new cap, though retargeted for Spring 1980 (Hil-
strom, Tr. 3548), might not be available by Spring of1980. He recom-
mended in strong terms that IH proceed with distribution of the
brochure in the Spring of 1980 regardless of whether a new cap was
available (CX 133).

180. Beginning November 1, 1979 and continuing for six months
there was a strike at IH (Bennett, Tr. 3166). The strike slowed down
the engineering development of a new cap and precluded in that

period the manufacture of a new cap by IH (Bennett, Tr. 3166).
181. As of November 15, 1979 , IH showed a budget accrual of
850 000 for the field campaign expense for the FFPP (RX 200). As

2! There is DO evidence of record of any fuej fires occurring during the Ffll! of 1979 (CX 220).
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a result of the budget accrual, $2 850 000 had been set aside for the
FFPP and could not be expended for any other corporate purpose.
(Bennett, Tr. 3167).

182. During November of 1979, it became apparent that a new cap
would not be ready by Spring 1980. As a result, Bennett decided that
the program should be split in two parts, with the safety promotion
part of the program being targeted for the Spring of 1980 and with
the cap exchange portion deferred until the new cap became avail-
able. (Bennett, Tr. 3168).

183. On November 9, 1979, Bennett sent a memorandum to Arp
recommending that IH "proceed with a campaign to provide informa-
tion and instruction regarding gasoline volatiity and safety precau-

tion to the agricultural community." Bennett noted that the new cap
under development looked promising but advised Arp that reference
to it in a field campaign was premature at that time. Bennett observed
that IH was "at the point where the information bulletin, posters, and
decals must be committed in (65) order to have them in customer and
dealer hands in time for Spring field work. " (CX 141).

184. IH, acting on Bennett's November 29 recommendation , went
forward with the promotional part of the program in the Spring of
1980 (Bennett, Tr. 3169).

185. Pursuant to the decision to proceed with the promotional part
of the program, IH prepared for distribution and in the early Spring
1980 distributed (1) NEW FACTS ABOUT FUELS (CX 153); (2) the
1980 Warning Decal (CX 152); (3) a countercard entitled "HOW SAFE
ARE YOU?" (RX 55); (4) a letter dated March 3 1980 from Arp to all
AE (Agricultural Equipment) Regions entitled "Facts About Fuels
Program" (RX 56A); (5) a Recommended Dealer Announcement Let-
ter entitled "Facts About Fuels Program " (RX 56B); (6) Service Bulle-
tin No. 8-3981 dated March 7 1980 (RX 202A-B); (7) Service Bulletin
No. 8-3982 dated March 7 , 1980 (RX 57A-B); and (8) letter dated
March 24 1980 to AGRICULTURAL SAFETY LEADERS (CX 154).
However, this part of respondent's program did not include a direct
mailing to IH's customers, media advertising, nor general news re-
leases (See Finding No. 175).

186. "New Facts About Fuels" (CX 153) is a fold-out brochure. The
back cover states in large print:

Did you know GASOLINE has become more EXPLOSIVE recently? Gasohol is even
more so.

When the brochure is initially unfolded, information concerning fuel
volatility and handling is given under three topic headings: "Here
what' s happened to gasoline. . .

" "

And what about gasohol?;" and
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There s even more need to be careful!" When the brochure is fully
unfolded, the two center pages, with supporting ilustrations and text,
emphasize the need to work safely with fuel , the importance of a
careful operator, a short safety check list for the operator, and an
exhortation to attach IH's 1980 Warning Decal (discusssed below in
Firiding No. 188), along with a full size reproduction of the decal.

187. Under the heading "Here s what' s happened to gasoline. , ,
in CX 153 , the brochure discusses increases in fuel volatiity over the
years and states:

The higher volatilty of gasoline being marketed today makes it more explosive and
consequently, more dangerous to use. The more rapid vaporization causes tank (66)
pressures to go up. If the cap is quickly taken off a tank when it is hot , explosive vapor
or fuel may escape. Any chance spark, Iit cigarette, or open flame could igni
causing an immediate explosion or fire with the possibility of serious injury to anyone
in the area.

Under a heading "Working safely with today s fuel " tbe brochure
cautioned among other things: "Always tighten the cap securely;
Never take the cap off or refuel when the engine is running or hot;
Don t fill your tank to capacity. , . allow room for expansion;
Schedule your gasoline purchasing so that you won t hold 'winter

gas ' over to Spring; " and HMake sure everyone operating your equip-
ment follows all the safety rules in the operator s manual. If you don
have an operator s manual, contact your local dealer or International

Harvester, " Under the safety check list for the operator, the brochure
advises the operator, among other things , to: check the exhaust sys-
tem for broken manifolds, loose exhaust pipes, broken muffers and
leaking gaskets; make sure the fuel tank heat shields are in place; and
only use the correct fuel cap, making sure it's in good condition. (CX
153).

188. The 1980 Warning Decal (CX 152) which was distributed at this
time was larger and more explicit than that put out in 1976 (Findings
No. 164 , 165), It, and the full reproduction of it in CX 153 , had a large
ASAE caution insignia and the word WARNING in large print, on a
yellow background, for a heading. It then stated:

A FUEL FIRE CAN BURN YOU.

Tighten cap securely. Do not open if engine is running or hot , near flame , sparks , or
while smoking. Explosive vapors or fuel may escape. Shut ofr engine and let it cool
before opening cap.

189. The "How Safe Are You" Countercard (RX 55), distributed at
this time, was a cardboard poster designed for display in dealerships
(Bennett, Tr. 3180). In addition to the title, the countercard had addi-
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tional captions Do today s gasolines require more care?" "What
about gasohol?" and "How can you work safely?" At the bottom
pockets held copies of "NEW FACTS ABOUT FUELS" (CX 153) and
the 1980 Warning Decal (CX 152), with "FREE Take One Of Each"
printed across the pockets (RX 55). The purpose of the countercard
(RX 55) was to (67) attract the attention of farmers to the brochure
(CX 153) and decal (CX 152). As Bennett explained: "Getting farmers
to pick up these brochures and decals and use them" (Bennett, Tr.
3180).

190. These materials (RX 55; CX 152; CX 153) were distributed in
the Spring of 1980 through respondent' s dealer network. The dealers
were asked not only to prominently display the furnished materials

but also to "hand out brochures and labels when calling on customers
and prospective customers, affx labels to all used gasoline engine
equipment in inventory and on all such customer machines coming
through your service department, promote distribution ofthis materi-
al through local groups such as: 4H , FFA, Vo-Ag classes, etc. , and
generally promote safe fuel handling practices to the fullest extent.
(RX 56B).

191. In Service Bulletin No. 8-3981 , dated March 7 1980, which II
distributed through its field service organization to all agricultural
equipment dealers, IH advised that "One of the causes offuel fires on
equipment is careless and improper maintenance. " IH suggested cer-
tain routine checks, including the exhaust system (for broken mani-
folds, loose exhaust pipes, broken muffers, and leaking gaskets), heat
shields and insulation ifrequired to make sure they were in place, and
the fuel cap to be sure it was the correct one and in good condition.
(RX 202A-B).

192. The information in Service Bulletin No. 8-3981 (RX 202A-
was the same information as that in NEWS FACTS ABOUT FUELS
(CX 153), but IH "wanted to put it into a service bulletin so that it
would go into the dealer service bulletin for his book that he keeps
there so he would always have it" (Bennett , Tr. 3186). The underlying
reason was that IH was of the opinion that improper maintenance
was a very important factor in tractor fires because IH investigation
of specific accidents had shown improper maintenance to be a major
contributing cause (Bennett, Tr. 3186-87 , 3211; Allen , 3690-91).

193. In Service Bulletin No. 8-3982, dated March 7 , 1980 , which II
distributed through its field service organization to all agricultural
equipment dealers, IH reminded dealers ofthe policy of updating and
replacing safety labels on agricultural equipment, specifically advised
dealers of the availability of the 1980 Warning Decal (CX 152), and
stated that this decal "should be applied near the fuel cap of all
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gasoline-powered machines going through your shop and on your lot.
(RX 57 A-B; Bennett, Tr. 3185; Allen, Tr. 3703).

194. In the March 24 , 1980 letter to AGRICULTURAL SAFETY
LEADERS, IH advised that: "Fires can result in estremely serious
injuries. Agricultural equipment is particularly (68) vulnerable to
fire because ofthe wide variety of operating environments, long work-
ing life, extensive use of hydraulics, frequent lack of proper mainte-
nance, wide range of operator skils , etc. Fuel fires are of particular
concern because of the large volume of fuel carried on board and its
proximity to the operator. In addition, the changing characteristics of
fuels being marketed and the availability of a variety of fuel system
modification kits which alter operational factors in ways not contem-
plated in original design can create serious fire hazards." IH offered
to supply at no cost reasonable quantities of NEW FACTS ABOUT
FUELS (CX 153) and the 1980 warning decal (CX 152) and enclosed
copies for reference. IH urged that leaders stress safe use offarm fuels
in these programs. (CX 154; Bennett, Tr. 3189-90).

195. The Agricultural Safety Leaders , who received the March 24
1980 letter , along with the NEW FACTS ABOUT FUELS (CX 153)
and 1980 Warning Decal (CX 152), were the membership of the Na-
tional Institute of Farm Safety (which includes state farm safety
specialists, University specialists, United States Department of
Agriculture safety specialists), high school teachers teaching agricul-
ture , Future Farmers of America clubs, and insurance people (Ben-
nett, Tr. 3187). (For rH's actual mailing list see CX 155A-U).

196. IH received many requests for NEW FACTS ABOUT FUELS
(CX 153) and the 1980 Warning Decal (CX 152) from agricultural
leaders IRX 271A-C). IH received many favorable comments about
these materials , including one from Rolle Schneider of Nebraska, a
farm safety specialist and from Bil Cox , a specialist with the United
States Department of Agriculture (Bennett, Tr. 3188-89).

197. Although the materials disseminated in the Spring of 1980 did
not mention "fuel geysering" by that term, that hazard is clearly
covered by the wording of these materials and the precautions urged
meet all of the steps indicated by this record which were required to
prevent fuel geysers. They warned the operator of the danger posed
by pressure in the fuel tank, instructed him to properly secure the
fuel cap and never remove it while the tractor was running or hot, and
told him to keep his tractor and fuel tank properly maintained (Lirtz-
man, Tr. 4672- , 4682- , 4699-4700: Swanson , Tr. 4806-10). Com-
plaint counsel have implicitly conceded that these warnings are
suffcient, by their endorsement of the later August 1980 letter as
being effectively written, although it urges no further precautions

(CX 375; Transcript of Prehearing Conference of December 16 , 1980
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p. 9), and by their concession that a properly secured fuel cap cannot
be "blown off' (See Finding No. 32 , above). The only question remain-
ing then is whether these materials were adequately disseminated.
(69)

198. There is some question in my mind about the adequacy of the
dissemination ofRX 55; CX 152; CX 153 and RX 202A- , in the Spring
of 1980. That dissemination stil relied primarily on the dealer net-

work and did not yet incorporate an attempt to directly contact the
operators of IH tractors. At the same time , the materials being used
were more explicit than past materials and were of a type less subject
to dealer discretion. It was also coordinated with a program operating
through agricultural leaders. This provided a synergistic effect which
could be expected to enhance the effectiveness ofthe materials (Lirtz-
man , Tr. 4625-26 , 4632- , 4643-45 , 4706-7 , 4740-2). However, it
is not necessary to decide whether this was suffcient without a direct
approach to operators, because a direct approach was soon made
(Findings No. 199-205 , and 224-238, infra).

199. As previously noted (Findings No. 170, 175) Bennett had
planned in April/May 1979 on a direct mailing to operators which
would be coupled to the gas cap exchange when the new fuel cap was
ready. In January 1980, an initial draft of such direct mailing was
prepared , but shelved since the new fuel cap was not yet ready for
distribution (CX 216G-E). Over succeeding months, the new black gas
cap progressed toward readiness for distribution. In a memo of May

, 1980 , it was finally noted that 200 sample caps would be available
shortly after July 14 , 1980 (RX 61) In a July 10 , 1980 program propos-

, which set forth the "Gas Cap Program Elements " Bennett listed
as one of the items under nprogram Promotions," a !!Direct Mail
Layout and Text" (RX 65A). On July 21 , 1980 , instruction was given
to prepare the text of the direct mail piece (CX 216A). The initial
outline was prepared on August 3 1980, and an expanded version was
ready by August 5 (CX 216A; CX 216F; CX 216Z2-3). The final version
ofthe letter , mailed on August 14 1980 , adhered in substantial meas-
ure to the August 3 and August 5 outlines (CX 216F; CX 216Z2-50;

CX 375). Consistent with Mr. Bennett' s planning back in May 1979
the purpose of the direct mail piece was not only to warn IH tractor
operators, but also to promote the free distribution of the new black
cap (CX 375).

200. Complaint counsel concede that the warning of the August

1980 letter is adequate to prevent further fuel geysering accidents, if
the precautions therein are adhered to. They only argue that the
dissemination thereof was insuffcient (Transcript of Prehearing Con-
ference of December 16 , 1980 , p. 9).22 (70)

"ll They also argue that the August 1980 letter was not a voluntary undertaking of respondent, but that it was
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201. The August 1980 warning letter had a large , bold-type heading
which stated:

IMPORTANT SAFETY WARNING AND ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW, FREE RE-
PLACEMENT GASOLINE CAP FOR OWNERS OF INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER
GASOLINE POWERED FARM TRACTORS

Under the heading:

DANGER-Fire and personal injury.

It stated that "If the fuel cap is removed when the gasoline tank is
hot and vapor pressure has, under certain circumstances, built up in
the tank, this sudden release of pressure could force gasoline out of
the tank. If the gas cap is not fully secured and tightened, it could
come off the tank, and again, gasoline could escape. This sudden
eruption of gasoline exposes the operator to, and may cover him with
liquid fuel and vapors and is a clear fire hazard if a source of ignition
is present. . . . " (CX 375)

202. Under the heading "PRECAUTIONS-Observe operator
manual warnings and common sense safety rules" the August 1980
letter further tells the operator:

Always tighten gasoline caps securely. Never, under any circumstances, take the gas cap
off a hot or running tractor. (Emphasis in original), (CX 375)

This same heading urges the operator to "Maintain your equipment
properly and pay particular attention to its electrical , exhaust , fuel
and cooling systems. . . . " (CX 375). It then warns that:

Fires involving serious injury and even death have happened when these precautions
were not followed. (Emphasis in original). (CX 375)

203. The August 1980 letter also informs the operator that a new
gas cap "designed to inhibit the sudden eruption ofliquid fuel ifthe
safety prrecautions against cap removal are not observed" was being
tested and would be distributed soon. The letter then gives instruc-
tions on how the fuel cap would be obtained and repeats the warning:

When you do operate your gasoline-powered farm tractor before you get your new cap,
l71J be sure to follow all safety precautions mentioned above. De alert to any unusual
sights and sounds during operation; if you suspect overheating or pressure build-up in

prepared and distributed under pressure of the Commission s investigation (CRB 26-28). The evidence cited by
complaint counsel is speculative and does not adequately substantiate this claim , as is discussed below in Findings
No. 301-301'
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the fuel system, do not touch the cap. Turn off the engine and allow the tractor to cool
before you touch the cap. (CX 375)

The letter then encourages operators to obtain the "New Facts About
Fuels" brochure and a free "Warning" decal from their International

Harvester Dealer and to pass on all ofthis information to other people
they know who operate International Harvester gasoline-powered
tractors (CX 375).

204. There was no list of present owners of IH gasoline-powered
tractors (Allen , Tr. 3725). For a direct mailing, the possible alterna-
tives considered by respondent were: IH' s customer mailng list, a list
of Rural Route boxholders , and the Farm Journal mailing list (CX
121A)

205. CX 375 was sent to the 630 000 operators on respondent'

customer mailing list. This list is updated constantly and is used by
IH for mailings to customers and potential customers (Colwell , Tr.
3614). This mailing list is based on information supplied by the deal-
ers, and the names and addresses are grouped by dealership (Bennett
Tr. 3206-07 , 3226; Allen , Tr. 3707-08). IH had decided that the most
efIective gas cap exchange was one arranged through its dealer net-
work. Since the letter also notified the operators of the impending
availability of the new safety gas cap and how to go about obtaining
one , this was an important factor in the selection of its own customer
mailing list as the vehicle for mailing the warning letter. As a result
respondent was not required to ascertain the name ofthe appropriate
dealership in the event the farmer neglected to advise it of his dealer-
ship in the same manner that IH carries the name of the dealership
on its records. (Bennett , Tr. 3207-08). This was a significant advan-
tage (Bennett, Tr. 3207-08; Allen, Tr. 3717-18; RX 273B, n 7).

206. There is no reliable evidence of record which indicates that a
better mailing list was available to IH for the mailing of its warning
letter. Therefore, I find that its own customer mailing list was equal

, or better, for this purpose than any other mailing list that may
have been available (Findings No. 204-205 , above).

207. The August 1980 warning letter was mailed in a special en-
velope which was embossed across its face with the wording: (72)

Important! Safety Information Enclosed (RX 7lG; Bcnnett, Tr. 3205).

IH also enclosed in the envelope a No Postage Necessary Business
Reply Mail Card , on which the farmer was to provide the model and
serial numbers of each IH gasoline-powered tractor owned by him, for
use in connection with the gas cap exchange program (RX 71E-
Allen , Tr. 3706-7).
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208. Following the mailing of the August 1980 warning letter, IH
undertook other steps to supplement this mailing in accordance with
its prior plans (Finding No. 175; CX 121; CX 125; CX 126; CX 127).

209. On August 14 , 1980, IH sent a letter to each dealer entitled
SAFETY WARNING AND NEW FUEL CAP PROGRAM TO MINI-

MIZE RISK OF PERSONAL INJURY IN GASOLINE TRACTOR
FUEL FIRES. " (Bennett, Tr. 3205; RX 7lB-C). The letter advised the
dealer that IH was "continuing to alert its gasoline-powered tractor
customers to important safety information in connection with the
serious hazard offuel related fires" (RX 7lB). IH advised that it would
be immediately sending to customers the IH August 1980 letter (CX
375), summarized the purpose ofthe letter, and enclosed a copy of the
letter and the Business Reply Mail card to be sent with it (RX 7lB-G).
IH advised that "This letter wil be followed by advertisements in
agricultural trade magazines and counter displays for your dealer-
ship to advise tractor owners ofthe availability ofthe new cap, to alert
them to serious hazards associated with gasoline-powered farm equip-
ment, and to point out the importance of good tractor maintenance.
IH advised the dealer that the paramount goal was the protection of
the farmer, that the dealer must read the letter carefully, and if he
sold a used tractor subject to the program before the black cap was
available for distribution, he was to provide the farmer with the
information in the Warning Letter , specifically advise him ofthe new
cap, and give him a card so that he could obtain a new cap. (RX 7lB).
IH stated: "Be sure that you send in cards for every applicable gaso-
line tractor on your lot and any you know anywhere in your trade
area!" IH furnished each dealer the same cards (RX 7lE-F; also RX

, p. 16) enclosed with the IH August 1980 Warning Letter (CX 375)
to be filled in and returned by the dealer for all gasoline-powered
tractors on his lot. (Allen , Tr. 3707).

210. In September 1980, IH sent a letter to agricultural leaders

stating the major points focused upon by the IH program, requesting
their assistance, promising quantities of information (73) and warn-
ing materials at no cost, and enclosing the IH August 1980 Warning
Letter and NEW FACTS ABOUT FUELS (CX 248).23 (RX 218; Ben-
nett, Tr. 3208; Allen , Tr. 3709; RX 72 , p. 19). IH sent the letter to all
persons on IH's mailing list of agricultural leaders (CX 155), as well

as many others (Bennett , Tr. 3209; Colwell , Tr. 3614). The purpose of
sending the letter to agricultural leaders was " to put it in the hands

23 This was a new or second ver&ion oflhe NF.W FACTS ABOUT FULS brochure (G'ompareCX 248 with ex
153). It had been revised to distinguish between gasohol made from ethyl alcohol and that made from methyl
alcohol , as a result of criticism received from the gasohol industry. I find that thecriticisffs underlying this change
and the changes in wording which resulted are Dot relevant to the central charges of the Complaint herein (Bennett
Tr. 3170-71; 3190-- , 3194; Allen , Tr. 3696--97)
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of what we call opinion leaders. People who have strong influence on
farm safety throughout the country." (Colwell, Tr. 3614).

211. IH prepared for delivery to each dealer a printed INSTRUC-
TION MANUAL (RX 72; RX 203D). This manual entitled "Gasoline
Powered - Agricultural Tractor" and subtitled

, "

Fuel Fire Prevention
Program" described for the dealer IH' s FFPP (RX 72; Allen, Tr. 3700).
The intent was to give the dealer all the information he needed in
order to administer his end of the program (Bennett, Tr. 3210; Allen
Tr. 3700). It was 32 pages in length, and, in addition to text specially
prepared for the manual, contained a reprint ofthe materials that IH

develQped in connection with the Program. It especially discussed

features of the black cap, identified the tractor models covered by the
cap exchange , and provided the details involved in the actual cap
exchange. (Allen , Tr. 3701 and 3710-11; RX 72). The INSTRUCTION
MANUAL was bound in thick, glossy paper, and was perforated for
storage in a three-ring binder (RX 72).

212. IH prepared an "Outline for District Personnel" to be used as
a talking paper by IH district personnel to guide them in explaining
the IH program to dealers when they personally called on each dealer
for the purpose of explaining the IH program and delivering the Fall
kit and INSTRUCTION MANUAL (Bennett, Tr. 3212-13; RX 203A-
E). The outlne began: "IH is contacting its Dealers to discuss an
important problem-the threat of serious injuries from gasoline fuel
fires on tractors with the traditional gasoline tank location in front
ofthe operator. The phenomenon that creates the threat is the exces-
sive build-up of heat in gasoline tanks, which build-up causes high
vapor pressure. If an operator fails to tighten the gasoline cap secure-
ly or improperly removes it while the engine is running or hot , gaso-

line and vapors could, under certain (74) circumstances, erupt from
the tank, covering the operator with fuel." The outline then reviewed
the entire IH FFPP , with emphasis on the importance and scope of
the dealer s participation. The outlne stressed that the FFPP had the
complete support ofIH management and "was not forced (on IH) by
the government." (RX 205D). The outlne emphasized the need to

review the Fall kit and the INSTRUCTION MANUAL with each
dealer. (RX 203-0).

213. IH conducted one meeting in each of its six regions, with re-
gional managers and as many district managers as possible in atten-
dance, to explain the IH program and to instruct them on how to
administer the program in their areas (Bennett, Tr. 3215 , 3231-32;

Allen, Tr. 3719- , 3735). A presentation, based on the "Outline for
District Personnel" (RX 203A-E), was made at each dealership (Ben-
nett, Tr. 3213-14). IH District personnel visited each dealership in
September/October 1980, at which time the INSTRUCTION MANU-
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AL and Fall kit were delivered, the manual was reviewed , and the kit
was assembled (Bennett, Tr. 3210-11 , 3215-17; Allen, Tr. 3720-21
3741-42).

214. The Fall 1980 kit (RX 75), which was assembled at each dealer-
ship, consisted ofthe "FREE GAS CAP and important safety warning
about your gasoline powered IH tractor" countercard , and quantities
of the second NEW FACTS ABOUT FUELS brochure (CX 248), the
1980 Warning Decal (CX 152), and a No Postage Necessary Business
Reply Mail Card (entitled "FREE GASOLINE CAP OFFER"), which
was to be filled in by owner and dealer for mailing to IH to obtain the
black cap (See Allen , Tr. 3708), and which on a detachable portion
contained in reduced print a reprint of the IH August 1980 Warning
Letter. The brochure , decal , and "FREE GASOLINE CAP OFFER"
card fitted in holding racks supported by the countercard , upon as-
sembly. The countercard itself showed a picture of an IH tractor , a
cut-out picture of the black cap, and written exhortations to take and
read the materials in the racks. (RX 75; Bennett , Tr. 3216).

215. On September 18, 1981 , IH sent a parts service marketing
letter to all dealers announcing a "TRACTOR TUNE-UP CAM-
PAIGN" (RX 74A-B). It stressed the importance of proper mainte-
nance because, among other things

, "

it prevents injuries" (RX 74A).
It stated that the tune-up campaign was an integral part of IH'
FFPP. It promised that the dealer would "receive promotional materi-
als at no-charge to support a hard-hitting, visible, and successful tune-
up campaign." These materials wil consist of "Window Banner(,
Counter Easel Card(,j Local Co-op Advertising Materials. " (RX 74A;
Bennett, Tr. 3218). IH attached to the letter , a list of parts commonly
used in a tune-up, including a list of Heat Shields, and Assemblies
and a Gasoline-Powered Tractor Check List (RX 74C-G). The intent
was (75) to solicit tune-ups from farm customers who owned gasoline-
powered tractors (Allen , Tr. 3703-04).

216. Pursuant to the promise in Finding No. 215 , IH distributed a
Window Banner (Bennett , Tr. 3236), a "Your tractor works better
when it's in tune" countercard. which also stressed Hreduce fire haz-
ards" (RX 221), and two ad slicks stressing maintenance (RX 72

, pp.

14-15), in which IH paid half the dealer s cost (Allen, Tr. 3705-06;

Bennett, Tr. 3230).
217. IH , in response to dealer suggestions, also developed and dis-

tributed in two versions a detailed "Gasoline Powered Tractor Check
List " one version for dealers and one for farmers (Allen , Tr. 3705; RX

, pp. 12-13). The farmer received his check list in the same mailing
in which he was notified that the black cap was ready to be picked up
at his dealership (Allen , Tr. 3705).

218. II also distributed a wall chart entitled II TUNE-UP PARTS
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to be posted in the dealership (RX 219; Allen , Tr. 3704). Special em-
phasis was placed on Heat Shields and Assemblies, the black cap, and
a Filler Neck Renewal Package (RX 219). Such a wall chart is typical-
ly displayed where both the parts man and customer can read it
(Bennett, Tr. 3219-20).

219. IH provided ad slicks to all dealers to advertise the cap ex-

change program in local newspapers (Allen , Tr. 3706; Bennett, Tr.
3220; RX 72 , p. 18; RX 79A-B). The advertisement repeated the basic
message of the IH 1980 Warning Letter (E.

g., 

RX 79A). II paid half
the total cost of advertisements run by dealers (Bennett, Tr. 3230).

220. On September 23 , 1980 , IH issued a news release to call atten-
tion to the gas cap exchange program and to reiterate fuel handling
safety precautions (ColweJl , Tr. 3620; RX 189A-B). The news release
went to 200 farm broadcasters, 100 farm trade publications , and a
smaJl number of television farm correspondents (ColweJl , Tr. 3620).
The central message of the news release was run as written , and
headlined as a safety gas cap exchange program in newspapers and
farm trade publications (ColweJl, Tr. 3623; RX 81A-T).

221. Beginning in November 1980 IH ran an extensive media cam-
paign , described in detail in Findings No. 224-238 , below.

222. III ran an advertisement repeating the basic message ofthe IH
1980 Warning Letter, including free cap exchange offer , in the Fall
issue of IH Farm Forum (Bennett, Tr. 3226; RX 76). IH Farm Forum
published by III , is distributed to all persons on the IH mailing list
(Bennett, Tr. 3226; see Findings 205 and 206 supra). The purpose was
to give IH customers another direct exposure to the IH program
(Bennett, Tr. 3226). (76)

223. IH made the decision to include the IH August 1980 Warning
Letter (CX 375) in aJl operator manuals for gasoline-powered tractors
which were requested of IH , and has since done so (AJlen , Tr. 3702;
RX 211).

224. Respondent's early plans in 1979 had included provision for
media advertising to supplement the direct mailing (CX 121; CX 123;

CX 126). This was an important part of respondent's program since
a perfect list of aJl tractor owners was unavailable (Finding No. 204).

225. Sometime after September 9, 1980 , the copy and format ofIH'
media ad were finalized (Southwick , Tr. 4261). The ads were then
published in October 1980, November 1980 , December 1980 and Janu-
ary 1981 editions of various leading national and regional farm trade
magazines (RX 82B-Z-1). Respondent's advertising agency ran a
check to make sure the positioning and reproduction of the ads were
acceptable. This check revealed that IH' s ads had received very good
positioning in such publications. (Southwick , Tr. 4264-65).

226. The FaJl and Winter ads communicated the nature and conse-
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quences of fuel geysering, as well as the steps to be taken to prevent
it (fully secure fuel cap, don t remove fuel cap when tractor is hot and
running, and keep tractor properly maintained). It also promoted the
free gas cap exchange program and included a cut-out coupon to be
sent in to IH to obtain the new gas cap. (CX 388A).

227. The advertisement was changed slightly and rerun in the
Spring of 1981 (Southwick, Tr. 4268; RX 246H; RX 92A-H). The revi-
sion was similarly worded in all important respects and was just as
effective in communicating the basic message of a fire hazard and the
means for its prevention (CompareCX 388B with CX 388A). The main
change was the highlighting of a warning to "Use Winter gasoline
carefully in the Spring," at the top of the ad (CX 388B).

228. Both the Fall and Spring ads effectively communicated the
nature and consequences of Itfue1'geysering, " as well as the cautions
concerning it (CX 388A; CX 388B).
229. These ads were also run in respondent's own Farm Forum

magazine in the Fall of 1980 and the Spring of 1981. This magazine
is distributed to the persons on IH' s mailing list. (Bennett , Tr. 3226;
Colwell , Tr. 3626-27; RX 76).

230. Foote, Cone & Belding Media Supervisor Ruth A. Southwick
performed two analyses of the reach and frequency (77) achieved by
IH' s media campaign (RX 94B; Southwick, Tr. 4270-71). Southwick'
first analysis was performed in February 1981 after the initial
schedule of ads had run. Her second anaJysis was performed in May
1981 after the Spring ad had run. (RX 94B; Southwick, Tr. 4270-71).

231. The term " reach" refers to the percentage of the target audi-
ence that had an opportunity to be exposed to the advertising message
(Southwick , Tr. 4271). Reach is calculated on the basis of circulation
data for the publications in which the ad appeared and takes into
account duplication of circulation (Southwick , Tr. 4271). The circula-
tion data used by IH' s advertising agency is "audited" by an indepen-
dent board that verifies the number of copies of a given issue actually
printed and confirms that the magazines were actuaJIy sent out as
reported (Southwick , Tr. 4272). In the course of her duties at the
agency, Southwick customarily seeks to determine the reach of any
given media ad and relies upon reach in making media-planning
judgments (Southwick, Tr. 4272).

232. The term "frequency" refers to the average number of times
that a member of the target audience has been reached by the adver-
tising message (Southwick, Tr. 4272-73). Like reach, frequency is
calculated on the basis of audited circulation data that take into

account duplicated or overlapping circulation such as occurs if a given
farmer subscribes to more than one magazine in which the ad ap-
peared (Southwick , Tr. 4272-73).
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233. The best available data for making reach and frequency deter-
minations is that compiled by Doane Agricultural Service, Inc.

(Southwick , Tr. 4274). Doane s data are based upon surveys of Class
I through IV farmers (Southwick, Tr. 4274). Neither Doane nor any-
one else measures circulation to farmers of income levels lower than
Class IV (Southwick, Tr. 4274 , 4277). However , the fact that circula-
tion figures are not compiled for Class V-and-under farmers does not
mean that farm trade publications do not reach those farmers (South-
wick, Tr. 4277-78). Moreover, USDA and Census data indicate that
the number of farms in the Class-V-and-under category is decreasing
(CX 387K; RX 247K; Southwick , Tr. 4274-75). The number offarmers
may be less than the number of farms because one farmer may be
operating more than one farm (Southwick , Tr. 4275-76). USDA data
also indicate that over 80 percent of the used tractor purchases in
1979 were made by Class I to IV farmers (RX 247C).

234. Southwick's February 1981 analysis of IH's October 1980-
January 1981 media campaign was based upon Doane s 1980 Farm
Media Measurement Study (RX 94F). Southwick's analysis showed
that IH's first ad , which appeared in 5 812 014 magazines, reached 90
percent ofthe target audience nationwide with an average frequency
of 4.46-in other words , 90 percent ofthe target audience was exposed
to the advertising message (78) at least once and the average number
of exposures per farmer was approximately 41/2 (RX 94B; Southwick
Tr. 4278). In the regions where IH requested "heavied-up" coverage-
the Midwest and East 24-the reach was 95.8 percent and 94.5 per-
cent, respectively (RX 94F). The average frequency in these regions
was 5.28 and 5. , respectively (RX 94F).

235. Southwick's May 1981 analysis, performed after IH's Spring
1981 ad had run , was also based upon Doane s 1980 Farm Media
Measurement Study (RX 94G). Southwick's analysis showed that the
spring campaign increased the nationwide reach by two percent-

92 percent-and the average nationwide frequency from 4.46 to 6.
(RX 94B). However , in the "heavied-up" regions of the Midwest and
East, the reach was not increased from the 95.8 percent and 94.
percent levels already achieved by the first ad (RX 94G; Southwick
Tr. 4278-79). The average frequency in those regions was increased
however, from 5.28 and 5.20 to 7.04 and 6. , respectively (RX 94F-
Southwick , Tr. 4279).
236. Based upon the two analyses she performed and her training

and experience, as well as upon her agency s experience , Southwick
concluded that IH's media campaign achieved an "extremely high"
reach (Southwick, Tr. 4279). She also concluded that the expenditure

'IH had requested heavier ((verage in these areas because it had reason to believe the /,'Teatest concentration
of fuel gcyscring incidents occurred in these areas (CX 220; Colwell , Tr. 3618)
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of more money by IH on additional ads, or on radio or television
advertising, would not increase to any significant degree the levels of
reach and frequently already achieved (Southwick, Tr. 4279, 4299).

237. In its consideration of possible advertising media for this pro-
gram , respondent's advertising agency, Foote , Cone & Belding, had
considered both radio and television as a means of disseminating IH'
safety message (Southwick, Tr. 4253). After analyzing the coverage
obtainable by use of television , the advertising agency s media plan-
ners decided not to recommend television because the ratings were
low for the total number of households and would be even lower if
non-farm households were factored out (RX 238A-C; Southwick, Tr.
4255-56). It was their opinion that television was not an appropriate
medium given the complexity of IH's message and its purpose to
include a response mechanism (Southwick , Tr. 4285). Respondent's
own communications experts agreed that print was a better means of
(79) reaching farmers than broadcast media such as television (Col-
well, Tr. 3619; Dahlman , Tr. 4190-91)

238. In the absence of reliable evidence showing that some other
advertisement format, published in some other media , would have
been more effective, and in view of my own review of the advertise-
ments which respondent placed in these national and regional farm
publications (CX 388A; CX 388B), I must find that respondent's adver-
tising campaign was a well designed program to supplement the di-
rect mailing and other steps taken in IH's Fuel Fire Prevention

Program (Findings No. 226-237).
239. In March 1981, IH's regional managers sent a letter to all

agricultural equipment dealers in which , among other points, IH
urged its dealers: to remind their customers about the volatility of
winter-grade fuels and the danger of fire if pressure in the fuel tank
is suddenly released, to remind their customers of basic safety precau-
tions concerning cap removal , including tightening the cap securely
and never removing it from a hot or running tractor; &nd to encourage
their customers to obtain the black cap. IH again asked dealers to
encourage their customers to maintain their equipment (RX 204B-C).

240. IH , in a page in its Spring 1981 Parts & Accessories catalogue,
urged farmers to save fuel, increase horsepower, and reduce fire haz-
ards through proper maintenance. IH featured the black cap and
urged farmers who had not done so to exchange their old cap for a new
one. (RX 220B). The Spring Parts & Accessories catalogue was mailed
to all persons on the IH direct mailng list (Bennett, Tr. 3241).

241. IH released public service announcements (20-second, 30-sec-
ond, and 60-second versions) for television on fuel safety in the Spring
of 1981 (RX 106; Bennett, Tr. 3238 and 3241-42). These announce-
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ments were distributed to about 100 stations with farm audiences and
shown as many as 200 times by a single station (Bennett, Tr. 3242).

242. In the Fall of 1981 , IH by letter urged dealers to continue to
display in a prominent place the FREE GAS CAP and important
safety warning about your gasoline-powered IH tractor" countercard
(RX 75) and to make sure that the holders on the countercard were
stocked with suffcient supplies of 1980 Warning Decals (CX 152) and
NEW FACTS ABOUT FUELS (CX 248). (Colwell , Tr. 3627; Allen , Tr.
3723-24).

243. IH sent a letter to oil companies requesting that they encour-
age fuel distributors to warn farmers about the increasing volatilty
offuel when the suppliers deliver fuel to the farmer (Colwell , Tr. 3627
3631) (80)

244. In November 1981 , IH ran again in IH Farm Forum the same
advertisement used in the Fall of 1980 (Colwell, Tr. 3626-27).

245. As of December 1 1981 , the "FREE GAS CAP and important
safety warning about your gasoline-powered IH tractor" countercards
(RX 75) remained on the counters of 1800 IH dealers throughout the

United States (Colwell, Tr. 3632).
246. As of December 31 , 1981, IH had received 138 requests for

safety information from 114 non-IH organizations, and had distribut-
ed 36 136 NEW FACTSABOUTFUELS (CX 153, CX 248), 46 000 1980
Warning Decals (CX 152), and 5014 tractor maintenance check lists
to non-IH organizations such as 4-H clubs, county extension agents,
Vo-Ag classes , Future Farmers of America clubs , etc. (RX 271A and
C-F). This was exclusive ofIH distribution to IH dealers and custom-
ers (RX 271C).

G. The Black Gas Cap And The Gas Cap Exchange Program

247. The new black gas cap was a redesign ofthe (red) triple baffe
eap. The base ofthe cap was changed to eliminate any possibilty that

an operator could remove the cap with one twist ofthe wrist. It had
an intermediate venting stage, similar to a radiator cap. Thus, at the
intermediate point, venting could occur through the bottom ofthe cap
if there was suffcient pressure in the fuel tank , with no danger that
the cap would come off in the operator s hand. The holes in the inter-
1al baffing were enlarged and a second vent hole was added. This

ncreased the venting capacity of the cap, in order to further reduce
'ressure in the tank. (Sullvan , Tr. 5125 , 5127-28; RX 97F-G). The
ew black cap does not eliminate pressure build-up in the fuel tank

1t merely prevents the operator from completely removing the cap
,fore the pressure is vented (Sullivan, Tr. 5182- , 5127-28).
248. Beginning in the Fall of 1981 , IH began to ship caps to its
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dealers, the dealers began exchanging black caps for old caps, and
that exchange continues to the present day (Bennett , Tr. 3238).

249. Upon receipt of a request for a cap, IH determined if the
request constituted a "Valid Request" or an "Invalid Request" (RX
276A). A "Valid Request" was a request for a cap for a tractor includ-
ed within the FFPP (Bennett, Tr. 3246; See Finding No. 8). An "In-
valid Request" was a request (81) for a cap for a tractor not covered
by the IH program; for example , diesel tractors , Deere Co. tractors
(Bennett, Tr. 3246).

250. Depending on whether the request was valid or invalid, IH sent
the farmer one oftwo letters. Ifthe request was valid, IH advised that
the cap would be sent to the farmer s dealer, and that the farmer
would then be asked to bring in his old cap and exchange it for a black
cap (RX 72 , pp. 28-29). Ifthe request was invalid, IH asked the farmer
to recheck the tractor information submitted to IH , and if an error
was made, to submit a new cap request by completing an enclosed
postage-paid card (RX 72, pp. 30-31). In both letters, IH reiterated
basic safety warnings and urged proper tractor maintenance (RX 72
pp. 28 and 30; Allen , Tr. 3713-14).

251. IH maintained a running, computerized record of valid re-
quests, caps shipped, and caps exchanged (Allen , Tr. 3715, 3721-22).

In each cap shipment IH provided the dealer with a listing of the
names and phone numbers of farmers to receive caps from that ship-
ment (Allen , Tr. 3715). Further, the dealer received a card to be filled
in by farmer and dealer when the farmer picked up his black cap. The
dealer was then to mail the card to IH. The card acknowledged that
the exchange had been perfected (Allen , Tr. 3715; RX 72 , p. 32). Each
month IH sent each dealer a listing of unexchanged caps in that
dealer s trade area (Allen , Tr. 3715).

252. After shipping a cap for a particular farmer to a dealer , IH sent
the farmer a "PICK UP YOUR NEW GAS CAP NOW" notice. II also
enclosed a brochure containing a gasoline-powered tractor mainte-
nance check list and an exhortation that "your tractor works better
when it's in tune," along with explanatory comment. (RX 84A-
Allen , Tr. 3716).

253. As of February 14 , 1982 , IH had received 240 957 total requests
for caps in the United States and Canada. Of these 215,973 were
Valid Requests" and 24 984 were "Invalid Requests. " IH had shipper

213 810 caps. IH dealers in the United States had actually exchange,
169 456 black caps for old caps and IH had shipped 9600 black car
to farmers in Canada, so that a total of 179 056 caps were in farmer
hands (RX 276B; Allen, Tr. 3740-41).

254. Some farmers, despite being notified ofthe availability of t

. -

,- "on at their local dealership, have not visited the dealershif
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effect a cap exchange. On February 19, 1982 , IH initiated a formal
procedure whereby dealers are requested to remind farmers by phone
call or letter to effect the cap exchange , are authorized to accomplish
the cap exchange during field visits, and, if certain conditions are met
wil be authorized by IH personnel to mail caps to customers. (RX
278A-D). (82)

255. In addition to caps exchanged, IH dealers and others have sold
black caps to farmers (G. Kilingbeck, Tr. 5231-32; Heyen , Tr. 5482).
IH did not present evidence on the number of caps sold by IH dealers.
In this connection, IH cannot know the number of caps sold for instal-
lation on IH tractors. The record shows, however, that farmers have
purchased black caps, and that purchased caps have been installed on
IH gasoline-powered tractors (G. Kilingbeck, Tr. 5231-32).

256. The black cap is not essential to respondent's warning pro-
gram, since if operators adhere to the basic warnings in respondent'
Fuel Fire Prevention Program to: properly secure their fuel caps, not
remove fuel caps from a hot or running tractor, and keep their trac-
tors properly maintained, then a fuel geysering accident cannot occur
(Findings No. 32-33; Concessions of complaint counsel Tr. 2362 , 2408
Transcript of telephone conference of May 7 , 1982).

257. The principal relevance of the gas cap exchange program are
two: (1) the fact that an additional safety factor is provided thereby,
to supplement the warnings which IH has issued to the operators of
its tractors; and (2) the fact that the number of gas caps exchanged
provides some measure of the effectiveness of respondent' corpmuni-
cation of its warning message.
258. As noted in Finding No. 253 , above, there had been 215 973

valid requests received for new black caps by February 14, 1982.

When this figure is compared to the number of IH gasoline-powered
tractors stil in use, they provide some indication of how effective IH'
FFPP lys been in conveying its warning message to the operators of
its tractors.

259. The record contains two estimates ofthe number of such trac-
ors stil in use. Respondent's estimate is 375 000, which it claims to
.e a high estimate (RF 351 , 352). Complaint counsel' s expert estimates
1e number to be 407 694 (Kleyle, Tr. 5423 , 5431 , 5433). There are
.lid criticisms for each of these estimates , and neither can be consid-
ed precise (CRF 622-24; RF 353). However, both are close enough
(ether to give a "ball-park" estimate which would be useful enough
the purposes of this case-375 000 to 408 000 tractors. The "valid
uests" for respondent' s new black cap, therefore, represent, at a
imum, over 50 percent of IH's gasoline-powered tractors which
e subject to this program and stil in use. Considering the fact that
e 1 363 000 of such tractors respondent built, more than 1 081i no"
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of them were built and sold by 1961 (RX 89H-I), tbis is certainly a very
good record. This is especially so, since it is apparent that all farmers
who have read the warning material obviously do not (83) consider
the black cap to be essential to their safety and are not so concerned
as to order or pick up their free black caps (Finding No. 254; RX 93-
to 29). This is not surprising in that it is to be expected that many
operators would not be likely to remove the gas cap from their tractor
if they heard a hissing noise coming from the vent hole , or heard
boiling in the tank of their tractor. Some verbatim quotes from the
Gas Cap Study made by Chilton Research Services for respondent
ilustrate this point:

I never had a problem. I think it' s a ;.aste of money. And the fault is with the operator.
(RX 93-15)

I don t see no problem with the gas cap. (RX 93-16)

I have been an International Harvester owner for thirty years and I haven t had any
probJems. I think that the owners who experienced problems with the gas cap must
have been stupid or something. Common sense would tell you that you don t remove
a gas cap from a hot tractor tank. I don t care ifit' s a Deere or International Harvester
or a Model T Ford. (RX 93-19)

. . . I don t really consider that a hazard if handled with reasonable care. (RX 93-20)

H. The Effectiveness of IH's Fuel Fire Prevention Program

260. The combination of materials and methods of communication
included in respondent's Fuel Fire Prevention Program of 1980 con-

stitutes an effective program in terms of content and communication.
The basic message is contained in the August 1980 letter, which even
complaint counsel concede is adequate for this purpose (Finding No.
200). My review ofthe media advertisemen ts and the communications
to leaders in the agricultural community and through the dealer
network reveals that this same basic message is repeated simply and
clearly-properly secure your fuel cap-o not remove it when the
tractor is running or hot-keep your tractor properly maintained-
failure to do these things constitutes a fire hazard and endangers your
life (RX 71B; RX 72; RX 75; RX 218; (84) CX 248; CX 375; CX 388A
B; Findings No. 186-197 , 201-203 , 209-212, 215-222 , 226-228 , 239-
242 , 244). Dr. Lirtzman, an expert called by respondent was of the
opinion that the FFPP constituted an "extraordinarily effective" pro-

gram (Lirtzman , Tr. 4723). He stated further

, "

I don t know of any set
of circumstances in which such a program in terms of its detail
extensiveness, I might even say forthrightness , has occurred hr been
attempted even as a consequence of mandated regulation in the U nit-
ed States. . . I think personally, as an expert in this field, it is a
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remarkable job." (Lirtzman , Tr. 4723-24). Another expert called by
respondent, a farm safety specialist, testified that respondent' s FFPP
was "very adequate. " He added that "I have never seen anything that
was as thorough and as complete a program. . . . " (Swanson, Tr. 4810).

261. Therefore, I find respondent' s Fuel Fire Prevention Program
to be as effective as one could expect in view of the advanced age of
the majority ofthe tractors involved. I find no suggestions from com-

plaint counsel, or their experts, in this record which could reasonably
be expected to yield better results. It is obvious that it is unreasonable
to expect 100 percent effectiveness of a notice program designed to
reach owners and operators of tractors which may be as old as 43
years , and the majority of which are over 21 years old, and many of
which may have changed hands numerous times. The over-all concept
of respondent' s Fuel Fire Prevention Program , considering all of its
facets, is well-conceived and designed to obtain maxim urn coverage
(Findings No. 167-253). This fact, combined with complaint counsel'
concession that the August 1980 warning letter is adequate, insofar
as its wording is concerned , gives ample proofthat respondent' s pro-
gram was an appropriate reaction to the Hfuel geysering" hazard.

1. The Killingbeck Incident

262. It is necessary to give special attention to a fuel fire whieh
occurred on a tractor operated by Gary Kilingbeck on May 22, 198!.
This is sp because the incident occurred after the Fuel Fire Prevention
Program was virtually completed and the tractor involved was
equipped with the new black cap. (Kilingbeck, Tr. 5229, 5233 36).

263. The uncontested facts of record concerning this incident are:
Mr. Killingbeck experienced a fire on his tractor on May 22 , 1981; his
tractor was equipped with the new black cap; and the cap stayed on
the fuel tank during the fire (CF , pp. 130-136; RRF, pp. 87-98).

264. Mr. Killingbeck testified that the fire came out from around
the gasoline cap, shooting flames higher than his head (Kilingbeck
Tr. 5250). Prior to this he had heard a whistling (85) sound and felt
pressure coming out of the vent holes in the fuel cap (Kilingbeck , Tr.
5248). He then heard a small pop and then there was an explosion
(Kilingbeck , Tr. 5248). Mr. Killingbeck did not know where on the
tractor the pop had occurred. As tar as he knew there could have been
a collection of vapors underneath the hood sheet where the pop oc-
curred. He did know, however , that the black fuel cap stayed on the
filer neck throughout the fire and that no liquid gasoline shot out of
the filer neck. (Killingbeck , Tr. 5299). This was a vapor fire (Kiling-
beck , Tr. 5299).

265. The experts testified in conflicting manner concerning the
nature and causes of the Kiningbeck fire. Dr. Creighton testified for
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complaint counsel that the fire was caused by pressure in the tank
which caused vapors to be expelled from the tank (Creighton , Tr.
2395 , 2404). Additional vapors and possibly liquid fuel were expelled
after the fuel cap went into tang relief, either before or after the
explosion (Creighton , Tr. 2404-05). IH engineers who inspected the
tractor shortly after the fire, testified that the fire was generated by
a leak in the fuel tank at the sending unit, which was located under
the hood sheet near the hole where the filler neck emerges (RX 223B-

G; Nelson , Tr. 4335- , 433 , 4505; Hilstrom, Tr. 3536-39).25 rH'

engineers also attributed the fire , in part, to poor maintenance ofthe
tractor and modifications which had been made to the tractor (RX
224; CX 391; Nelson, Tr. 4311- , 4325- , 4347- , 4351- , 4495-

97; Hilstrom, Tr. 3526-27 , 3537).
266. The burden was on complaint counsel to prove that this inci-

dent was a "fuel geysering" accident encompassed by the charges of
the Complaint. They have failed to do so. The opinion of Dr. Creigh-
ton , at best, would merely be of equal weight to that of respondent'
experts. I find no evidence which clearly refutes respondent' s theory
as to how this accident occurred. Moreover, Dr. Creighton s opinion
includes the gushing of liquid fuel from the filler neck, but the only
eyewitness , Mr. Kilingbeck , states that he did not see this occur
(Kilingbeck, Tr. 5299). Further, Dr. Creighton did not have as good
an opportunity as respondent's engineers to inspect the Kilingbeck
tractor, since it had already been disassembled when he inspected it
(Creighton , Tr. 2382-83) and Dr. Creighton has less experience in
farm tractors than respondent's engineers. In fact, he has never con-
ducted a test on any kind of farm tractor (Creighton, Tr. 2183). (86)

267. The fact that there was obviously pressure build-up in the fuel
tank ofthe Kilingbeck tractor (either before or after the fire began)
and that this was somehow related to the fire, bears no relevancy to
the charges of the Complaint in the absence of proof that this was a
fuel geysering incident. The Complaint charges respondent with fail-
ure to warn operators of its tractors of the safety hazard which has
been termed "fuel geysering." It does not charge respondent with
failure to manufacture a tractor which does not experience pressure
build-up in the tank. The required warning was given prior to this
fire , and Mr. Kilingbeck was exposed to it, but he did not take the
time to read it, or inquire about it (Killingbeck, Tr. 5232 , 5234 , 5282-
85; Hillstrom , Tr. 3569-70). Moreover, there is no evidence that the
warning would have had any effect in this instance, even ifit had been
read and heeded.

Go' The fuel sending unit is a device which trlinsrnits electrical impulses to the fuel gauge on the trflctor
instrument panel (HiIEtrom , Tr. 3533)
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J. The Chilton Study

268. In the FalI of 1980, respondent decided to conduct a survey of
the awareness levels generated by the various communications made
in the Fuel Fire Prevention Program (ColwelI , Tr. 3624; Dahlman, Tr.
4195). The assignment to perform such study was given to George S.
Dahlman , the present Manager of Research and Planning for IH'
Equipment Group (Dahlman, Tr. 4194). Mr. Dahlman s career has

been spent in agricultural communications and market research
both with IH and in previous employment with an agricultural publi-
cation and research firm (Dahlman, Tr. 4183-88). Dahlman selected
Chilton Research Services, a subsidiary ofthe American Broadcasting
Company to conduct the survey. He worked with Chilton on designing
the questionnaire and selecting a sample audience. (Dahlman, Tr.
4197-4205; CX 393A-D; CX 394A-E; CX 395A-E). A sample audience
of 400 owners ofIH gasoline-powered tractors was selected; a sample
distribution was also selected on the basis of IH's earliest sales
records , which indicated that the preponderance of the tractors had
originalIy been sold in the Midwest and Northeast (CX 394A; CX
393A-C; Dahlman Tr. 4201-03).

269. Chilton conducted the interviews in the latter half of February
1981 (Dahlman , Tr. 4206-07; CX 393E). This was between one and five
months after IH's ads had appeared in farm trade publications and
about seven months after the IH August 1980 warning letter had been
sent (Dahlman, Tr. 4206; RX 73H-

270. The results ofthe Chilton study have been cited by both sides.
Complaint counsel assert that it ilIustrates the ineffectiveness ofIH'
warning efforts (CF 391-407). (87) Respondent cites it to show the
effectiveness of its Fuel Fire Prevention Program (RF 537-546). In
actuality it does little to prove either point.

271. The Chilton study sought to measure awareness from the point
of view of recalI (Popper, Tr. 2799).26 Even complaint counsel' s com-
munications expert, Mr. Popper, stated that recall is a rather poor
indicator of awareness--ven "day-after" recalI (Popper , Tr. 2799-
2800). Here the recalI was not "day-after " but from one to seven

months after (Dahlman , Tr. 4206; RX 73H-I; CX 375). In other words
a viewer or reader of an advertisement might be well aware of a
message transmitted by a communication, but might have a very poor
recolIection ofthe particular communication itself(Popper, Tr. 2799-
2800).

272. Viewed in this light, the Chilton survey might be slightly tilted
in favor of respondent' s position. On both an ttaided" and "unaided"

?'E; "Recall" is that which a perRon who vjcw or read a eommW1ication can Jater retrieve from memory
concerning the commllnication (Popper, Tr- 2799).
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recall basis, Mr. Dahlman was able to conclude that 68 percent of the
owners of IH gasoline-powered tractors were aware of the hazard
warning and free gas cap offer, and 64 percent were aware that IH
was the sponsor of the warning and gas cap program (RX 93A; Dahl-
man , Tr.4208).27 Complaint counsel deprecate such conclusion, argu-
ing that unaided awareness, which was much lower, is a better test
of the effectiveness of these communications (CF 395-401). However
in view of the admitted unreliability of "recall" as a measure of
awareness, I find that recall" measured on both an ((unaided" and
aided" basis is a more reasonable indicia of the effectiveness of the

communications in question (Finding No. 271).
273. Complaint counsel also point to a "key words" portion of the

survey and to verbatim responses given by participants, as evidence
of the ineffectiveness of respondent's hazard communications (CF

402-407). However, the results of the survey indicate that the recipi-
ents ofthe August 1980 warning letter were less aware of the poten-
tial safety problem and fire hazard than those who had read the later
media advertisements (CX 392P). Since it is conceded that the mes-
sage of the August 1980 warning letter is adequate , it is obvious that
such results (88) only prove Dr. Popper s opinion that recall, especial-
ly over a period oftime, is a very poor measure of awareness (Findings
No. 200, 271).

274. The verbatim responses to the Chilton study reveal a broad
gamut of reactions to the questionnaire , from a complete lack of
recollection, to a feeling that the whole safety campaign is stupid
since there is no danger to an operator if reasonable care is taken (CX
392; RX 93-13-3; Finding No. 259). This latter reaction indicates
that an operator who already knew better than to only partially
secure his fuel cap, or remove the fuel cap from a hot or running
tractor, especially when there is hissing from the cap or boiling in the
tank, was not likely to take the hazard warning too seriously (Finding
No. 259).

275. Accordingly, I find that the Chilton study is poor evidence of

the effectiveness of respondent's FFPP, but that it does give some
indication that respondent's hazard warnings and free gas cap offer
were effectively communicated (Findings No. 271-274).

VIII. THE VIOLATION

276. Having found that at least by 1963 and thereafter , respondent
knew or should have known that: (1) Its gasoline-powered tractors
with the fuel tank located in front ofthe operator were subject to fuel
heating, vaporization and build-up of pressure within the fuel tank

TI "Unllded" awareness measures a subject' s recollection without being prompted or given information about
the subject of the survey (Popper, Tr. 2774)
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during their normal operation (Findings No. 10-34, 38-134); (2) A
quick release of the pressure under such circumstances, as when the
fuel cap is removed or dislodged can result in fuel vapors and liquid
fuel shooting or geysering out of the filer neck of the fuel tank

spraying the operator and/or the tractor with gasoline which can and
has been ignited (Findings No. 19 , 38-134); (3) Many of the opera-
tors and potential operators of such tractors were unaware of this
hazard and were removing the fuel cap from hot or running tractors,
or were improperly securing the fuel cap so that it might loosen and
fly off during the tractor s operation (Findings No. 34- , 50-53 , 55-

, 60-62 , 71 , 76, 81 , 88-90 , 92, 94 , 104, 117 , 121-122, 124 , 129 , 131
133 , 134); (4) As a result of fuel geysering some operators of such IH
tractors were severely burned and one or more operators have been
kiled (Findings No. 27- , 54 , 58- , 90, 92, 94, 104 , 106 , 115, 117 , 118
121 , 123, 124, 126 , 128-130, 132-134); (5) Fuel geysering is a definite
safety hazard (Findings No. 27- , 38-134; See especially, Findings
No. 98 , 100 and 138); and (6) Fuel geysering accidents were likely to
continue unless the operators and potential operators of such tractors
were notified of the existence of the hazard and the steps they could
take to prevent it (Findings No. 35-134). (89)

277. Having further found that: (1) Respondent having such knowl-
edge should have taken action suffcient to apprise the operators and
potential operators of such tractors that the safety hazard of fuel
geysering existed and the steps they could take to prevent it (Findings
No. 38-134, 138 , 149-151 , 153-156, 163, 167-171); (2) Respondent
failed to take such action in 1963 and subsequent years, until 1980
(Findings No. 146-198); (3) Further fuel geysering incidents occurred
within the period 1963-1980 which might have been avoided had
adequate warning been given (Findings No. 31 , 98 , 100, 104, 115 , 117
118, 121 , 123-129, 133, 134 , 138; CX 220); (4) Had the operators and
potential operators of such tractors been apprised of this hazard and
the steps they could take to prevent it, it might have affected their
decisions to purchase new or used IH equipment , or their manner of
care and use of such equipment (Findings No. 36 and 37); and (5)
Respondent manufactures and distributes, and at all relevant times
manufactured and distributed agricultural equipment and accesso-
ries and parts therefor , including the tractors in issue and/or the
accessories and parts therefor, in commerce , and is , and has been , in
substantial competition in commerce with other corporations, firms
and individuals engaged in the manufacture, sale and distribution of
such products (Findings No. 3-7).

278. It is, therefore , found that such acts and practices, in failing
to adequately disclose material facts have had the capacity and tend-
ency tn mislead members of the public, particularly those who may
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consider purchasing or operating an IH gasoline-powered farm trac-
tor having the fuel tank in front of the operator and that such acts
and practices are to the prejudice and injury of the public and consti-

tute unfair or deceptive acts or practices or unfair methods of compe-
tition in or affecting commerce, in violation of Section 5 ofthe Federal
Trade Commission Act, as amended.

IX. THE EXPERT TESTIMONY

279. In general , I have had to rely very little on expert opinion in
making the above findings. Most of the basic facts involved in this
matter have been well documented in the files of respondent. The
testimony of operators involved in fuel geysering incidents is also
clear and unambiguous and, for the greater part, uncontraverted on
the record. My citations to the record in the above findings, although
not meant to be exhaustive , are a good indication of the extent to
which I have had to rely on expert opinion.

280. Dr. Donald Creighton was qualified on the record as an expert
in mechanical engineering. He is currently a professor (90) in the
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Department at the Universi-
ty of Missouri (Creighton , Tr. 2188; CX 385A). He is a registered
professional engineer (CX 385G). He is qualified by his training and
experience in the areas of thermodynamics , heat transfer , machine
design , fracture mechanics, and other areas of mechanical engineer
ing to testify as to the phenomena involved in "fuel geysering" on

respondent' s tractors (Creighton , Tr. 2133-40, 2142 , 2147-48 , 2153-
2161- 2170-72 2180 2213- 2219- 2243-44 , 2262, 2430-

2243-44). However, he has never actually conducted a test on any
farm tractor (Creighton , Tr. 2183).

281. Wayne Worthington , deceased, did not appear and testify in
these proceedings. Complaint counsel were permitted to put in evi-
dence a portion of his deposition testimony from private litigation-
Kraus v. International Harvester c.A. 79-0609-CV- 3 (D.C. W.
Mo. W.D. 1979). Mr. Worthington was apparently a recognized expert
in his field (tractor engineering), since he had received several awards
(CX 306A, pp. 26-27; McCormick, Tr. 1567) and was even engaged as
an expert by respondent in 1963, to assist it in the Buatte litigation
(CX 52). However, I did not have the opportunity to witness Mr.
Worthington s demeanor , nor have him cross-examined as to many
facts in this record. Further , the cross-examination in the deposition
record was quite sketchy and limited in great part to issues of the
Kraus case (CX 306A-B). Under the circumstances , I have generally
not relied upon his testimony to resolve questions dependent upon
expertise. I have , however, relied upon communications from him to
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respondent, during the period he was associated with IH, as putting
respondent on notice of his opinion and theories (CX 52).

282. Various IH engineers appeared and testified in this proceeding
R. N. Coleman , Erwin Link, Ronald Zitko, John Den Besten , Wil-

liam Schubert, F. A. Waechter, J. F. Ziskal, Robert Reed , George
Rezek, James Bennett, Willam R. Borghoff, Thomas E. Nelson, Her-
bert D. Sullvan , and Thomas Hilstrom. All were qualified by educa-
tion and experience to testify as to technical matters involved herein
(Coleman, Tr. 945 , 950, 954, 1305-17; RX 32; RX 159; Link, Tr. 1966-
69; Zitko, Tr. 1934- , 1940-1; Den Besten, Tr. 1784-7; CX 313;
Schubert, Tr. 1873- , 1911; Waechter, Tr. 1712-15, 2991; Ziskal, CX
379, pp. 5-11; RX 267H; Reed, Tr. 3017-18; Rezek , Tr. 3063-64, 3103-

3117; Bennett, Tr. 3125- , 3134, 3140-4, 3280; Borghoff, Tr.
3991 3993 , 4003 , 4005-06, 4093-94; Nelson , Tr. 4301 , 4303-04 , 4400-
01; Sullvan , Tr. 5105 , 5107-08 , 5113- , 5117- , 5184-5; Hilstrom
Tr. 3435-38). In considering their opinions, however , I have been
cognizant of the fact that they are , or were, loyal employees of re-
spondent. (91)

283. Dr. Edward Popper was received as an expert in marketing
communications (Popper, Tr. 2649- , 2590-92). However, I find that
he is not knowledgeable about the special characteristics of the
agricultural community, nor has he had any education or experience
in the field of hazard communications or hazard labeling (Popper, Tr.
2612-21) He had no training or experience which would qualify him
to advise me as to the effect of specific hazard warnings on members
ofthe agricultural community (Popper , Tr. 2616-27 , 2639-41). In view
ofthe specialized nature of this community, these are serious defects
in his qualifications. Operators of farm tractors have generally been
familiar with tractors and their operation since a very early age. They
generally do their own maintenance work and are far more familar
with their tractors than, for example, the owner of an automobile is
about his car (Heyen, Tr. 5493; Buatte, Tr. 152, 155 , 157 , 160; Great-
house, Tr. 184- , 189- , 195 202-05; Cameron , Tr. 357-58, 380-81;
Shawback, Tr. 569- , 603-04; Wohletz , Tr. 627 , 650-52; Didion , Tr.
667 670- 684-85; Holtz, Tr. 711 , 725-27; Guynn , Tr. 873- , 919-
22; D. Jolicoeur, Tr. 754- , 785-86; S. Jolicoeur, Tr. 812-13; Clowes
Tr. 1826 , 1828 , 1867-69; Nichols, Tr. 2086-88 , 2091; Killingbeck, Tr.
5266-67). (Complaint counsel are quick to point out this fact in con-

nection with their contention that tractor owners and operators don
read their operator s manuals thoroughly (CF 315 , 316)). In order to
effectively critique hazard communications directed to such a special-
ized group, it is desirable that a proposed expert have some awareness
of the group s knowledge and sophistication in the areas of infor-
mation to be communicated, or, at least, that he have some
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special knowledge in the area of hazard communications or hazard
warning.

284. Respondent , on the other hand, presented two experts in this
area. One who was qualified as an expert in hazard warnings and
their communication , and the other who was a farm safety expert. I
found the testimony of these experts to be helpful , but not necessarily
conclusive, in judging the impact of a hazard warning upon the trac-
tor operator, once it was communicated, and in judging the relative
comprehensiveness of respondent's Fuel Fire Prevention Program. I
did not find their advice helpful, or needed, on the question of whether
or not a particular warning or message had been adequately dis-
seminated to the operators of IH tractors, since there was factual
evidence in the record upon which I could make such findings-e.

g.,

whether the 1958 Service Slant actually gave notice to operators of
the hazard of fuel geyseririg and the steps necessary to prevent it.

285. Dr. Lirtzman, the expert on hazard warnings , has had consider-
able experience over the years , both practical and academic , in the
field of hazard communications and warnings (RX 252A-E). Since
about 1960 he has concentrated in the field (92) of product labeling
and hazard communications (Lirtzman , Tr. 4588-89). For the past five
or six years his major area of specialization has been mass communi-
cation and promulgation of safety warnings, hazard warnings, and
labels pertaining to consumer and industrial goods (RX 252A; Lirtz-
man, Tr. 4596). I found his expertise to be of some help in judging the
effectiveness of respondent's 1976 and 1980 warning decals and the
wording of the media advertisements of IH's Fuel Fire Prevention
Campaign , as well as the comprehensiveness of the FFPP as a coor-
dinated mass communication effort.

286. Randall C. Swanson was the farm safety specialist called by
respondent. He had extensive practical experience and an education-
al background in this field (RX 255; Swanson, Tr. 4749 , 4751 , 4764
4766 4774 4779 4782- 4795- 4799-4802). I found his testimony
particularly helpful in judging the effect of inclusion of agricultural
leaders in respondent' s warning attempts and in judging the compre-
hensiveness of IH's Fuel Fire Prevention Program in light of the
special nature of the farm community.

287. Dr. Robert Kleyle was called as an expert in statistics by com-
plaint counsel. He was well qualified by training and experience in
that field (Kleyle , Tr. 5430-31). He testified as to the number of IH
gasoline-powered tractors still in service and in connection with cer-
tain evidence respondent had introduced concerning "recall" rates
and "recall" effectiveness. I have discounted his opinion of the num-
ber of tractors stil in operation , since certain of his base data was
from a source which characterized it as "subjective" and "unverified"
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(Kleyle , Tr. 5447). As for his criticisms of certain "recall" data relied
upon by respondent, I have not relied upon such "recall" data in
making my findings, so such testimony is not relevant to my decision.

288. Loren D. Lange and Morris Abrams were called by respondent
to testify as to the effectiveness ofIH' s fuel cap exchange program in
relation to "recall" programs conducted under the auspices of the
United States Consumer Product Safety Commission and the Nation-
al Highway Traffc Safety Administration. Both had some experience
which allowed them to testify as to the "recall" programs conducted
through those agencies (Lange , Tr. 4924- , 4929- , 4938-40, 4944
4955; Abrams , Tr. 5571-72, 5574; RX 277D). In general , I did not find
significant parallels between the "recall" programs of which these
witnesses were familiar or testified and the fuel cap exchange pro-
gram of respondent. In general , the product age involved and the
nature of the campaigns were substantially different than those in
the present case (RX 95; RX 111; RX 112; RX 113; RX 117; RX 118;
RX 119; RX 120; RX 121; RX 124; RX 142; RX 144; RX 145). It would
be impossible to determine from the (93) exhibits introduced dealing
with such "recall" programs and the testimony ofthese two witnesses
just what an appropriate response to IH's fuel cap exchange programs
should be (See e. Lange , Tr. 4939 , 4942; Abrams, Tr. 5587-88). On
the other hand , the testimony of these witnesses do substantiate the
rather obvious fact that the older a product is, the more diffcult it is
to obtain a high response rate in a recall program (RX 277 - , Q;
Abrams, Tr. 5595; Lange , Tr. 4947-48). Mr. Abrams ' testimony also
reveals that there is an available listing of current automobile own-
ers , whereas there is no such available listing of current owners of
farm tractors (RX 277-0; RX 32 , p. A-237). This obviously makes a
recall" program more diffcult to accomplish in the farm tractor

industry than in the automobile industry.

289. Richard Hum is an engineer who was called by respondent to
testify as to the trends in gasoline volatility and the effect of gasoline
volatility on the phenomenon of fuel geysering (Hum, Tr. 3892-93).
His education and experience qualify him to testify in these areas
(Hum , Tr. 3871-90).

X. OTHER CONTENTIONS OF COMPLAINT COUNSEL

290. Complaint counsel make several contentions that I reject
which warrant special attention in these findings.

A. That Respondent s Tractors With Fuel Tanks
In Front Of The Operator Are Defective.

291. Although not stated explicitly in their proposed findings , a
number of the findings which they propose imply that the design of
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respondent' s gasoline-powered tractors which h'we the fuel tank in
front ofthe operator is defective (CF 234-259 , 481- , 583, 590) and
that the failure to take action to correct such defect is one indicator

that a broad order is necessary in this matter (CF 590). The correc-
tions they suggest are either the relocation ofthe tank to a position
behind the operator, or better insulation (CF 590).

292. Complaint counsel themselves have pointed out that tests 
respondent's engineers indicated that heat shields and insulation

could not completely alleviate the problems of heating of the fuel and
pressure in the filel tank on these tractors (CF 88 , 199). (94)

293. Relocation of the fuel tank, which was accomplished on the
World Wheel tractors (Finding No. 110), also was not without possible
drawbacks. As noted in Finding No. 102 , there were both pros and
cons to the argument for relocation. The record shows that highway
accidents involving tractors is a far more frequent occurrence than
tractor fires (RX 32 , pp. 6, 16 , 17 , 8&-88, x-xii). It is possible that a
rear-mounted tank might prove quite hazardous in a rear-end coll-
sion.

294. Most importantly, this case was not a "defect" case. The Com-
plaint does not charge respondent with failure to warn of a defective
product, but rather failure to warn of the existence of a fire hazard
(Complaint n 8). Therefore, the question of the proper location for a
farm tractor fuel tank has not been litigated. Complaint counsel have
seized upon certain recommendations ofIH engineers to indicate that
respondent has been callous in its concern for the safety of its custom-
ers. I cannot find this to be the case on the basis of this argument
without a complete litigation of the design problem. The charges of
the Complaint neither justified, nor allowed such an inquiry on this
record.

295. Moreover, it has been found , based in good part on complaint
counsel' s concessions, that a properly secured fuel cap cannot come off
unless the operator removes it (Finding No. 32). Therefore , as has also
been found , if the operator obeys the warnings given in respondent'
Fuel Fire Prevention Program a fuel geysering accident cannot occur
no matter where the fuel tank is located (Findings No. 32 260-261).
For all these reasons , complaint counsel's arguments with regard to
fuel tank location and other design modifications must be rejected.

B. That Respondent Waged A Media Campaign Which
Diluted The Message Of The FFPP

296. Complaint counsel also contend that any hazard warning con-

tained in IH's Fuel Fire Prevention Program was diluted by other
communications which respondent disseminated during the same
period of time (CF 440 et seq.

). 

This argument is based on several
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statements which IH issued through various channels which general-
ly denied that there was any design defect in IH tractors or that they
were made unsafe, if the tractors were properly maintained and the
operators followed certain safety rules. Some of them specifically
cautioned operators not to remove the fuel cap when the tractor was
running or hot and to always properly secure the cap (CX 143C-D; 

147 A-B; CX 156; CX 211A-D). These communications were not part of
the Fuel Fire Prevention Program (Bennett, Tr. 3263; Colwell , Tr.
3670). They (95) were used to counteract news stories and other re-
ports which respondent felt misconstrued and misrepresented the
facts concerning fuel geysering incidents and to dispel the notion that
IH gasoline-powered tractors suffered froD) a design defect (Colwell
Tr. 3595 , 3598-99 , 3602 , 3611).

297. One of these communications

, "

Farmer s Safety Is Our No.
Concern " received far greater distribution than any of the others
involved in this contention of complaint counsel. Approximately 35
000 copies of this pamphlet were distributed. Fifteen thousand were
sent to IH employees and retirees in the Chicago area; 11 000 were
sent to IH manufacturing plants, mainly in the Midwest; and 9 000
were sent to the six IH sales regions in the United States (Colwell, Tr.
3603). Copies were also sent to the WGN television farm broadcaster
in Chicago, whose program is sponsored by IH , to the editor of Imple-
ment and Tractor Magazine who had recently written on the Stam-
baughcase, and to the editor of Prairie Farmer a farm trade magazine
owned by ABC (Colwell, Tr. 3611-12). There was no dissemination of
this pamphlet after July 1980 (Colwell , Tr. 3610).

298. One of the sections in this pamphlet, entitled "What About
Changes In Fuels?" contained a caution to operators to: tighten the
fuel cap securely; never take the cap off or refuel when the engine is
running or hot; and don t smoke while handling gasoline (CX 156F).

299. Respondent is certainly entitled to counteract stories in the
press , on television , or elsewhere , which might unfairly depict its
products as defective, or unsafe. In fact, to prohibit it from doing so
would present Constitutional questions under the First Amendment.
Complaint counsel have not pointed to any misrepresentation of fact
in these communications , but urge in effect, that the message that IH
tractors are safe diluted and counteracted the hazard warning in
respondent' s Fuel Fire Prevention Program (Findings No. 440-47).
I find no reliable evidence to support this contention, since I have
discounted Dr. Popper s testimony in this regard, as noted in Finding
No. 283 , above.

300. I find that CX 143C-D, CX 147 A- , CX 156 and CX 211A-
were not primarily directed to owners and operators of IH tractors
and have not been shown to have received significant distribution
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among such owners and operators. I also find that they do not contain
the message that fuel geysering is not a problem, nor do they con-
tradict or deny the hazard warnings of the Fuel Fire Prevention
Program. Therefore , they do not diminish the effectiveness of that
Program. (96)

C. That The August 1980 Letter Was Only Written
Under Pressure Of The Commission Investigation

301. As noted in Footnote 22, above, complaint counsel claim that
the August 1980 warning letter sent to operators by respondent (CX
375) was not a voluntary undertaking of respondent, but was only
done under pressure of the Commission s investigation. The burden
of proof on such a contention is upon complaint counsel. They have
failed to carry that burden.

302. Complaint counsel's arguments are based on several points: (1)
That Bennett's original plans for a direct mailing to operators envi-
sioned a "fold-out mailer. . . a three-fold 8 1/2 X 5 1/2 brochure in
red colors including a message on gasoline safety, a general safety
message , a tractor maintenance check list, and a return postcard"
(CRB p. 27; citing CX 203P); (2) In the Spring of 1980 IH followed
through with this suggestion , only the brochure

, "

New Facts About
Fuels " was sent to dealers , instead of direct to customers (CRB p. 27;
citing CX 203V which stated: "Under no circumstances should we
delay getting this brochure into customer hands beyond this Spring
regardless of whether or not the cap is ready by then ); (3) IH first
learned of the Commission s interest on July 1 , 1980 (CRB p. 27); (4)
The first draft of the 1980 warning letter was prepared on Sunday,
August 3, 1980 (CRB pp. 27-28); (5) By this time IH had received a
letter offcially informing it of the Commission s interest in the mat-
ter, that letter being dated July 18, 1980 (CRB p. 28); and (6) At a
meeting on August 6 , 1980, complaint counsel presented respondent'
counsel with a draft of a proposed warning letter and, only after
having reviewed the proposed letter of Commission counsel, IH'
counsel then produced its proposed draft of the IH warning letter
(CRB p. 28). On the basis of these circumstances, complaint counsel
urge that it would be contrary to the evidence to find that the August
1980 warning letter was voluntary (CRB p. 28).

303. Complaint counsel's recitation ofthe history ofthis letter omits
certain record evidence. As early as the Spring of 1979 , IH' s plans for
its Fuel Fire Prevention Program included a number of components
including a direct mailng to operators and a supplemental media
advertising campaign, both of which would be related to the distribu-
tion of the new fuel cap (Finding No. 175; CX 121; CX 123; CX 125).
As complaint counsel note , Mr. Bennett became concerned in the Fall
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of 1979 , when it was apparent that the cap would not be ready for
distribution by the next Spring, that the safety message would be
unduly delayed. He then recommended that IH "proceed with a cam-
paign to provide information and instruction regarding gasoline (97)

volatility and safety precaution to the agricultural community" (CX
141) His communications gave no indication that the gas cap ex-
change program would not still entail direct contact with operators
and a supplemental media advertising program (Findings No. 182
183). Complaint counsel then jump to the conclusion that the bro-
chure distributed in the Spring of 1980 was to replace the direct
mailng to operators , since it took the same general format as the
mailng originally planned in the Spring of 1979 (CX 123; CX 153;
CRB p. 27). However, this omits consideration of the fact that the fuel
cap still had to be distributed and that the direct mailing and media
advertising were a key part of that exchange program (Findings No.
174 , 175, 199 , 205). There is no testimony or other evidence to support
complaint counsel' s contention that these portions of respondent's gas
cap exchange program had been abandoned , except for the fact they
were not effected in the Spring of 1980.

304. Moreover, the notice of the Commission s interest in the "fuel
geysering" problem on July 1 , 1980, was quite informal and did not
spell out the extent of the Commission s interest. It came through a
chance encounter at a county courthouse in Ilinois, when a Commis-
sion attorney told one of IH's outside counsel that the Commission
was looking on a preliminary basis into the tractor fire issue. (IH'
Supplemental Finding 623; Complaint Counsel's Supplemental Find-
ing 641). On July 9, 1980, there was an additional telephone discus-
sion between IH' s outside counsel and Mr. Drost ofthe Commission
staff which confirmed the fact that the Commission was making a
preliminary investigation into this problem (Complaint Counsel's
Supplemental Finding 642). Formal notice ofthe Commission s inves-
tigation and the extent of its interest therein was not mailed until
July 18 , 1980 (Complaint Counsel's Supplemental Finding 643).

305. However , on July 10, 1980, before the mailing of such formal
notice, Mr. Bennett had prepared outlines of the elements of the gas
cap exchange program , which included a direct mailing to customers
and media advertising (RX 65A- l). In this regard , it must be noted that
Mr. Bennett had been notified by memo of May 30 , 1980, after the
Spring safety campaign, that the first production models of the new
fuel cap would be available on July 14 , 1980 (RX 61).

306. Another step in this process was also accomplished prior to
formal notification by the Commission that an investigation was
under way. The media advertising program was well-developed by
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July 15 , 1980 (CX 390C-L). It also made mention of the mailing to
customers (CX 390L).

307. A draft ofIH' s warning letter was prepared on August 3 1980
and revised on August 4 , 1980 (CX 216A, F, Z2-50). A meeting was
held between Commission counsel and IH counsel on August 6 , 1980
at which complaint counsel suggested a proposed (98) letter to custom-
ers and respondent revealed its plans to send its own warning letter
(IH' s Supplemental Finding No. 626; Complaint Counsel's Supple-
mental Finding 649). Complaint counsel made suggestions for certain
language changes in IH' s version of the warning letter, which were
included in respondent's final letter. Respondent urges that such
changes were "minor" and complaint counsel bave not contested this
claim (IH's Supplemental Finding No. 627; Complaint Counsel's Re-
sponse , p. 4).

308. When all of these facts are considered together, it is no longer
apparent that the August 1980 warning letter was a reaction to the
Commission investigation. Although it is admitted that Commission
counsel had a "minor" effect on the final wording thereof, there is a
logical pattern from the inception of respondent' s FFPP in the Spring
of 1979 through to August 1980, which would explain the derivation
of the August 1980 letter on a purely voluntary basis. Although com-
plaint counsel have been able to point to a similarity between the
timing thereof and the Commission s notice of investigation , they
have produced no concrete evidence that the August letter was the
result oftheir investigation. Even as to the wording ofthe letter, they
can only claim to have had a "minor" effect. Since complaint counsel
have the burden of proving their contention that the letter was in-
voluntary, and they have failed to carry that burden , I must find that
the August 1980 warning letter and the subsequent media campaign
were voluntary acts of respondent.

XI. DISCUSSION

I have found that at least by 1963 and thereafter, respondent knew
or should have known that its gasoline-powered tractors with the fuel
tank located in front of the operator were subject to fuel heating,
vaporization and build-up of pressure within the fuel tank to such a

degree that, under certain circumstances, when the fuel cap is
removed or dislodged while the tractor is running or stil hot, liquid
fuel and fuel vapors might shoot or geyser out of the filler neck
spraying the operator and! or the tractor with gasoline which can and
has been ignited (Finding No. 276). I have also found that respondent
knew or should have known by that time that many of the operatorE
and potential operators of those tractors were unaware ofthis hazar(
and were, as a result, removing the fuel cap from hot or runninf
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tractors, or improperly securing the cap so that it might loosen and
fly off, thus exposing themselves to the hazard of fuel geysering, and
that some of such operators had been seriously injured, and even
killed, as a result (Finding No. 276). (99)

The fact that many operators were unaware of this hazard must be
considered excusable ignorance. Despite respondent' s long experience
with fuel geysering and its causes , even some of its own engineers
were stil unaware of this hazard in the late 1970's. One of respond-
ent' s engineers stated in February 1979 that "he couldn t conceive of
a fuel geysering" (CX 299F); this was based on 40 years experience of
operating and being around tractors (Sullivan, Tr. 5143-4). Another
Mr. Borghoff, testified herein that he didn t believe geysering could
occur even under abnormal conditions (Borghoff, Tr. 4130). Two other
IH engineers, Mr. Drummond and Mr. Gaul, testifying in the Stam-
baugh litigation in 1979 , indicated that they didn t think fuel geyser-
ing could occur unless extraordinary circumstances existed (CX 285E;
CX 286D-G). If these IH engineers could not imagine a fuel geyser,
how could operators with far less expertise be expected to know ofthis
danger?

Mr. Drummond admitted that he didn t think farmers expected the
gas to "bubble up" when they removed the fuel cap (CX 285E). Mr.
Gaul admittedly knew that farmers were taking the fuel cap off of hot
tractors (CX 286G). This same knowledge, on the part of IH, was
repeatedly evidenced in its internal documents (CX 19A; CX 27B; 
28A B; CX 28F; CX 40; CX 41; CX 44A; CX 46D; CX 49A-B; CX 52; CX
53; CX 62; CX 89; CX 90; CX 91A-B; CX 101A- , E, F; CX 110; CX Ill;
CX 119A-B; CX 138A-B; CX 291H). In fact, it knew that its own testing
personnel sometimes removed the fuel cap from a hot or running
tractor (Findings No. 37 , 53).

Under the circumstances, respondent certainly was aware of the
fact that there was a "hidden" safety hazard involved in the operation
of any of the tractors here in issue. It knew that the temperature of
the gasoline and the vapor pressure in the fuel tanks ofthese tractors

were frequently building up to the point where a serious hazard exist-
, ifthe fuel cap were removed or dislodged (Findings No. 20, 29-
, 38-134; See especially, Findings No. 51 , 96, 98 , 100). It also knew

hat many operators, indeed some of its own engineers, were not
ware of this hidden hazard (Finding No. 36) and were removing the
leI cap from hot or running tractors (Findings No. 34 , 53 , 276).
Commission precedent is quite dear on the duty to disclose such a
dden hazard. The Commission has held that the failure to make
ch disclosure is both deceptive and unfair. Firestone Tire Rubber
, 81 F. C. 398 , 456 (1972); Stuppell Enterprises 67 F. C. 173
'65). See also, Porter Dietsch v. F re., 605 F.2d 294, 308 (7th Cir.
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1979), cert. denied, sub nom., Pay 'n Sauev. F. T. C., 445 U.s 950 (1980);

Simeon Management Corp. v. F.T.c. 579 F.2d 1137 , 1145-46 (9th Cir.
1978). (100)

Even where no explicit safety claim has been made , as in this case
the Commission has found that the failure to disclose such a hidden
or unknown hazard is a deceptive practice. Stuppell Enterprises, 67

C. 173, 187, 188 (1965). In selling its tractors , respondent gives an
implied warranty that it is safe to use for its intended use , save any
obvious or well-known defects or hazards. Stuppell at 187 , 188; Sey-

mour Dress Blouse Co. 49 F. C. 1278 , 1282 (1953); Academy Knit-
ted Fabrics Corp. 49 F. C. 697 , 701 (1952).

In this case it is. quite clear that IH' s gasoline-powered tractors had
a hidden hazard, that respondent knew of such hazard at least by the
year 1963 and failed adequately to inform its customers of that hazard
until 1980. Thus, at least by 1963 and thereafter , respondent had a
continuing duty to make adequate disclosure of the hazard of fuel-
geysering to the operators of its tractors and failed to do so. This is
a deceptive act or practice in violation of Section 5 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act. Stuppell Enterprises, supra; Firestone Tire &
Rubber Co., supra at 456.

This failure is also an unfair act or practice under Section 5 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act. Respondent contends that there can
be no unfairness because the operators of its tractors could have
avoided injury by observing certain safety rules. (RB p. 4). This argu-
ment presupposes that the operators of its tractors have the basic
information necessary to avoid such injury. In this case, it is clear that
many tractor operators did not have this information (Finding No. 36)
and that respondent was aware of this fact (CX 285E; X 286G). IH was
also well aware that a definite safety hazard existed if the operators
were not aware ofthe possibility offuel geysering and the steps which
should be taken to prevent it (Findings No. 37-134; CX 48D; CX 55B;
CX 57A; CX 58B). Under less urgent circumstances, the Commission
has found the failure to disclose safety hazards to be an unfair act or
practice. See, Firestone Tire Rubber Co., supra. (101)

Respondent' s failure to inform also meets all of the criteria for
finding "legal unfairness " referred to in Horizon Corporation, 97

C. 464, 849-50 (1981). That decision cites to the letter from Feder-
al Trade Commissioners to Senators Wendell H. Ford and John C.
Danforth (December 17 , 1980) as delineating the Commission s views

21 Nor do respondent' s operator s manuals in any way abrogate this implied warrBnty. (RB pp. 7-B). The vast

majority of the operator s manuals for the tractors in question did not even contan instructkms against removing
the fuel cap when the cugine is running or hot (Findings No. 148 , 150, 151 , 259), let alone inform the operator of

the existence of the hazard ofnfuel geysering. " Moreover, respDndent weIJ knew that many operators didn t read

their op"rator s manuals fulJy (Finding No. 153). Obviously, the operator s manuaJs cannot vitiate the implied
warranty agllitJst unknown safety hazards, under these circumstances.
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of the boundaries of its consumer unfairness jurisdiction (Slip Opin-
ion, p. 62). The criteria enunciated therein were two: the existence of
unjustified, substantial consumer injury and the violation of estab-
lished public policy. Further , the consumer injury had to meet three
tests: it must be substantial , it IJust not be outweighed by any coun-
tervailing benefits to consumers or competition , and it must be an
injury that consumers themselves could not reasonably have avoided.
As to the first two tests for consumer injury, there is no real issue in
this case. The physical injuries sustained by some of the operators of
these tractors were very substantial and there was no contention by
respondent that there were countervailing benefits which outweighed
them. The " reasonable avoidance" argument has been disposed of in
the discussion above , so IH' s failure to disclose the safety hazard in
question meets the first of the two criteria.

As for the second criterion , the letter to Senators Ford and Dan-
forth (Exhibit 2 to Memorandum In Support Of Opposition To Com-
plaint Counsel's Motion To Strike January 7 , 1981) points out that
the "violation of public policy" criterion can be applied two ways: "
test the validity and strength of consumer injury, or less often it may
be cited for a dispositive legislative or judicial determination that
such injury is present." (Letter, p. 9). (Emphasis added). The letter
also makes it quite clear that the Commission is not throwing out its
past case law in enunciating these criteria, but that , rather, these
criteria are the result of the evolution of the definition of "unfair-
ness," as a result of such case law. In fact the Commission states
therein: "In response to your inquiry we have therefore undertaken
a review of the decided cases and rules and have synthesized from
them the most important principles of general applicability. Rather
than merely reciting the law, we have attempted to provide the Com-
mittee with a concrete indication ofthe manner in which the Commis-
sion has enforced, and will continue to enforce, its unfairness

mandate." (Letter, p. 2).
When the "violation of public policy" criterion is applied in the

manner thus described by the Commission , there can be no question
that respondent's failure to inform is contrary to public policy and is
an unfair act or practice in violation ofthe Federal Trade Commission
Act. The validity and strength of the consumer injury herein is
beyond doubt. If "public policy" (102) is a test of this criterion , then
conversely the extent of the consumer injury must be a test of the
public policy" criterion.z9 The "violation of public policy" criterion

:! The public policy question in this case is obviously closeJy related to the qLlestion of the avoidabjJjty of the
onsumer injury, siuce its prime use in finding "unfairness" is to test the validity and strength of stich injury
Letter, p. 9). Therefore, the determination of public poJicy is principally related here to the question of whether
w injury can he readily anticipated by the customer or user , so that he reasonably can be expected to avoid it.
s poted above, the record evidence establishes here that for many of the operators of Lhe tractors in issue the
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in matters of this kind has been firmly established in Commission
case law, which the Commissioners expressly retained as precedent in
their letter to Senators Ford and Danforth. For example , the Firestone
Tire Rubbercase , supra stated that such conduct was an unfair act
or practice and , thus, a "violation of public policy. " In doing so, it cited
to earlier cases, such as Stuppell, supra; Novel Mfg. Corp. 60 F.
1748 (1962) and Fisher Deritis 49 F. C. 77 (1952) as requiring

afIrmative disclosure of safety hazards, even where no afIrmative
safety claim has been made for a product, and as finding the failure
to make such afIrmative disclosure to be an unfair or deceptive prac-
tice.

Therefore, there is no need to look to the numerous state judicial
decisions and other authorities cited by complaint counsel and re-
spondent to determine whether respondent' s act or practice is a "vio-
lation of public policy." That determination has already been made
in Firestone and Stuppell and other Commission cases , where it has
been found that if consumers are uninformed about the risks related
to the use of a product, it can lead to personal injury and economic
loss , and protection against such loss is in the public interest. "Thus
the Commission has frequently decided that the omission of product
safety information is an unfair and deceptive practice. Firestone
case , at 456. (Emphasis added).

One case cited by respondent Parsonsonv. Construction Equipment
Company, 386 Mich. 61 , 191 N.W. 2d 465 (1971), merits some discus-
sion , since respondent has placed heavy reliance thereon (RB pp. 9-
RRB pp. 5 , 7 92). Such reliance is misplaced. First
of all Parsonson (103) is a product defect case , not a hazard warning
case , a distinction which even the Michigan courts find significant.
See e. , Graham v. Joseph T. Ryerson Sons 292 N.W. 2d 704 (1980).
Then too , the Parsonson case was decided on the basis of the "latent-
patent" rule for design defect cases, which has apparently been reject-
ed by Michigan courts in later years. Caseyv. Gifford Wood Company,
232 NW. 2d 360, 365 (1975); Owensv. Allis- Chalmers Corporation, 268

W. 2d 291 (1978).
Respondent quotes a passage from the Parsonson decision , which

states: "Every adult person having a reasonable measure of intell-
gence. . . knows better than to open a partly filled gasoline tank when
there is some or any nearby source of ignition. Assuredly this is true
when the opening is within inches of an already heated and continu-
ously running engine. (Parsonson at 471). Aside from the legal infir-
mities of the Parsonson case as noted above , respondent does not
explain some ofthe facts ofthis case which clearly distinguish it from
hazard was unknown , was nut reasonably to be anticipaled and thus could not be expecled lo be completely
avoided
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the present situation. In addition to the fact that the equipment in
issue there was a much different device than a farm tractor, the
decision in Parsonsonshows that the asphalt-laying machine in ques-
tion was a unique , one-of-a-kind device. It had been designed to the
particular specifications of a previous owner. (Parsonson at 467).

Therefore, there was no history of prior, similar accidents to put the
defendant in that case on notice that a latent or hidden hazard existed
in the use of the device. Thus , the court did not consider whether a
duty to warn could arise, but only whether there was a patent or a
latent defect in the design of the machine.

If respondent wishes to rely on Michigan judicial decisions for guid-
ance as to the public policy question in the instant case, it should look
to other more recent cases dealing with the question of hazard warn-
ings. In Graham v. Joseph T Ryerson and Sons, supra the Court was
dealing with the question of the duty to warn a group of experts (tire
repairmen) of a hazard connected with the repair of certain truck
tires. It distinguished the Parsonson case by noting that the "duty to
warn" issue had not been raised therein (as well as questioning
whether the " latent-patent" test was stil the rule of law) (292 N.

, at 706). The Court in the Graham case held:

If members of the particular trade or profession commonly engage in a dangerous
practice , the manufacturer s knowledge of the conduct may give rise to a duty to warn

. . . 

In the instant case there was ample testimony that it was the common practice of
diesel mechanics , Graham and others, to inflate tires in order to elevate the vehicle.
We must assume that (104) defendant was aware of this practice since it had been
informed of about 40 similar blowout incidents. In light of this knowledge in particular

. . . 

we find a question exists as to the duty to warn even tire repairmcn of the special
danger involved,
(at 707).

Moreover , in dealing with the apparent awareness on the part of tire
repairmen that there was some danger in their practice, this court
stated:

Consciousness ofa vague danger, without appreciation of the seriousness of the conse-
quences may require the manufacturer to provide warning.
(at 708).

Another Michigan case Owens v. Allis-Chalmers Corporation, su-
pra held that a plaintiff may establish a question of fact as to a
manufacturer s breach of duty by showing "that the design choice of
the manufacturer carries with it a latentrisk of injury and the manu-
facturer has not adequately communicated the nature of that risk to
potential users of the product." (268 N.W. 2d , at 295) (Emphasis in
original).
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Therefore , when a closer look is taken at the facts ofthe Parsonson
case and its precedential value in light of other Michigan cases, it can
be seen that its citation by respondent does not detract from the
Commission precedent which I have cited above.

Accordingly, respondent' s act or practice of failing to adequately
inform the owners and operators of its tractors of the safety hazard
termed herein as !!fuel geysering," once such safety hazard became
known to it, was to the prejudice and injury of the public and con-
stituted an unfair or deceptive act or practice, or an unfair method
of competition in or affecting commerce , in violation of Section 5 of
the Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended.

XII. ORDER UNNECESSARY

I have found that respondent has now made adequate disclosure of
the safety hazard known as "fuel geysering" which is connected with
the operation of its gasoline-powered tractors having the engine in
front of the operator. (Findings No. 167-261) I have also found that
neither complaint counsel , nor (105) their experts , have suggested
any type of further notification which could reasonably be expected
to improve on that notice already given in 1980 (Finding No. 261).

Therefore, there does not appear to be a need for an order in this case.
In so finding, I am cognizant of the fact that complaint counsel have

suggested order provisions which would cover all agricultural equip-
ment and which would require record keeping and the preparation of
customer and operator lists which would be useful in connection with
the disclosure of any later discovered safety hazards with regard to
IH' s farm equipment. However, the facts of this case make the ap-
plication of an order to agricultural equipment other than the trac-
tors in issue too broad , and the record keeping and customer list
requirements are unnecessary, if not too onerous , under present cir-
cumstances.

First, it must be remembered that respondent has not produced and
distributed gasoline-powered tractors of any type since 1978 and does
not appear likely to do so again in the future (Finding No. 116). In fact
it has not produced a great volume ofthe tractors in issue since the
late 1960's (Findings No. 107 , 116). The hazard involved in this case
is rather unique and does not pertain to any ofthe other farm equip-
ment produced by respondent. Therefore , an all farm equipment order
herein appears to be primarily punitive in nature.

This is especially so when it is noted that there are a great number
of hazards involved in the use offarm equipment , including tractors.
The evidence shows that most of the these hazards are better known
and more prevalent than fuel geysering. A Department ofTranspora-
tion study in evidence lists a number of these hazards and indicates
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their prevalence (RX 32 , pp. 6-7 14- , 17). Fuel geysering is not
even listed , as such , among those hazards, but is only included among
the three percent remaining, unspecified types of farm tractor acci-
dents. It appears from this study that most of these hazards are more
obvious and better known than "fuel geysering. " However , this fact
would not make an all farm equipment order more reasonable, even
when the savings clause suggested by complaint counsel is included.

At the end of Part II (A) oftheir proposed order, complaint counsel
have inserted a paragraph stating:

Respondent need not disclose information concerning a safety hazard if the information
which is set forth in Paragraphs I.B.1 through LB.3 of this Order (the safety hazard
notice) is (106) immediately apparent to the operator of the equipment.

Far from lessening the burden on respondent of complying with their
proposed order, this clause merely opens up a broad controversy as to
what safety hazard on farm equipment is "immediately apparent to
the operator." It is also hard to imagine any savings clause which
would be more effcient in eliminating unnecessary compliance ex-
pense for respondent, save an actual listing of each and every type of
hazard to which the order need not apply. The record does not supply
suffcient evidence to formulate such a list and this Commission does
not have the expertise to provide such a list in the ahsence of an

evidentiary record.

To impose upon respondent the burden of issuing hazard warnings
about every possible farm equipment hazard would be onerous and
extremely punitive. The record shows that IH' s Fuel Fire Prevention
Program cost it about $2.8 million (Finding No. 181) To require such
an expenditure (which complaint counsel still urge to he inadequate)
in the cases of tractor upsets , falls from tractor, crushed (other than
runover), runovers , motor vehicle collisions and power take-off acci-
dents (getting articles of clothing caught in the driveshaft), not to
mention numerous other hazards, would possihly put this financially
troubled company out of business. 

The operation of farm tractors and other related farming equip-

ment is a hazardous occupation (RX 32). To require the identification
of all present and future hazards and the issuance of warnings con-
cerning them, without the existence of an evidentiary record (such as
in the present case) that identifies a particular hazard as a "hidden
one which the operator cannot reasonably be expected to know about
and avoid, would therefore be punitive , not preventive. It imposes the
risk of untold unnecessary expense and threatens the very existence

30 The li ted hazards account for 97% of all farm t.ractor accidentsarcording to t.he Dcpart.mcotofTmnsportatiot"
tudv IRX 32. o. 171.
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of respondent as a going concern. It wil certainly not assist the opera-

tors of IH's gasoline-powered tractors , if the Commission pushes this
company into bankruptcy, thus eliminating it as a source of parts and
service, as well as possible consumer redress.

Nor can the record keeping and customer listing provisions of com-
plaint counsel's proposed order be justified. As of 1972, (107) respond-

ent set up a system of central record keeping for farm accidents which
should prove adequate for any future needs. (Finding No. 158). Obvi-

ously, the possibiliy of private damage suits and its past experience
are suffcient reason for IH to keep apprised of such accidents. There
appears to be no good reason to require it to search out accident
reports in state agency fies and newspaper morgues.

The preparation of lists of operators would also be unnecessarily
punitive. Used tractor sales are not easy to track down and the prepa-
ration of such lists might be a very expensive undertaking. (Findings
No. 154 , 204-206; Gast , Tr. 3754-55; Purdy, Tr. 3807-08, 3812). It
would also require work and expenditures by independent dealers
who are not a party to this proceeding and who could not be encom-
passed within a Commission Order. Again , it does not make sense to
impose onerous burdens on this respondent, now that adequate notice
has already been given and the tractors in issue are no longer being
produced.

To summarize , I am mindful that the continuing existence of IH in
manufacturing and distributing parts for these tractors and being
available to settle consumer claims is far more effective reliefthan an
order which runs respondent out of business. The only hazard at issue
herein was that of "fuel geysering" on certain gasoline-powered trac-
tors. The circumstances of this case do not appear to call for any
further action than respondent has already taken and is continuing
to take (Findings No. 223 , 239 , 242 , 244-245, 248, 254 , 260-261).

Accordingly, I find that although a violation has been found, 

order is necessary.

XIII. CONCLUSIONS

1. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and over respondent.

2. The Complaint herein states a cause of action and the proceeding
is in the public interest.

3. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent as found in the
foregoing Findings Of Fact were and are to the prejudice and injury
of the public and constituted , and now constitute, unfair and decep-
tive acts and practices and unfair methods of competition in or ailect-
ing commerce in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act, as amended. (108)
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4. Since respondent has now issued an adequate warning of the
existence ofthe hazard of "fuel geysering" and the steps which should
be taken to prevent it , no order is required.

OPINION OF THE COMMISSION

By DOUGLAs Commissioner:

This matter presents the issue of when and under what circum-
stances a manufacturer has a duty to notify customers about hidden
hazards in his product. The complaint is directed against Internation-
al Harvester, a firm producing a diversified line of farm equipment.
It charges that Harvester s gasoline-powered tractors were subject to
a phenomenon known as fuel geysering-the forceful ejection of hot
fuel through a loosened gas cap. The complaint further charges that
fuel geysering could result in serious fires , sometimes involving the
tractor operator; that Harvester was aware of this fact for many
years; that the firm did not adequately notify its customers of the

danger; and that the operators therefore took inadequate measures to
protect themselves.

The Administrative Law Judge found that this pattern of omissions
was deceptive , LD. 100 1 an unfair consumer practice , (2) LD. 1OO-4
an an unfair method of competition , LD. 104. The ALJ also found
however , that Harvester had begun to issue adequate warnings in
1980, and therefore concluded that a Commission order to do so would
not be necessary. Both parties have appealed from this decision. Har-
vester has appealed the finding ofliability, and complaint counsel has
sought review of the decision not to issue an order.

We aflrm in part and reverse in part. While failure to disclose
certain material facts may cause consumer injury and lead to liability
under Section 5 , it is important to distinguish between the circum-
stances under which such omissions are deceptive-in that they are

L In the remainder uf this opinion the following OIbbreviations wil be used.

J.D.F - InitiaJ Decision Finding of Fact NotD - Initial Decision Page NoTr Transcript of Testimony Page No.ex Complaint Counsd' s Exhibit (\.
RX - Respondent s Exhibil. No
CPY - Complaint Counsel's Propost!d Finding of Fact No.
RPF - Respondent's Proposed Finding of Fact !\o.CR - Complaint Counsel's Reply t.o Respondent

Proposed Findings or Fad
- Respondent s Reply to Complaint Counsel's

Proposed Findings of Fact
- Complaint CauDad's Appeal Brief Page ;.o

Respond.mt.'s Cross. Appeal Brief Page Nu
Complaint Counsel's Answering Brief Page No.
R.espondent's Answering Brief Page :\0.

- Complaint Counsel's Reply Brief Page :-0.

CAB
RAB
CaB
BoB
CRE
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likely to cause injury to consumers by affrmatively misleading their
informed choice-and the circumstances under which they amount to
an unfair practice-ne which causes substantial, unavoidable injury
to consumers that is not outweighed by any countervailing benefits.
We do not find that the facts describe a practice which causes injury
by deception , and so we reverse that conclusion ofthe initial decision.
We do find that the facts describe a situation which is an unfair
practice , however, and therefore affrm that part of the initial deci-
sion. We also agree that under the circumstances ofthe case a specific
corrective order wil be unnecessary. (3)

Our discussion of these issues wil be divided into five principal
sections. The first section summarizes the basic facts of the case. The
second section outlines the general legal principles by which omis-
sions and mandatory disclosures are judged. The third section applies
this law to the specific circumstances ofthe case , with separate discus-
sions of deception and unfairness standards. The fourth section con-
siders some of the collateral legal issues raised by the appeals , such
as mootness and undue delegation. Finally, the fifth section examines
the question of relief.

1. THE FACTS

The facts in this matter are not seriously in dispute. The evidence
shows that Harvester tractors were subject to fuel geysering under
certain conditions , and that the company knew of this for seventeen
years before directly notifying its customers. The evidence also shows
that such accidents were relatively rare and could be avoided entirely
by following certain safety rules.

These facts are clearly and thoroughly reviewed in the decision of
the Administrative Law Judge. They are agreed to , in (4) at least their
principal contours, by all the litigants.3 On the basis of this history
and our own review of the record we adopt the ALJ' s findings of fact
as our own , except where specific differences may appear in the
course of our opinion. The principal issues in this case then revolve
around the legal construction that should be placed on these events.

A brief synopsis of the facts wil nonetheless be helpful as an intro-
duction to the remaining sections of the opinion. "Fuel geysering " is

a phenomenon in which hot liquid fuel is forcibly ejected upward
through the filler cap on a tractor gas tank. I.D.F. 19. It can occur
because gasoline is a volatile fuel with a boiling point that begins at
about 95-97" Fahrenheit.' This temperature is easily reached in ordi-

2 As we discuss beJow , must Section 5 cases charging omissions of material fad are properly (,haracterized as
involving deception. Those cases are not called into question by today s decision

See RAE 3; cf CAB 1. 2 (taking issue primarily with the Administrative Law Judge s Jegal conclusions)
1 Gasoline is actuaJJy a blend of different hydrocarbons that vaporize at various temperatures. The first to

vaporize have a "dominant influence " on fuej vo!atility. J.D, F. 12.
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nary use, since a Harvester fuel tank is located immediately above
and behind the engine, where it is subject to both direct engine heat
and the current of hot air from the radiator.5 LD.F. 9-10. Fuel at this
temperature can begin to boil. Ifthe fuel vaporizes more rapidly then
it can be vented , pressure wil begin to build up in the tank. LD.F. 13.
This vapor pressure can suppress further (5) boiling, and energy wil
then continue to build up in the tank in the form of still higher
temperatures in the liquid mass of fuel. LD.F. 19. If the pressure is
suddenly released , as through the sudden removal of the fuel cap, the
accumulated heat energy can cause a quantity of gasoline to suddenly
boil , sending both fuel and vapors up through the filer neck. LD.
19.

A fuel geyser can reach to a height well above the tractor and its
operator. In one test that Harvester conducted the geyser shot twenty
feet high and the tank lost seven gallons of fuel. LD.F. 23. A farmer
who experienced fuel geysering described it in these terms: "It was
frothy-looking-it appeared to be a frothy-looking orange ish white
mass , and it just went up like that. " Cameron , Tr. 402.

The gasoline sent up from the tank may fall back on the operator
soaking him with raw flammable fuel. This hot fuel can itself cause
severe burns. But the great hazard of fuel geysering is , of course, fire.
LD.F. 24. Potential sources of ignition are numerous. Heat from the
exhaust manifold , sparks from the generator, or flame from the muf-
fler can all touch off the liquid gasoline. LD.F. 25. Fire does not. occur
in all cases , but it is always a danger , and it can be nearly instantane-
ous when it does come about. One witness testified:

Well , the minute I got sprayed with gas , I reached for the switch to shut the motor off.
By that time , it had ignited. J was one baJi of fire. (Shawback, Tr. 583; see I.D. F. 26.
(6J

Serious injury and death have resulted from such fires. The record
contains evidence of more than 90 fuel geysering incidents involving
Harvester tractors. LD.F. 29; CX 220A-K. Testimony at trial identi-
fied twelve incidents in which there were significant burn injuries.
LD.F. 27. In one of these cases-that of Charles Kraus-the victim
died. Id. Harvester acknowledges that two additional deaths have
occurred in other fuel fires that may have involved geysering.6 Imper-
fect data collection over the years makes it probable that there have

S ThiR i nut a defccL CflSC, however , and the complaint does not charge that this design was faulty. Other t.ank
locations presumably have drawbacks of their own , such as increased vulnerability in coJlisions- The chargp. is
instead that the inherent drawbacks of this particular design were not adequately discJos"d

f, Si;.pplemental Memorandum in opposition to Complaint Counsel's Mol;ons for Leave to Submit Ad.d.itional
Evidmce on the Issue o(l'ublir: Interesl. July , 1981 , pp- 9- 11; I. F. 27- In these addiLionaJ cases the origin of
t.h", fir",s waR diffeult to determin"" and they may hllv", been due to causes other tl1in geysering
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been additional incidents of fuel geysering beyond those that are
shown on the record. LD.F. 29.

These dangers and injuries could have been avoided , however , if the
tractor operators had observed a few relatively simple precautions.
The most basic precaution was to keep the fuel cap securely fastened
and not to remove it while the tractor engine was running or hot.
Some witnesses at these hearings did testify that their fuel caps sim-
ply "blew of!" while their tractors were running, without their having
touched them. The ALJ found otherwise , however, concluding that a
properly secured fuel cap cannot be dislodged by internal pressure

and that such cases must have been due to operator removal , improp-
er closure , or poor maintenance that prevented proper cap seating.
LD.F. 32-33. We agree with the ALJ' s assessment of the evidence. As
a result, (7) operators could remain safe simply by leaving their caps
secured. For many years the operating manuals had warned tractor
owners to do just that.

There are , on the other hand , a number of factors which incline
operators toward opening the caps. Some of the older models of Har-
vester tractors had no fuel guage , so it was common to open the cap
to check on fuel leve1. LD.F. 34. More importantJy, the symptoms of
excessive tank pressure tend to resembJe the symptoms of fuel ex-
haustion. These include "vapor Jock" caused by fuel vaporizing in the
fuel line or carburator, which can cause the engine to sputter or stop;
surging ofthe engine as pressure forces extra fueJ into the carburator;
and staJlng of the engine due to flooding when this extra fueJ flow
becomes excessive. LD.F. 18. Any of these symptoms might lead the
operator of even a modern , gas-gauge-equipped tractor to stop and
visually check his fuelleve1. In doing so he is encouraged by the sense
that this action entails little risk. The operator knows enough to
ensure that open flame does not come near the gas tank , and being
unaware of the potential for a fuel geyser he took no particular steps
to avoid it. LD.F. 35-37.

By 1955 Harvester was aware of the pattern of accidents that had
begun to develop. In that year reports of fuel geysering incidents
began to come to the firm s attention; its engineers came to realize
that gasoline in tractor tanks was heated to the (8J boiJng point; and
the firm began to conduct systematic tests to identify the factors that
caused geysering.8 In 1957 the firm received its first report of a per-
sonal injury resulting from a fuel geysering. LD.F. 54. By 1963 it
began to become involved in private damage suits for fuel geysering

J Poor generi1J maintenance may 3J,m hav(! been a factor hJ some geyserjng incjdenL . I.D,F. 17, but geysering-
could occur on even a well-maiolained ur nCw trador. S"eNichols Tr. 2091)9.1; sum van Tr. 5190

Geysering was a very infrequent occurrence, considering the numbers oftractorR in crvjCl' Whether it would
acr.r was determi!) d by a number of factors , including engine heat , agitation of fu.el in the tank, ambient air
temperature. and wind direction and voJocity- I.D. !". 50
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injuries. In preparation for these trials Harvester carried out further
testing, engineering reviews , and studies of the fies of reported gey-
sering incidents. LO.F. 91-94. For this reason the ALJ concluded that
by 1963 Harvester was on notice of the risks of fuel geysering, and
under an obligation to inform its tractor operators of this fact and of
the steps they could take to prevent it. LO.F. 276.

Harvester in fact took a number of steps of gradually increasing
effcacy over the next twenty years. As early as 1958 it had mailed a
Service Slant"-an internal memorandum for its (9) dealers-that

described the problem." This warning went only to the Harvester
dealers, who generally do not pass such bulletins on to their custom-
ers)O Nothing in the record suggests that this particular warning ever
actually reached the tractor operators)! In 1963 Harvester revised its
operator s manuals to include a warning against removal of the gas
cap from a hot or running tractor. This warning was incomplete in a
number of respects, however. It was included only in the manuals for
new tractors, leaving the manuals for the more numerous older mod-
els unrevised , and it did not specifically mention fuel geysering as a
possible consequence of cap removal , thus leading readers to attach
less significance to the warning than they would otherwise have done.
LO.F. 151. In 1976 Harvester produced a new fuel tank decal which
repeated the warning against removing the cap from a hot tractor
and added an injunction to (10) tighten the cap securely." This was
perhaps the most effective warning yet, but it had a very limited
distribution. Only 980 gasoline-powered tractors were produced after
1975-because the industry was switching to diesel fuel-and the
decals reached the older tractors only on an irregular basis. I.O.F. 164.
Moreover , tl1is decal again failed to spell out the exact nature ofthe
hazard at a level of detail that would effectively motivate compliance.

In 1979 Harvester began work on the warning program that all
parties agree was finally effective. This was the Fuel Fire Prevention
Program. It was an initiative of the Product Integrity Group, an

g The Service Slant cOlltaincd the following w!\rting:

The hiss of escaping vapor from fitler cap venL is an indication of pre5. ure buildup in the tractuf fuel tank;
removal orthe fiIJer cap should not be attempted until the pre3Sure has dropped and the tractor cooled down.
A quick release of pressure from the tractor fuel tank by the operator s remova! of filer cap wil resuJt in a
tfomporary effervescence orfuel this in the presence of a hot engine or other means of igntion can be a fir",
hazard

Service Slant #24- , May 1958; CX35; RX22 Sed. F. 144, Although the word "effervescence" may not be the
hest description offue! geysering, this warning might ti!J have been adequate ifit had bBcn properly distributed.

lO LD.F. 142
!l loD,F. 154.
J? I.D.1". 164-65, The t.cxt of the dpcaJ read as foHows:

A VOID FIRES. TIGHTEN cap securely. Do not open when engine is RUNNING or HOT.

In the same year a parallel change was made in the operator s manual, callng greater attention to the old 1963
warning through more prominent symbols and more conspicuous type , aL1d adding the caution about tightening
the cap. StiJJ , however , these warnings did not reach the operators of older tractors, and did not describe the pccific
risks of fuel g-eysering
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organization within the company that had responsibilty for studying
safety problems. The centerpiece ofthe program was a direct mailing
made to some 630 000 Harvester customers in August, 1980. This
mailing explicitly warned about the existence of fuel geysering: "(The)
sudden eruption of gasoline exposes the operator to, and may cover
him with, liquid fuel and vapors and is a clear fire hazard if a source
of ignition is present. . . . " CX 375; LD.F. 201--2. Coupled with this
warning was an announcement that Harvester was (11) providing,
free of charge , a new gas cap that would prevent geysering. LD.F. 203.
The AW found that the 1980 warning was complete and was effective-
ly distributed to the people in need of the information. He therefore
concluded that Harverster s duties to its customers was discharged as
of that date. LD.F. 261.

II. APPLICABLE LEGAL STANDARDS

The above facts are, as we have said, not seriously in dispute. The
principal issues in this case instead revolve around the proper legal
construction that should be placed on the facts. In this section of the
opinion we wil review, in general terms, the legal standards applica-
ble to the case. In the following section we will bring the facts and the
law together in an analysis of the ultimate issues of liability.

The basic law of this case is Section 5 of the FTC Act. That section
states that "unfair or deceptive acts or practices. . . are declared

unlawful."13 The Administrative Law Judge found violations of both
parts of the statute. He concluded that Harvester s failure to warn
about the hazards of fuel geysering was a form of deception, a failure
to dispel an incorrect belief among consumers that the tractors would
be fit for their ordinary (12) use.!4 He also found that the failure to
warn was unfair, since it subjected consumers to a risk of harm that
they could not reasonably have avoided, but that Harvester could
have prevented at relatively small cost. We wil discuss these two
charges in sequence.

Deception

The first charge considered in this case was deception. "Deception
is specifically prohibited by the FTC Act, and the Commission has had
particular experience over the years in applying this concept. In most
deception cases injury comes about when consumers are led to pur-
chase a product that they would not otherwise have selected. In such
cases the Commission s deception jurisdiction acts to safeguard the

15 v. c. 45(a)(1).
14 I.D. 99-100 107
1, LD. lO0-4 , 107. The ALJ aJso found that the practices constituted at unfair method of competition. Bellua

of our resolution of other issues jn this call we do not n€(d to address that question.
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exercise of consumer sovereignty.1 Consumers may also incur injury
through choices relating to their post-purchase conduct, however
such as decisions on the care and use of the product. (13) These

decisions may likewise be protected by the Commission s deception
jurisidiction.1

Our approach to deception cases was described in a policy state-
ment that the Commission issued in 1983.1 That document explains
how the Commission reads its precedents and thus how it will apply
that body oflaw. In brief, a deception case requires a showing of three
elements: (1) there must be a representation, practice, or omission
likely to mislead consumers; (2) the consumers must be interpreting
the message reasonably under the circumstances; and (3) the mislead-
ing effects must be "material " that is, likely to affect consumers
conduct or decision with regard to a product. Our deception analysis
thus focuses on risk of consumer harm, and actual injury need not be
shown.1

Deception is a particularly troublesome form of conduct. It is harm-
ful to consumers, undermines the rational functioning ofthe market-
place, and, unlike some other practices we are called upon to review
never offers increased effciency or other countervailing benefits that
must be considered. In view of (14) deception s unalloyed negative

qualities, the three elements of the deception analysis represent
streamlined procedures adopted by the Commission to deal most effec-
tively with such practices.

The first element in the analysis states that there must be a repre-
sentation , practice , or omission that is likely to mislead the consumer.
The essence of deception is its misleading effects, and we therefore
require some evidence that this undesirable consequence is indeed

likely to come about. However , as one instance of streamlining, we do
not go beyond likelihood to require evidence on the incidence of actual
false belief.2o

The second element states that consumers must be interpreting the
advertisement reasonably under the circumstances.2l A company

'" The touchstone here is free consumer choice. We do not look for (widenc!: that the product selected is actllally
inferior to its alternatives

, The underlying theory is lhat the care-and-use requirement of a product , if known by conSlImers, wiJ affect
t.heir initiaJ purchase dec sions

'H Letter from Fed"ra! Trade CommisRion to Congressman Dingell (Oct. 14 , 1983) (hereinafler cited as Deception
Statement). This letter is reproduced as an Appendix to Ollr opi(lion in Cli(fdale Associate lnc

., 

Docket No. 9156
(FTC March 23, 19EH) (!O3 F. C. 110;

I" SecDeceptior. Statement, 1'.16 (if inaccurate or omitted inform(jtion is material , C0J"8Umer injury is/ikeJy and
a corrective FiC acUon is appropriate)

"In some cirel1m tances evidence on t.his point may be nenmsilry, hut it is not an element in the generic offense
of deception

'-,'ee Deception Statement, 1'_7 This eJement focuses only on the inlerpretaUon of a claim. We do not inquire
further and consider Lhe reasonablene5 of the consumer s decision to accept or bejieve in a paxlicu!ar claim, Thus
an express di1im for a haldoes" cure wuuJd he interpref,ed by a reasonable consumer a\J meaning what it said , and
WP wouJd not inquir" into the conSllmer s reasonabll'rw.ss in relyin!' on such clairns
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cannot be liable for every possible reading of its claims, no matter how
far-fetched. We therefore require that the consumer interpretation in
any particular case be reasonable. The Commission , however , wil not
require evidence that a claim has been interpreted in a certain way
by (15) some threshold number of consumers. Consumers acting rea-
sonably under the circumstances are those who have acted in a way
consistent with the broad range of ordinary or average people.

Finally, the third element in a deception case states that the mis-

leading effects must be material. A material effect is one which is
likely to influence a consumer s conduct or purchase decision. We
therefore require that the seller s conduct be likely to distort the
ultimate exercise of consumer choice. The Commission , however pre
sumes that all express claims are material 23 and that implied claims

are material if they pertain to the central characteristics of the
product, such as its safety, cost, or fitness for the purpose sold. Our
reasoning here is that the seller is in the best position to assess the
effects of his ads , and if he finds it beneficial to make such claims it
must be because they are likely to have an influence on consumers.
We therefore conclude that claims on these particular topics are like-
ly to affect consumer choice. Ifthe claims are also false, moreover, we
can make the further presumption that prohibiting them wil cause
a net increase in consumer welfare , without the need for us to engage
in our own detailed inquiry into the costs and benefits of various
courses. (16)

In short , the deception case addresses an especially harmful form
of behavior , and so it embodies a number of expediting and simplify-
ing elements in order to do so most effectively.

Actionable deception theory is not limited to false or misleading
statements. Under two general circumstances it can also reach omis-
sions. First, it can be deceptive to tell only half the truth, and to omit
the rest. This may OCcur where a seller fails to disclose qualifying
information necessary to prevent one of his affirmative statements
from creating a misleading impressjon.25 The Commission has

brought a number of cases on this theory. It has challenged "Geritol"
advertising for claiming that the product can reduce tiredness while
failing to disclose that in most cases those symptoms are caused by
factors other than a lack of the vitamins and iron that the medicine

! This range applies to any reJevant quality, such as intellgence , experience , or credulity. If the representatiuns
or sales practices arc targeted tu a specific audience , then reasonabJe consumers are representative members of
that gruup.

,JDeception Statement

, p.

16.

'Deceptio!: Statement

, p.

2 n. , p17
!5 C( 1' Lorillurd Co. D. fTC, 186 F.2d 52, 58 (4th Cir. 1950) ("to tell jess them the whole truth is a well known

method of deception
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contains;26 it has challenged the advertising of baldness cures for
failing to disclose that most baldness results (17) from male heredity
and cannot be treated;27 and it has challenged claims that a product
can produce weight losses of a certain amount while failing to disclose
that losses ofthis magnitude , rather than being typical , are extremely
rare.

It can also be deceptive for a seller to simply remain silent, if he
does so under circumstances that constitute an implied but false rep-
resentation. Such implied representations may take any of several
forms. They may arise from the physical appearance of the product
or from the circumstances of a specific transaction , or they may be
based on ordinary consumer expectations as to the irreducible mini-
mum performance standards ofa particular class ofgood. The Com-
mission has brought several cases on this theory. It has upheld
charges against sellers who failed to disclose that an apparently new
product was (18) actually used 3o that a simulated-wood product was
actually made of paper 31 that a sales contract would be sold to a
holder in due course 32 that land sold for investment purposes was
poorly suited to that use due to its remote location 33 and that a book

was an abridged rather than a complete edition.34 One generalization
that emerges from these cases is that by the very act of offering goods
for sale the seller impliedly represents (19) that they are reasonably
fit for their intended uses.35 The concept of reasonable fitness includes
a further implied representation that the products are free of gross

2'; J.B. Willi",,,", v. FTC. 381 l"2d 884, 890 (6th Cir, 1967)
Ward LulJOmtories u. FTC, 276 F.2d 952 (2nd Cir,

), 

eerl. denied 364 C,S. 827 (1960); Keele Hair Scalp
"''pedalists. 55 FTC 1840 (1959), ,,(rd 275 F.2d Ifl (5th Cir. 1960) 

c! Porter Dietsch v. lTC 605 F.2d 294 , 3D:! (7Lh Cir- 1979J, cat. denied 445 UB 950 (1980). A second half-trulh
in this case involved the claim that the product contained "no dangerou drugs " since its active ingredi"'nts could
be hazardous to people with cert.ain prtlexisting conditions \Uch as djOibete lInd high blood pre9Sure

29 For example , consumers prcSHmably lIssume that any automobile is capable of going at least 55 miles per hour
and they evaluate t.he product's price on the basis ofthat assumption. lfsomeone devifled a new economy car that
had a top speed of only 35 miles per hour, he would have to disclose that fact or else bt! gulty of a deceptive
omission

3! Olson Rudi" Corp. 60 FT.C. 1758 (1962) (television tubes rebuilt containing used parts); cf Peacock Bu.ick
Inc. 86 F.TC. 1532, 1557 (1975), a((d 553 F.2d 97 (4th Cir. 1977) (automubile dealer failed to discluse extent to
which cars being sold as "late models" had boon pn,viously used for driver education or as rental cars)

31 Haskelite M(g. CQrp. 33 FT.C 1212, 1216 (1940, u.(fd 127 F.2d 765 (7th Cir, 1942)
All-State Industrif's o(North Carolina , Inc. 75 C. 465 , 490 (1969), a((d423 2d 423 (4th Cir,

), 

cert, denied
400 U.S. 828 (1970); Southern States Distributing Co. 83 F. G. 1126, 1172-73 (1973); Certi(iedBuilding Products
Inc.. 83 F.T.C. 1004 (1973)

;J Horizon Corp. 97 F.TC 464 (1981).
J' Balltum Books inc" 55 F. C. 779 (1958); ,Vew American Library o( World Literature, Inc 49 F. C. 760 , 766

(1953) (" in tht! absence of a clear and conspicuous disclosure of the fact of abridgement or change of title , the
oflering of an abridged book or of an old hook under a new title unquestionably (may) deceive

15 This point was made in the Deception Statement

Tn determining whether an umission is decept.ive the Commission will examine the overall impre& ion creat.ed
by a practice, claim , or representation, For example , the practice of oflering a product for sale creates an
implied representat.ion that it is fit for the purposes for which it is sold

Deception Stat.ement, p2 n.4. This point. is also similar to the implied warranty ofmerehantahility in the Unifonn
Commercial Code SeeCC.C, Section 2-'314(2). For a general discussion see III R. Anderson , The Unifonn Commer-
cial Code Sedions 314:29 --:30 (1983)
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safety hazards "' although not necessarily of all or relatively improba-
ble dangers.

Not all omissions are unlawfully deceptive under Section 5. Such is
the case with what is sometimes characterized as a pure omission.

This is a subject upon which the seller has simply said nothing, in
circumstances that do not give any particular meaning to his silence.
Like any other form of omission , pure omissions may lead to errone-
ous consumer beliefs if consumer had a false, pre-existing conception
which the seller failed to correct.

The Commission does not treat pure omissions as deceptive, howev-
er.37 There are two reasons for this. First, we could not declare pure
omissions to be deceptive without expanding that (20) concept virtual-
ly beyond limits. Individual consumers may have erroneous precon-
ceptions about issues a diverse as the entire range of human error
and it would be both impractical and very costly to require corrective
information on all such points. Second, pure omissions do not pre-
sumptively or generally reflect a deliberate act on the part of the
seller 39 and so we have no (21) basis for concluding, without further
analysis, that an order requiring corrective disclosure would neces-
sarily engender positive net benefits for consumers or be in the public
interest.

If we were to ignore this last consideration , and were to proceed
under a deception theory without a cost-benefit analysis, it would
surely lead to perverse outcomes. The number of facts that may be
material to consumers-and on which they may have prior miscon-
ceptions-is literally infinite. Consumers may wish to know about the
life expectancy of clothes , or the sodium content of canned beans , or

!6 C( Nue/ear Products Co. 49 F.TC. 229 (1952) (product cODtainiol; toxic materiaJs)
3" A a historicaJ matter, we are aware of few ifany UHIOS iovolving pure omissions as we arc using that term

Sl'cnotes 38 & 53 infm
JI This holding is consistent with the position that. we took in the Cigarette Rule, There we stated that it could

be deceptive to fail to discJose the health hazards of smoking. This decision was based , however not ao much on
theories of omission as on the perceived presence of hajf-truths and implied misrepresentations in cigarette
advertising, which pictorialJy depicted smoking as pleasant and healthful without. also giving iDformation on its
associated health risks. See Statement of Basis and Purpose , Unfair Or Deceptive Advertising and Labeling of
Cigarettes in Relation to the Health Hazards of Smoking, 29 FR 8324 . 8356 (1964), The Cigarette Rule thus does
not stand as a precedent. for a challtmge to pure omissions. WhiJe in the Statement of Basi)' and Purpose for that
ro!e we referred to formal proceedingB that the Comrnssion has hrought " in tbe area of' pu.re ' failure to disclo.
seeid. at 8352 , it is clear from the context that this reference to "pure" omissions was intended only to identify
a general class of cases in which no express affrmative representation had been made. The term did not reier 

pure ornssions as we have defined that. term in text. Rather , the Commission meant something more nearly akin
to implied misrepresentations.

The nature , appearance , or intended use ofa product may create an impression in the mind of the consumer -
for e)(ample, that it is made in the t:. , or that it is silk, or that it is safe-and if the impression is false
and if the seller does not lake adequate steps to correct it, he is respoQsible for an unlawful deception.

Jd. We therefore conclude that the Cigarette Rule did not reflect a policy of prosecuting pure omissions as we have
used that term.

19 Although deception law permits such presumptions , it does not, of course , rcquireauy showin.fofactual intent
01J the part of the seHer See Chrysler Corp. u. FrC 561 2d 357, 363 & 1J.5 (DC , Cir. 1977); Fed u. FTC, 285 F.

879 896 (9th Cir. 1960).
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the canner s policy on trade with Chile. Since the seller wil have no
way of knowing in advance which disclosure is important to any
particular consumer , he wil have to make complete disclosures to all.
A television ad would be completely buried under such disclaimers
and even a full-page newspaper ad would hardly be suffcient for the
purpose. For example , there.are literally dozens of ways in which one
can be injured while riding a tractor , not all of them obvious before
the fact, and under a simple deception analysis these would (22) pre-
sumably all require affrmative disclosure. The resulting costs and
burden on advertising communication would very possibly represent
a net harm for consumers.

Although pure omissions are not appropriately characterized as
deceptive or reached through deception analysis, however, they may
nonetheless cause significant consumer injury. In that event they
might still be reached as unfair. It is to that part of our jurisdiction
that we now turn.

Unfairness

The Commission s unfairness jurisdiction provides a more general
basis for action against acts or practices which cause significant con-
sumer injury. This part of our jurisdiction is broader than that involv-
ing deception , and the standards for its exercise are correspondingly
more stringent. It requires the complete analysis of a practice which
may be harmful to consumers. To put the point another way, unfair-
ness is the set of general principles of which deception is a particular-
ly well-established and streamlined subset. (23)

Over the past four years the Commission has devoted considerable
attention to clarifying these general principles. In 1980 we prepared
a formal policy statement describing our jurisdiction over unfair prac-
tices." The statement took as its point of departure the familiar
language of the Sperry Hutchinson case.42 It declared that most

'0 Nor could we a void thi8 result by simply tru ting in the Commission s discretion not to bring cases that wuuld
be unreasonably burdenslJme. There are three drawbacks to that approach. First , it gjve nu guidance to future
Commissions, Second. it gives no comfort. to the scHer who is endeavoring to comply with the law , sincr! he cannot
teH how the Commis5ion wjH exercj e its discretion and so he must still make disclosures to meeL any eventuality.
And third , the discretion standard , when properly applied, is nut really a djfferent test from the uoe we have
adopt"d In exercising sound discretion the Cummission must be weighing the cosL and benefiL of a pruposed
acLion. This is true virtuaJJy by definition- In such a ca , therefore , there is no reason not to acknowledge what
we are doing and to formally adopt a cost-benefit standard.

'I The st.atement was included as part of a letter from tlw Federal Trade Commission to Senators Ford and
Danforth (Dec. 17 , 1980) (hereinafter cited as "Unfairness Statement"). A copy of the statement is attached as an
Appendix to this opinion
" FTC 1I. Sperry Hutchinson Coo, 105 U-S 233 (1972)- There the Supreme Court recit.ed in a footnote, with

apparent approval , L!", three criteria of unfairness that the Commission traditionally applied.

(1) whether the poJicy, without necessarily having been previously considered unlawfuJ , offends public policy
as it has been established by statutes, the common law , or otherwise-whet.her, in other words , it is within
at Ica t the penumbra of some common-law , statutury, or other established concept of unfairness; (2) whether
it j immoral , unethi( aJ. oppressive , or unscrupulous; (3) whether it causes substantial injury to consumers (or
cornpetitorsorot.herbusjnessmen)

,.. M_
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unfairness cases would be brought under the consumer injury theory
identified in that decision.43 It also systematized the essential ele-
ments of that theory. An actionable consumer injury must be: (1)
substantial; (24) (2) not outweighed by any offsetting consumer or
competitive benefits that the practice produces; and (3) one which
consumers could not reasonably have avoided.

The first element to this analysis is that the injury must be substan-
tial. Unlike deception , which focuses on " likely" injury, unfairness
cases usually involve actual and completed harms. While in most
cases the harm involved is monetary, the policy statement expressly
noted the "unwarranted health and safety risks may also support a
finding of unfairness.

The second element is that the conduct must be harmful in its net
effects. This is simply a recognition of the fact that most conduct
creates a mixture of both beneficial and adverse consequences. In

analyzing an omission this part ofthe unfairness analysis requires us
to balance gainst the risks of injury the costs of notification and the
costs of determining what the prevailing consumer misconceptions
actually are, This inquiry must be made in a level of detail that
deception analysis does not contemplate. (25)

Finally, the third element is that the injury be one that consumers
could not reasonably have avoided through the exercise of consumer
choice. 6 This restriction is necessary in order to keep the FTC Act
focused on the economic issues that are its proper concern. The Com-
mission does not ordinarily seek to mandate specific conduct or specif-
ic social outcomes, but rather seeks to ensure simply that markets
operate freely, so that consumers can make their own decisions.

To accomplish these goals the Commission may require that con-
sumers be given the information that is critical to an informed
405 D.S at 244-45 n. q401illglhe Commission s position in the Cig-arette Rule , Unfair or Dc €ptive Advertising
and LabeljngofCjgarette in Rdatjr)D to the Health Hazards of Smoking, Statement of Basjg and Purpose , 29 FR
8324 8355(1964)

H The other two S&Htheories were of lesser importance. The Unfairness Statement declared that the public
policy theory WQuJd henceforth be used primarily t. cross-check and confirm a finding of consumer injury. The
theory of immoral or unscrupulous conduct was abandoned altogether , so that henceforth it would not serve as
at) independent basis ofliabiJity

0; Unfairness Statement

, pp.

S-7.
.5 Unfairnes. Statement

, p.

, cit.ing to Philip Morris, Inc. 82 F. C. 16 (1973) (respondent had distributed
free-sample razor blades in such a way that they could come into the hands of smaJJ children) (consent decree).
As the reference t.o "risks" in this quotation makes c)t!ar , unfairnt!ss cases may also be hruught on the bas:s oflikely
rather than actual injury, although this is not tht! usual practice.

Ii: As with deception, most unfairness cases are brought to prott!ct the exercise of consumer choice in the initial
purchase decision , hut such cases can also protect choices with respect to the post-purchase care and use of a
product.

I Some commentators have interpreted our policy statement as invoJving essentially a general baJancing of

interests , with all the imprecision of that. course , rather than a definahle economic rule. In fact., however, the
principal focus of (Jur unfairness policy is on the maintenance of consumer choice or consumer sovereignty, an
economic concept that. permit$ relativeJy specific identification of conduct harmful to that ohjective. See Averitt
The Meaning of "Unfair Acts or Practi,.V!s in Sectior! of the F",derol1'rade Commis,,.irm Act 70 Ceo. L.J 225

I1QJi1)
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choice.48 There is also a need for principled limits on this concept, of
course, since virtually any piece of information may be useful to some
consumers. While this balance must ultimately be struck in the con-
text of the individual case, the Commission has decided on certain
general principles. In most (26) cases it is appropriate to limit manda-
tory disclosure to those core aspects of a transaction that virtually all
consumers wO\lld consider essential to an informed decision.49 These
are the same basic characteristics discussed above in connection with
common-law merchantabilty: (1) information bearing on fitness for
intended use, and (2) information bearing on significant hidden safety
hazards.

These characteristics are applied here in a slightly different way,
however. In an assessment of deceptive omissions we are applying a
relatively streamlined set of principles and so we must be careful not
to go too far and infer warranties too freely about relatively improba-
ble safety hazards. We therefore take a relatively cautious view ofthe
information that must be disclosed under that theory. In an assess-
ment of unfairness, on the other hand, we conduct a full cost-benefit
analysis , in which we weigh the consumer benefits of disclosure
against their likely costs, and so there is less risk of an overbroad
result. We can therefore take a more inclusive view ofthe information
that must be disclosed under this approach. (27)

In short, an omission may be found unfair even though it is not
deceptive. To do so, however, requires a more thorough analysis than
is used in deception cases.

III. ANALYSIS OF THE CASE

In this section we wil apply our general legal theory to the specific
facts of the case. Since the analytical elements of deception and un-
fairness differ in so many particulars, we wil again consider those
two approaches separately.

Deception

As discussed above , the omission of information about a product
may be deceptive under certain circumstances. In the present case the

Ordinarly information disclosure is handled by market furees, of COI.. Sometimes, however. II market
failure OCCIlr1, as when the balance between the risk of tort lo!ls aud the risk of lost saes produccs s!gDificant
diincentives to disclosure, or when the costs OfllOI1-dsclosure become hard tv quantify, as in certin safety is.ues.
Corrective FfC action wou.ld then be appropriate

49 There are many precedents for the principle that mandatory rn8CJoSUleS should be limited, even though sume
wider range of information may stil be material. Information about credit terms is preslUably material to most
consumers, for eJ'ample. Credit information is nonetheJess not required to be diaclosed as B generaJ matter, but
mly jf certn "triggering" claims have firnt been made. See generally Truth in Lending Act, 15 U.S.C. 1601 
,eq. See also Proprietay Vocational and Home Study Schools, 16 C. R. 438 (achool's pJacement rate must be
liscJosed hut only if employment or earnngs claims !ie made), rule set a.ide on other ground, Katherine Gibbs
;choo/ (Inc.) v. F'1' 612 F.2d 658 (2nd Cjr. 1979)
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seller s silence is said to have led to an implied warranty that the
tractor was fit for its intended use, when it in fact was not.

We believe that this charge cannot be sustained , however. The
implied warranty of finess is not violated by all undisclosed safety
problems. The critical issue is the degree of risk involved. Where the
risk of mishap is very small it cannot be said that the product is unfit
for normal use. Such a (28) case could therefore not satisfy the first
element of the deception test, which requires the showing of a mis-
leading representation. It would therefore not be appropriately
analyzed under the law against deception.

Harvester manufactured approximately 1.3 milion gasoline-pow-
ered tractors in the period after 1939. Of this number , twelve are
known to have been involved in geysering accidents involving bodily
injury. This is an accident rate ofless than .001 percent, over a period
of more than 40 years. Since the state of maintenance was shown to
have some effect on a tractor s susceptability to fuel geysering, more-
over, the rate for tractors in a good state of repair is likely to have
been even less than this. Reflecting the low accident rate , one govern-
ment study of tractor accidents did not even list fuel geysering as one
of the tabulated kinds of mishaps , but simply lumped it into the
residual category of "all other causes.

This relatively low level of danger does not mean that the use of
Harvester tractors is inherently unreasonable or imprudent. This
case therefore does not involve a breach of the implied warranty of
fitness, and so does not involve the element of deception. 52 (29)

We do not mean to imply by this that the accident rate for Harvest-
er tractors was inconsequential , or that persons who are injured in
relatively rare kinds of mishaps do not deserve legal protection. Quite
the contrary, such persons may well be entitled to a remedy under
other portions of the FTC Act. We merely hold here that such close
cases should not be pursued without undertaking a cost-benefit anal-
r. To put this point another way, a seller impliedly warran!. only that a product is reasonoblysafe not that it

is free of all hazards. We recognize that there is no such thing as a totally safe product, and especially not when
dealipg with reJ3tively complex machinery.

51 See DOT Report, RX 32; I.D. 105. Also reflecting the improbabilty ofa fuel geyser, H8.ve!lter own engineers
and testers, who might be expected to be most sensitive to such dangers, themseluescommonly removed the gas
caps during the course of testa. J.D. 99; I, F. 151.

52 The dissenting opinion takes issue with our use of accident fates in this analysis, claiming that such an
approa h jmplil)sa tacit requirement that thl) staffshow actual injury rather than mereJy risk ofhann , and further
suggesting that the approach amounts to an ex post review of events r!lther than being, as it sbollid bu , a
before-the-fact asss.'Iment of thl) risks to which consumers may be subjected- These objections misinterpret the
role of gtatistical evidence il1 cases such as this- The uJtimate question at issue is, indeed , risk. What is the risk
of consumer harm? If we have no adual experience with a particular problem we wil endeavor to assess this risk
from the most probative indired evidence that is availab!e. Where we have a statistically significant body of
experience to draw upon , however, as we surely do here with 40 YfJars' expfJrience and hundreds of thousands of
tractors. then the empirical incidence of har , in the form of accident rates, is the best availablE! measure of risk.
To suggest, as the dissnt does, that thl)re is aJso some other kind of risk which is separate Irom this statistical
risk, amouuts rp.aJJy to no more than Ii corwfJrsationaJ use of the wrm in the sense of "at risk" In this sense
everyone is "at risk" at every moment , with respect to every danger which may possibly occur. When divorced
from any Ill)asure ofthe probability of o currence, however, stIch a concept cannot lead to useable rules ofliability
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ysis , and that they therefore do not qualify for the streamlined legal
procedures of a deception action.53 (30)

Unfairness

This brings us to unfairness as an alternative approach. The unfair-
ness theory, it wil be recalled, is the Commission s general law of
consumer protection, for which deception is one specific but particu-
larly important application. Unfairness calls for a somewhat more
detailed analysis of a challenged practice. This focuses on three cri-
teria: (1) whether the practice creates a serious consumer injury; (2)
whether this injury exceeds any offsetting consumer benefits; and (3)
whether the injury was one that consumers could not reasonably have
avoided. We find that all three criteria are satisfied in the present
case.

There clearly has been serious consumer injury. At least one person
has been kiled and eleven others burned. LD.F. 27. Many ofthe burn
injuries have been major ones , moreover, resulting in mobility limita-
tions, lasting psychological harm , and severe disfigurement. LD.F. 28
& n.2. These injuries are of a kind that satisfies the first unfairness
test. It is true that they involve physical rather than economic injury,
but the Unfairness Statement reaches such matters.54 It is also true
that they involve only limited numbers of people, but the (31) State-
ment provides that conduct causing a very severe harm to a small
number will be covered as wel!.55 A number of previous Commission
cases have in fact been brought to correct injuries less numerous and
less severe than those involved here.

The second criterion states the consumer injury must not be out-
weighed by any countervailng benefits to consumers or to competi-
tion that the practice also brings about. This inquiry is particularly

important in the case of pure omissions. Since the range of such

oj There are. it is true, a number of prior Commission decisions tbat have found deception on the basi of fa
generalJy similar to those involved here. In Stupell Enterf-1"isesthe respond",nt was found guilty of deception for
failing to disdosI! that a toy could bn ak in a way that couJd cause eriou3 eye injury. Stupell En.terprlses, Int'
67 F. C- 173. 187 (1965). 1n SeymOl" D e8sand Academy Kr, illed Fubri,;stbe Commission found it deceptive for
fI manufacturer to fail to disclose that dothes made from a bru.,lwd rayon fabric were highly f1arnmabJe. Seymuur
Dress lJ(msl! Cu. , 49 F. C. 1278 , 1282 (1953) (decision of he..ring examiner, which became deci ion of the
Commis jon); Academy Knitted Fabrics Corp. 49 F. C. 697, 701 (l952) (same). AJJ three matters invoJved tI'e
non-disclosure ofCl safety risk lhat was quite improbable but also quite ser'olls ifit did come about. These are cCises
rom the 1950's and early 1960' , however. They date from a time when unfairness law was very poorly devdoped
md when, for the most part , a case had to be described in terms of decept.ion if it was to be brought within the
"rc Act at all. Wit,hout in any way questioning the substantive outcome ofthORe cases , therefore. we suggest I.hat

they were brought today they would be brmlght under an unfairness theory
5. UnfairnessStatement,
cD Id. 5 n- 12 ("An injury may be suffciently substantial , however , if it does a small harm to ;l large number
. people, orifit raises a significant risk ofconcreLe harm
"" In Stupcllthere was evidently evidence of only three eye injuries frow use of the toy. 8tupell Enterpriccs, Inc.

113 , 185 (1965)- Sec also Uncle Ben Inc- 8D F.T.C. J31 , 136 (lB77) (consent decree) (FTC banned television
showing child cooking food without adult supervision b caus this might lead childnm to imitate thisputentially
rmful activity): Phi/,.p Morris, Inc. 82 F. C- 16 (1973) (consent decree) (reRpondent had disl.ributpd free-sample
orhladcs in CI way tb;It might reach sma!lchildrell).
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omissions is potentially infinite, the range of cost-benefit ratios from
actions to force disclosure is infinite as well, raising the possibility
that a particular action may be il-advised. We believe that this crite-
rion is also satisfied in the present case, however. The consuming
public has realized no benefit from Harvester s non-disclosure that is
at all suffcient to offset the human injuries involved. (32)

The principal tradeoff to be considered in this analysis is that in-
volving compliance costs. More information may generally be helpful
to consumers, but all such information can be produced only by incur-
ring costs that are ultimately born as higher prices by those same
consumers.58 One must determine the level of preexisting customer
knowledge, ascertain the actual facts on a particular issue, and com-
municate those facts effectively to the affected customers. Such activi-
ties are not always cheap. Harvester s Fuel Fire Prevention Program
for example , which finally led to an effective warning, involved both
media advertisements and a direct mailing to 630 000 tractor opera-

tors, and cost the company approximately $2.8 milion. LD.F. 205
224 181. The costs of monitoring and experimentation undertaken in
previous years undoubtedly raise the final figure even higher than
this. The Commission should not impose costs of such magnitude
without first comparing them with the benefits to be expected.

Here, however, we have no doubt that such a calculation favors
disclosure. Harvester s expenses were not large in relation to the
injuries that could have been avoided. Nor do we mean to rule out the
possibility that some other, less expensive form of notification-such
as a clearly worded warning in the (33) operating manual-would also
have been suffcient. We therefore conclude that the costs and bene-
fits in this case satisfy the second unfairness criterion.

Finally, the third unfairness criterion states that the injury must
be one that consumers could not reasonably have avoided. Here trac-
tor operators could in fact have avoided their injuries by following a

few relatively simple safety rules. If they had refrained from remov-
ing the cap from a hot or running tractor something that both the
owner s manuals and common knowledge suggested was a dangerous
practice6o-fuel geysering would have been completely precluded.
5' Whenevcr an omission resuJts in ious bodily injury it is , of course , especiaJJy likely that a cost-benefit

anfljysis wjJ favor disclosure
Other, non-monetary ClJsts may also be incurred. For example , if the Commission requires disclosure of one

fact a seller may be less inclined to volunteer other facm, resulting in a net diminution of information.
,8 In making these calculations we do not strive for an unrealistic degree of predsion, valuing an injury or a

life at precisely xmany doJJars. We assess th mattfr in a more generaJ way, giving consurners the benefit oft!w
douht in close issues- This course follows from the ComJllissiofl '5 long tradition uf giving especial care to issues
invoJving physical safety. See, e.g, Firestone Tire Rubber Cu., 81 F. C. 398, 451 , 456 (1972). What is important
however , is that we retain an overall sense of the reJationship between cost. and benefilK We would not wanl to
impose compliance costs of miJions of dollars in order to prevent a bruised elbow

We assume for purposes of this discussiofl that the warnings j" the owner s manuals actually reached the
affected operators As discussed above , however , this was not t'lCcessarily the case-
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Harvester therefore argues that one necessary element of unfairness

is not present.
Upon full consideration , however, we believe that this element is

satisfied as well. The issue here is whether tbe safety rules for these
tractors were adequately disclosed. Whether some consequence is
reasonably avoidable" depends, not just on whether people know the

physical steps to take in order to prevent it, but also on whether they
understand the necessity (34) of actually taking those steps. We do not
believe that this need was fully appreciated here. Farmers may have
known that loosening the fuel cap was generally a poor practice, but
they did not know from the limited disclosures made , nor could they
be expected to know from prior experience, the full consequences that
might follow from it. This is therefore not a situation in which the
farmers themselves are primarily responsible for their own accidents.

The record contains much testimony suggesting that the victims of
the phenomenon did not realize that a fuel geyser was possible. One
farmer stated that he had removed gas caps "many, many" times in
order to check on fuel level , without having had gas spew out of the
filler neck.6! Another states that: "Not in my wildest imagination had
I thought that could happen. "62 Still another explained that he regu-
larly loosened the cap to relieve pressure-related hissing noises:

It (the hissingJ happened a few times a day, two or three or four times a day. It just
kind of-it is something you didn t feel like you wanted to keep driving. That noise kind
of hissing at you. So you just leaned ahead and loosened the gas cap a little bit. The
air would come out and that would be all there would be to it. There would be a puff
of air and it would quit. 63 (35)

In short , loosening the fuel cap was something that farmers did on
many occasions, without consciousness of any particular risk, beyond
the presumably obvious requirement of having to keep open flame
away from the filler neck , which they felt quite able to do.

Since fuel geysering was a risk that they were not aware of, they
could not reasonably have avoided it. This is so even though they had
been informed of measures to prevent it. Such information was not
the same thing as an effective warning:

(Irnplicit in the duty to warn is the duty to warn with a degree of intensity that would
cause a reasonable man to exercise for his own san ty the caution commensurate with
the pot.ential danger.

Such a warning was not provided in this case. We therefore find that
61 Gretlthou e. Tr- 206---7 , referring to his cxper1c!tce 011 older John Deere ttactor

Cameroo , Tf- 110
oj Clowes , fr- lH36- On a later occasion Clowe,' was involved in a fuel geysering incident

Ta.mpa Drug Co. v. Wait 103 So.2d 603 , 609 (Fla. 195H)
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the three elements of unfair conduct are present, and that Harves-
ter s non-disclosures violated Section 5 of the FTC Act.

IV. JURISDICTIONAL AND PROCEDURAL ISSUES

In addition to the principal substantive questions in this case , Har-
vester has raised on appeal a number of collateral procedural issues.
These go to the Commission s jurisdiction or to the appropriateness
of an enforcement action under the present circumstances. More

specifically, Harvester has suggested that: (1) this proceeding is moot;
(2) the FTC Act, as construed (36) by the Commission , constitutes an
excessive delegation of legislative power; and (3) the firm in any case
has not been engaged in interstate commerce with respect to the
challenged conduct. We wil review these three contentions in se-

quence.
Harvester first suggests. that this proceeding is moot. In support of

this contention they point out that the firm made a fully adequate
disclosure of the safety problems in 1980, and has converted from
gasoline to diesel power, thus ensuring that the previous problems of
non-disclosure cannot recur.65 These arguments are insufficient to
establish mootness, however. At most they show that the specific facts
alleged here-non-disclosure of fuel geysering in gasoline-powered
tractors-are unlikely to arise again. They do not show that Harvest-
er may not return to the general course of conduct with which it is
charged , namely, failing to disclose known safety hazards. In this case
the complaint counsel is seeking a broad order against non-disclosure
of hazards on any and all types of Harvester farm equipment. The
developments that Harvester points to have therefore not given com-
plaint counsel everything that he might win through litigation, and
the case is therefore not moot. (37)

Harvester next suggests that Section 5 of the FTC Act is an exces-
sive delegation of congressional authority. Harvester is particularly

troubled by the use of this authority to impose continuing duties of
disclosure on a manufacturer with respect to relatively old products
and, more generally, by the asserted lack of clear standards under this
statute. Imposing a duty with respect to old products is not particular-
ly troublesome, however , since an obligation should ordinarily extend
as long as the risk of harm exists; and since geysering was also a
hazard for new tractors; and since in any event much ofthe delay in
bringing an action was due to Harvester s own previous non-disclo-
sure. Nor is a statute which permits such results necessarily an exam-
ple of excessive delegation. Section 5 has withstood repeated attack

6iRAB , pp 8-12.
Gr, See Rl1bbermaid, Inc. 87 F. C 676 , 707 (1976). The Commission previously considered the mootne js.t1e

in our Order Aflrmng the Public Interest in Continuing this Litigation (October , 1981), and concluded that the
case waR not moot. We hereby reaffrm tha~ detemlination
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on delegation grounds,67 and many courts have noted , without disap-
proval, that Congress deliberately drafted the statute in general
terms in order to let the Commission deal with new practices as they
emerged. ' Even if there were to have heen delegation prohlems

moreover , which we believe not to be the case , the Commission has
since clarified the key provisions of (38) its statute with enough
specificity to alleviate the issue. We have defined both unfairness and
deception in separate policy statements , and have , through a number
of opinions, including this one, drawn principled lines of demarcation
between these concepts.

Third, Harvester suggests that it is not in fact engaged in interstate
commerce in any of the activities with which it is now charged. Har-
vester points out that it manufactured no gasoline-powered farm trac-
tors since 1978, and very few since 1976, so that it was not engaged
in substantial trade in these items for four years prior to issuance of

the complaint. RAE 12-14. As the ALJ found , however, the firm does
conduct some continuing business that involves gasoline tractors. It
still supplies owner s manuals, spare parts, and accessories for its
older gasoline models. LD.F. 4. Harvester was also, of course , until two
years before the complaint , in the husiness of manufacturing such
tractors. Id. These facts are suffcient to satisfy the interstate"com-
merce requirement. It is well established that the (39) antitrust laws
do not contain a statute ofJimitations, so that corrective action may
be taken whenever it comes to appear that it would be beneficial , as
is the case here when we may be able to prevent future injury to
Harvester operators. 70 We are confirmed in this concl usion by the fact
that the FTC Act was amended in 1975 to reach conduct " in or affect-
ing' interstate commerce,71 indicating a desire to extend the Commis-
sion s jurisdiction in this respect to the full limits of the Commerce
Clause.

67 See, e.g., National Harness M(rs. ' Ass n. v. FTC, 268 F. 705 (6th Cir. 1920); Sears. Roe/mch Cu. v. FTC, 258

F. 307 , 312 (7th Cir. 1919); 1T Hurst & Srm u. rrc. 268 F 874 (E.D Va. 1920).
6B See, e.g., Atlantic Refining Co. l! FTC, 381 U.S. 357 , 367 (1905); FTC v, Stan.dard Educ. Soc;ety, 86 2d 692

696 (2d Cir. 1936) (L Hand, J.

), 

va inP"Tt on otlllT grounds 302 UB 112 (1937). As a matter ofpulicy we b"Jieve
that a grcater degTee of precision and prediclOibility in the tatute would be de irahle We therefore favor the u
of guidelineR or legislative clarification. Thi does not undermine the present constitutionality of the rTl'C Act

however.
69 One underlying problem with the dissent is that it wishes to have conduct litigated simultaneously under the

standard afbath unfairness o1!ddeception This , it eems to us, is unsound jurisprudence. Some overlap among
the Commission s laws is no douht i!1escapahle b'lt thi should be viewed as a necessary evil and minimized to
the extent practiral. Our objective hou!d be to have deaD , well-ditrerenti"ted and well,understood leg,,! principles
which can be re"dily understood arld readily !itig"ted. To the extent that we hh,r our unfairne s and deception

standards together we will only tend tuconfuse them both. Moreover, and contrary La the implication in the di ent
proceeding in this case under a single theory wilJ Dot have the effed of leaving consumer unprotected. AlJ

necessary consumer remedie can be provided equaUy well under "n unFairness theory asunder a deceplion theory
70 See United States u. !. dll.Pont de Nemollrs Co. 366 S. 316 (!961) (stock acquj itioD waschaneDged more

than thirty years after the fact). See olso Simeo" Milnofiement Corp. 137 F.T.C 1184 , 1222 (1976) (Initial Decisiorl).
71 Pub L 93-637 , Section 201(1') (1975)
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V. REMEDY

Finally, we have the issue of remedy. Having found that Harvester
was engaged in unfair practices, we must now determine what correc-
tive measures the public interest wil require. This inquiry can be

framed as a series ofthree questions. Should we issue a general order
requiring disclosure of safety hazards in all of Harvester s agricultur-
al equipment? Should we issue an order focused more narrowly on the
facts of this particular case (40) and requiring disclosure of just the
fuel geysering hazard? Or should we conclude that Harvester has
already taken adequate corrective measures and therefore enter no
order at all?

As a threshold matter we reject the option of an order covering all
safety hazards on agricultural equipment. There would be formidable
diffculties in defining "safety hazard" in a way precise enough to
mean something other than a listing of all possible causes of accident.
Moreover, we believe that all-products orders are most appropriate as
a vehicle for "fencing in" violators when there is a particularly great
risk of a recurrence ofthe ilegal conduct. Harvester s conduct does
not lead us to such fears. Since 1972 the firm has been collecting
information about farm accidents in order to identify emerging prob-
lems. LD.F. 158. The law judge found that this system "should prove
adequate for any future needs." LD. 107. Harvester s response to
information revealing the fuel-geysering problem , although not at
first fully adequate, does suggest that the company wil be basically
responsible in its treatment of such matters. Harvester issued period-
ic warnings for twenty years, culminating in the Fuel Fire Prevention
Program in 1980 , which was an adequate disclosure. Significantly, the
ALJ found , and we agree, that Harvester had committed itselfto this
program before learning of the Commission s interest in the issue.

LD.F. 308. We therefore believe that an all-products order against
Harvester would not be justified. (41)

The obvious alternative is an order directed against the particular
conduct discovered in this case. Here that would be an order requiring
disclosure of the risks of fuel geysering. Such an approach is our
ordinary and presumptive response to a finding of improper conduct.
It is a response that we make even when the respondent has ceased
engaging in the conduct in question , for we wish to ensure that he does
not return to that conduct at such future time.

Under the particular circumstances of this case, however, we wil
select a third option. That is to issue no order at all. Our reasons for
doing so are twofold. First, Harvester s voluntary notification pro-

12 C( United States v. WT. Grant Co. 345 D.S 629 633 (J953).
73 See, e. , Academy Knitted Fabrics Corp- 49 FTC. 697, 701 (1952) (decision of hearing examiner, which became

decision of Commission) (order ag"jnsi. t.he practice even though it had already been discontinued)
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gram has already provided all the relief that could be expected from
a Commission order. Second , the changing technology of the tractor
industry has obviated any concern that Harvester might return to its
earlier violation. The industry has moved massively from gasoline to
diesel power, thus eliminating concerns over issues relating to gaso-
line safety. Harvester has not made a gasoline tractor since 1978, and
as the ALJ found, "does not appear likely to do so again in the future.
LD. 105, citing LD.F. 116. We therefore conclude that no order is
necessary in the present case.7' (42)

VI. CONCLUSION

This case is in most respects a routine dispute over the proper
contours of consumer information disclosure. We have resolved that
dispute by holding that disclosure was necessary here.

En route to that holding we also had to identify the proper legal
framework to use when assessing pure omissions. We have decided
that such omissions should be judged as cases of possible unfairness
rather than of possible deception. Since pure omissions do not most
probably reflect deliberate acts on the part of the sellers, we cannot
be confident, without a cost-benefit analysis, that a Commission ac-
tion would do more good than harm. Yet a cost-benefit analysis is
required only under an unfairness and not under a deception ap-

proach. We will therefore treat these matters in unfairness terms in
order to ensure that such an analysis is made. In so deciding we hope
to have added something further to the clarity and rigor of our stat-
ute , so that decisions on the merits may henceforth be made and
predicted with greater precision.

APPENDIX

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20580

December 17 , 1980

The Honorable Wendell H. Ford
Chairman , Consumer Subcommittee
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
Room 130 Russell Offce Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

The Honorable John C. Danforth
:wnking Minority Member , Consumer Subcommittee
ommittee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation

14 A similar conclusion was recently reached by the Sl!cond Circuit. See Borg- Warner Corp. v. FTC, Docket No
l-207 (2d Cir., Oct 3, 1984) (reversing Commi""ion order in director-interlock case on grOund5 that, due to
!probabiljty of recurrence , no order was warranted).
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Room 130 Russell Offce Building
Washington , D.C. 20510

Deaf Senators Ford and Danforth:

This is in response to your letter of JUDe 13, 1980, concerning one aspect of this
agency s jurisdiction over "unfair or deceptive acts or practices. " You informed us that
the Subcommittee was planning to hold oversight hearings on the concept of "unfair-
ness" as it has been applied to consumer transactions. You further informed us that
the views of other interested parties were solicited and compiled in a Committee Print
earlier this year.! Your letter specifically requested the Commission s views on cases
unrlerSection 5 "not involving the content of advertising," and its views as to "whether
the Commission s authority should be limited to regulating ' false or deceptive ' commer-
cial advertising." Our response addresses these and other questions related to the
concept of consumer unfairness.

We are pleased to have this opportunity to discuss the future work of the agency. The
subject that you have selected appears to be particularly timely. We recognize that the
concept of consumer unfairness is one whose precise meaning is not immediately
obvious, and also recognize that this uncertainty has been honestly troublesome for
some businesses and some members of the legal profession. This result is understanda-
ble in (2) light of the general nature of the statutory standard. At the same time,
though , we believe we can respond to legitimate concerns of business and the Bar by
attempting to delineate in this letter a concrete framework for future application of
the Commission s unfairness authority. We are aided in this process by the cumulative
decisions of this agency and the federal courts , which , in our opinion, have brought
added clarity to the law. Although the administrative and judicial evolution of the
consumer unfairness concept has stil left some necessary flexibility in the statute , it
is possible to provide a reasonable working sense of the conduct that is covered.
In response to your inquiry we have therefore undertaken a review of the decided

cases and rules and have synthesized from them the most important principles of
general applicability. Rather than merely reciting the law , we have attempted to
provide the Committee with a concrete indication of the manner in which the Commis-
sion has enforced , and wil continue to enforce , its unfairness mandate. In so doing we
intend to address the concerns that have been raised about the meaning of consumer
unfairness, and thereby attempt to provide a greater sense of certainty about what the
Commission would regard as an unfair act or practice under Section 5.

This letter thus delineates the Commission s views of the boundaries of its consumer
unfairness jurisdiction and is subscribed to by each Commissioner. In addition , we are
enclosing a companion Commission statement that discusses the ways in which this
body of law differs from , and supplements, the prohibition against consumer deception
and then considers and evaluates some specific criticisms that have beeD made of our
enforcement of the law. 2 Since you have indicated a particular interest in the possible
application of First" Amendment principles to commercial advertising, the (3) compan-
ion statement wil include discussions relevant to that question. The companion state-
ment is designed to respond to the key questions raised about the unfairness doctrine.
However , individual Commissioners may not necessarily endorse particular argumenu-
or particular examples of the Commission s exercise of its unfairness authority con
tained in the companion statement.

, Unfairness: Views on Unfair Acts and Practices in Violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act (198
(hereinafer referred to as "Committee Print"

). 

Neither this letter nor the companion statement addresses ongoing proceedings . but the Commisgion is p
pared to discuss those matters separately at an appropriate time
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Commission Statement of Policy on the Scope of the
Consumer Unfairness J urisdidion

Section 5 ofthe FTC Act prohibits, in part

, "

unfair. . acts or practices in or affecting
commerce. 3 This is commonly referred to &" the Commission s consumer unfairness
jurisdiction. The Commission s jurisdiction over "unfair methods of competition" is not
discussed in this letter.4 Although we cannot give an exhaustive treatment of the law
of consumer unfairness in this short statement , some relatively concrete conclusions
can nonetheless be drawn.

The present understanding of the unfairness standard is the result of an evolutionary
process. The statute was deliberately framed in general terms since Congress recog-

nized the impossibility of drafting a complete list of unfair trade (4) practices that
would not quickly become outdated or leave loopholes for easy evasion.5 The task of
identifying unfair trade practices was therefore assigned to the Commission , subject to
judicial review 6 in the expectation that the underlying criteria would evolve and
develop over time. As the Supreme Court observed as early as 1931 , the ban on unfair-
ness "belongs to that class of phrases which do not admit of precise definition, but the
meaning and applicat.ion of which must be arrived at by what this court elsewhere has
called ' the gradual process of judicial inclusion and exclusion.' "

By 1964 enough cases had been decided to enable the Commission to identify three
factors that it considered when applying the prohibition against consumer unfairness.
These were: 0) whether the practice injures consumers; (2) whether it violates estab-
lished public policy; (3) whether it is unethicaI or unscrupulous.8 These factors (5) were
later quoted with apparent approval by the Supreme Court in the 1972 case of Sperry
& Hutchin.":;n. Since then the Commission has continued t.o refine the standard of
unfairness in its cases and rules, and it has now reached a more detailed sense of both

J The operative seDlence of Section 5 reads in full as follows: "Unfair methods of competition in or afrecting
commerce , and unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce, are declared unJawfuL" 15 LJ.
45(a)(l)

In fulfilling its competition or anlitrust mission the Commission looks to t.he purposes, policies , and spirit of
the other antitrust Jaws and the FTC Act to determine whether a pract.ice affecting competition or competitors
is unfair. See, e.g., FTC v. Brown Shoe Co. , 384 U.S, 316 (1966). In making this determinfltion the Commission is
guded by the extensive legislat.ive histories of those statutes and a considerable body of antitrust case law. The
agency s jurisdiction over "deceptive ac or practices" is likewise not discussed in t.his ietter.

" See H.R Conf p. No. 1142 , 63d Cong. , :Od Sess. , at, 19 (1914) (If Coogress "were to adopt the method of
definition, it would undertake ao end!e s task"). In 1914 the statut.e was phrased only in terms or "unfair methods
of competition, " and the n:fcrence to "unfair acts or practices" was not added untiJ the Wheeler.Lee Amendment
in 1938. The initial language was stil understood as reaching most of the conduct now characterized as consumer
lifaime8., however. and so the original legislative history remains relevant to the construction ofth"l part of the
statute.

6 The Supreme Court has stated on maoy occasions that the delinition of ' \mfairne5. " is liltirnately one for
'u.dicial determination. See, e. , FTC v. Sperry Hutchinson Co. 405 U.S. 233 , 249 (1972); FJ'C v. R.F Keppel &
Bro. 291 U,S. 304 , 314 (1934).

FTC Raladaff Co. . 283lJ.S. 643, 648 (1931). See also FJ'C v. HF Keppel Bro. 291 U.S. 304 , 310 (1934)

Neither the lfuguagc nor the bistoryofthe Act. suggests that Conl,tressintended to connne the forbidden methods
,fixed and unyielding categorics

The Commission s actual statement of the criteria was as follows:

(1) whether Uw pn,ctice, without necessarily having been previously "onsid, red unlawful. offends public policy
as it has been est.abljshed by stat.utes, the common law , or otherwise-whether , in other words , it. is within
at least the penumbra of some common-Jaw, statutory, or other stablished concept of unfairness; (2) whether
it is immoraJ , unethical, oppressive, or unscrupulous; (3) whether it cau es $ubstantial injury to consumers (or
competitors 0"other businessmen).

ement of l:a is and Purpose , Unfair OJ. Deceptive Advert.ising and Lauding of Cigarettes in Relutiot1 to the
)th Hnards of Smoking, 29 Fed. Heg. 8:J24, 8355 (1964)

'TC (I. Sperry Hutchinson Co.. 405 US. 223 , 2.j4-45 n.5 (J972). The Circuit Courts have conduded that. this
ation reflected the Supreme Court's own views. See Spiegel, Inc. v. FTC. MO 2d 287 , 293 n.8 (7th Cir, 1976);
er (I. FTC 503 F.2d 32! , 323 (9th Cir. 1974). The application of these fact.ors to antitmst matters js beyond
:opeofthisletter
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the definition and the limits of these criteria,lO

Consumer injury

Unjustified consumer injury is the primary focus of the FTC Act , and the most
important ofthe three S&Hcriteria. By itself it can be suffcient to warrant a finding
of unfairness. The Commission s ability to rely on an independent criterion of consumer
injury is consistent with the intent ofthe statute , which was to "(make) the consumer
who may be injured by an unfair trade practice of equal concern before the law with
the merchant injured by the unfair methods of a dishonest competitor.

The independent nature of the consumer injury criterion does not mean that every
consumer injury is legally "unfair " however. To justify a finding of unfairness the
injury must satisfy three tests. It must be substantial; it must not be outweighed by any
countervailing benefits to consumers or competition that the practice produces; and it
must be all injury that consumers themselves could not reasonably have avoided.

First of all, the injury must be substantial. The Commission is not concerned with
trivial or merely speculative harms.l2 In most cases a substantial injury involves

monetary harm , as when sellers coerce consumers into purchasing unwanted goods or
(6) servicesl3 or when consumers buy defective goods or services on credit but are
unable to assert against the creditor claims or defenses arising from the transaction.
Unwarranted health and safety risks may also support a finding of unfairness. 15 Emo-

tional impact and other more subjective types of harm , on the other hand, will not
ordinarily make a practice unfair. Thus , for example , the Commission wil not seek to
ban an advertisement merely because it of1ends the tastes or social beliefs of some
viewers, as has been suggested in some of the comments.

Second , the injury must not be outweighed by any offsetting com:;mer or competitive
benefits that the sales practice also produces. Most business practices entail a mixture
of economic and other costs and benefits for purchasers, A seller s failure to present
complex technical data on his product may lessen a consumer s ability to choose, for

example, but may also reduce the initial price he must pay for the article. The Commis-
sion is aware of these tradeoffs and wil not find that a practice unfairly injures

consumers unless it is injurious in its net effects.l The Commission (7) also takes
account ofthe various costs that a remedy would entaiL These include not only the costs
to the parties directly before the agency, but also the burdens on society in general in
the form of increased paperwork , increased regulatory burdens on the flow of inform a-

.'1 These standard8 lor uo.fairnes. are generaJJy applicable to both advertisiGg and non-advertising cases.

.j 83 Coog. Rec, 3255 (1938) (remarks of Seoator Wheeler).
'2 An injury may be suffdently substantial, however , if it does a smaJJ harm to a large number of people, or

if it raises a significant risk of oncrete harm
!3 See, e.&-, Hullund Furnace Co. 

(). 

FTC 295 F.2d 302 (7th Cir. 1961) (seiler s servicemen dismantled home
fr.rl1aces and then refu ed to reassembJe them until tbe con umer3 had agreed to buy services or replacement
parts).
" Statement of Basis and Purpose , Preservation of Consumers' Claims and Defense1J, 40 Fed. Reg. 53506

53522-23(1975)
lor'or an example seePhilip Morris, 171c.82 FT.C. 16 (973) (respondent had distributed free. mple razor blades

in such a way that they could cume into the hands of swal! children) (consent agTeement). Of course, if matters

irlvoJving health and safety are within the primary jllrisdiction of some other agency, Commission action might
noi be appropriate.

16 See, e,

!!.

comments of Association of National Advertisers, Committee Print at 120. In an extreme case

however, where tanr;ble injury could be clearJy demonstrated , emotional effe t. might possibly be considered as
the basis for a fiodiog ofunfaimess. Cr 15 U.S.c. \692 ei seq, (Fair Debt Collection Practices Act) (bantling, 

harassing late.nigbt telephone cans)
i" Seel'fizer , fne, 81 c. 2a , 62-63 n. la (1972); Statement of Basis and Purpose, Disclosure Requirements am

Prohibitions Concerning Franchising and Bu ine Opportunity Ventures , 43 Fed Reg. 59614, , 9636 n.95 (1978'

\Vhen making this detlJrrnination the Commission may refer to exj!!ting public policilJS for help in ascertainitlg th
existence of consumer injury and the relative weights that should be assigned to various costs and benefits. Th
role of public policy in unfairness determinations wiJ be di cussed more generally below
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tion, reduced incentives to innovation and capital formation, and similar matters.18
Finally, the injury must be one which consumers could not reasonably have avoi-

ded.19 Normally we expect the marketplace to be self-correcting, and we rely on con-
sumer choice-the ability of individual consumers to make their own private
purchasing decisions without regulatory intervention to govern the market. We an"
ticipate that consumers will survey the available alternatives, choose those that are
most desirable , and avoid those that are inadequate or unsatisfactory. However, it has
long been recognized that certain types of sales techniques may prevent consumers
from effectively making their own decisions, and that corrective action may then
become necessary. Most of the Commission s unfairness matters are brought under
these circumstances. They are brought, not to second-guess the wisdom of particular
consumer decisions , but rather to halt some form of seller behavior that unreasonably
creates or takes advantage of an obstacle to the free exercise of consumer decisionmak-
ing.2U (8)

Sellers may adopt a number of practices that unjustifiably hinder such free market
decisions. Some may withhold or fail to generate critical price or performance data , for
example, leaving buyers with insuffcient information for informed comparisons.
Some may engage in overt coercion , as by dismantling a home appliance for "inspec-
tion" and refusing to reassemble it until a service contract is signed.22 And some may
exercise undue inf1uence over highly susceptible classes of purchasers, as by promoting
fraudulent "cures" to seriously il cancer patients.23 Each of these practices under.
mines an essential precondition to a free and informed consumer transaction, and , in
turn, to a well-functioning market. Each of them is therefore properly banned as an
unfair practice under the FTC Act.24 (9)

Violation of public policy

The second S&H standard asks whether the conduct violates public policy as it has
been established by statute, common law, industry practice , or otherwise. This criterion
may be applied in two different ways, It may be used to test the validity and strength

Ii For example, when the Commission promulgated the Holder Rule it anticipated au overal lowering of
economic costs to society because the ruJe gave creditors the incentive to police sellera, thus increasing the
likelihood that those selling defective goods or services wouJd either improve their practices or leave the market-
place when they could not obtain financing- These benefits in the Commis.ion sjudgment, outweighed any cosL
to credilors and sellers occOIsioned by the rule. See Statement of Basis and Purpose , Preservation of Consumers
Claims and Defenses, 10 Fed. Reg. 53506, 53522-23 (975).

19 In some senses any injury can be avoided for example, by hiring independent experts to test al products irt
advance , or by private legal actions for damages-but these courses may be too expensive to be practicable for
individual consumers to purue.

1: This emphssis on informed consumer choice has commonJy been adopted in other statutes WI welJ. See, e.
Declaration of Policy. Fair Packaging and Labeling Act , 15 U . C. 1451 (" Informed consumers are essential to the
fair and effcient functioning of a free market ecoI:orny

21 See, e.

g, 

Statement of Basis and Purpose, Labeling aod Advertising of Home Insulation, 44 Fed. Reg. 50218
50222-.23 (1979); Statement of Basis and l'urpmle, Posting of Minimum Octane Numb'-rs on Gasoline Dispensing
Pumps, 36 Fed. Reg. 23871 , 23882 (1971). See nlso VirgininStote Board of Pharmacy v. Virginia Citizens Co umer
COllncil, Inc. 425 U.S. 748 (1976).

See Holland Furnace Co. v. FTC 295 F-2d 302 (7th Cir. 1961); cf Arthur MurruyStudio, Inc. v. FTC 458 
522 (5th Cir- 1972) (emotional high.pressure sales tactics, using teams of salesmen who refused to let the customer
eave tht! room until a conLract was signed). See o.wJ Statemen of Basis and Purpose, Cooling-Oil Period for
)oor.to-Door Sales, 37 Fed- Reg. 22934 , 22937--8 (1972)

;11 &e, e.g., Travel King, Inc. 86 F. C. 715, 774 (1975). The practices in this case primarily involved deception
1It the Commission noted the special susceptibilities of such patients as one reason for banning the ads entirely
"ther than relying on the remedy of fulJer disclosure. The Commission recognizes that "undue influence" in
ivertising and promotion is diffculL to ddine, and therefore exerciaes it! authority here on!y with respect to
Ibstantia! coercive- lik8 practices and significant consumt!r injury
:! These few eXGlmples are not exhaustive, but the general direction they iluslrate is clear. As the Commission
ited in promulgating its Eyeglasses Rule, th8 ifJqu.iry shou.ld begin , at least, by asking "whether the acts or
ctices at issue inhibit the functioning of the competitive market and whether consumers are harmed thereby.

Itemeot ofBa. is and Purpose , Advertising of Ophthalmic Goods and Services, 43 Fed. Reg. 23992, 24001 (1978).
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of the evidence of consumer injury, or, less often , it may be cited for a dispositive
legislative or judicial determination that such injury is present.

Although public policy was listed by the S&HCourt as a separate consideration , it
is used most frequently by the Commission as a means of providing additional evidence
on the degree of consumer injury caused by specific practices. To be sure, most Commis-
sion actions are brought to redress relatively clear-cut injuries , and those determina-
tions are based, in large part, on objective economic analysis. As we have indicated
before , the Commission believes that considerable attention should be devoted to the
analysis of whether substantial net harm has occurred , not only because that is part
of the unfairness test , but also because the focus on injury is the best way to ensure
that the Commission acts responsibly and uses its resources wisely. Nonetheless , the

Commission wishes to emphasize the importance of examining outside statutory poli-
cies and established judicial principles for assistance in helping the agency ascertain
whether a particular form of conduct does in fact tend to harm consumers. Thus the
agency has referred to First Amendment decisions upholding consumers ' rights to
receive information , for example, to confirm that restrictions on advertising tend
unfairly to hinder the informed exercise of consumer choice.25 llO)

Conversely, statutes or other sources of public policy may affrmatively allow for a
practice that the Commission tentatively views as unfair. The existence of such poJicies
wil then give the agency reason to reconsider its assessment of whether the practice
is actually injurious in its net effects.26 In other situations there may be no clearly
established public policies , or the policies may even be in conflict. While that does not
necessarily preclude the Commission from taking action if there is strong evidence of
net consumer injury, it does underscore the desirability of carefully examining public
policies in all instances,27 In any event , whenever objective evidence of consumer injury
is diffcult to obtain , the need to identify and assess all relevant pubJic policies assumes
increased importance.

Sometimes public policy wil independently support a Commission action. This oc-

curs when the policy is so clear that it wil entirely determine the question of consumer
injury, so there is little need for separate analysis by the Commission. In these cases
the legislature or court , in announcing the policy, has already determined that such
injury does exist and thus it need not be expressly proved in each instance. An example
(11) of this approach arose in a case involving a mail-order firm,28 There the Commis-

sion was persuaded by an analogy to the due-process clause that it was unfair for the
firm to bring collection suits in a forum that was unreasonably diffcult for the defen-
dants to reach. In a similar case the Commission applied the statutory policies of the
Uniform Commercial Code to require that various automobile manufacturers and their

2( SeeStatement of Basis and Purpose, Advertising of Ophthalmic Goods and Services , 43 Fed. Reg. 23992 , 24001

(1978), citing Virginia State Board of Pharmacy v. Virginio O:ti;Hm. Consumer Coaneil 425 U.S. 748 (1976).

26 CfStatemelltofBasis and Purpose, Advertising of Ophthalmic Goods and Services supra; see also 17 supra.
TI The analysis of external public policies is extremely vah-1able but Dot always definitive. The legislative histury

of Section 5 recognizes thllt DCW forms of unfair busine!1 practice" may arise which , at the time of ti,e Commission

involvement, have not yet been genera!ly proscribed. See page 4, 

!,.

upra. Thus a review of public policies esWiblishcd

independently of Commission action may not be conclusive in detennining whether the challenged practices should
be prohibited or otherwise restricted. At the !!me time , however, we emphasize the importance of examining
public policies , since a thorough analysis cau serve as an important check on the overall reasonableness of the
Commi!\ion s actions

28 Spiegel, Inc. v. FTC, 540 2d 287 (7th Cir. 1976). In thia cllse the Commission did inquire into the extent of
the resuJtingconsumer injury, but under the rationale involved it presumably need not have done so. See also FTC

u. F. Keppel Bro. 291 u.S. 304 (1934) (finn had gained a marketing advantage by selling good" through a
lottery technique th!lt. violated .'tate gambling policies); cf Simcon Management Corp. 87 F. G. 1184, 1231 (1976).

afrd 579 F,2d 1137 (9th Cir. 1978) (firm advertised wejght-Jo9. program that used a drug which could uot itself
be advertised uDder FDA regulations) (alternative ground). Since these public.policy cases are based on legislative
determinations, rather than on a judgment within the Commission s area of special economic expertise, it is

appropriate that they can reach a relatively wider range of consumer injuries than just those associated with
impaired conSlUcr choice.
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distributors fefund to their customers any surplus money that was realized after they
rcpossessed and rcsold their customer s cars.29 The Commission acts on such a basis
only where the public policy is suitable for administrative enforcement by this agency,
however. Thus it turned down a petition for a rule to require fuller disclosure of aerosol
propellants, reasoning that the subject of fluorocarbon safety was currently under
study by other scientific and legislative odies with more appropriate expertise or
jurisdiction over the subject. 3o (12)

To the extent that the Commission relies heavily on public policy to support a finding
of unfairness, the policy should be clear and well-established. In other words , the policy
should be declared or embodied in formal sources such as statutes , judicial decisions,
or the Constitution as interpreted by the courts, rather than being ascertained from
the general sense ofthe national values. The policy should likewise be one that is widely

shared , and not the isolated decision of a single state or a single court. If these two tests
are not met the policy cannot be considered as an "established" public policy for
purposes of the S&H criterion. The Commission would then act only on the basis of
convincing independent evidence that the practice was distorting the operation of the
market and thereby causing unjustified consumer injury.

Unethical or unscrupulous conduct

Finally, the third S&Hstandard asks whether the conduct was immoral , unethical
oppressive, or unscrupulous. This test was presumably included in order to be sure of
reaching all the purposes of the underlying statute , which forbids "unfair" acts or
practices. It would therefore allow the Commission to reach conduct that violates
generally recognized standards of business ethics. The test has proven , however, to be
largely duplicative. Conduct that is truly unethical or unscrupulous will almost always
injure consumers or violate public policy as well. The Commission has therefore never
relied on the third element of S&Has an independent basis for a finding of unfairness
and it wil act in the future only on the basis of the first two. (13)

We hope this letter has given you the information that you require. Please do not
hesitate to call if we can be of any further a-',sistance. With best regards,

Isl Michael Pertschuk

Chairman

Isl Paul Rand Dixon
Commissioner

Isl David A. Clanton

Commissioner

Is/ Robert Pitofsky
Commissioner

Isl Patricia P. Bailey

Commissioner

A surplus occurs whcn a repossessed Car is resold for more than the amount owed by the debtor plus the
expenses of repossession and resale. The Jaw of49 st;ltes req\lire8 th;lt creditors refund surpluseR when they occur,
but if creditors systemat.ically refuse to honor this obligation, consumers have no pr;lctica! way t.o discover that
they have been deprived of money to which they are ent.itled See Ford Molar Co. 94 F- C 564 , 618 (1979) appeal
pendinr:, N08- 79-7619 and 79- 7654 (9th Cir-

); 

Ford Motor CO. 93 F. C. 40:. (1979) (consent decree); General Molors
Corp. D. 9074 (Feb. , 1980) (congent decree). By these latter two consent agreements the CommiSiion , because of
its unfairness jurisdiction , has been able to secure more than .$2 milioll for consumer\! allegedly deprived of
surpluses to which they were entitled.

3U See Letter from John F. Dugan , Acting SecrctOlry, to Action on Smoking OInd Health (.Janu;lry 13, 1977)- See
also Letter from Charle8 A, Tobin , Secret.ary, to Prof. Page and Mr. Young (September 17 , 1973) (denying pet.ition
t.o exercise 6(bJ subpoena Dowers to oht.A;n rnnQ"m,," N, l,,

':-- '"- - . . .
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COMMISSIONER PATRICIA P. BAILEY CONCURRING IN PART AND
DISSENTING IN PART

International Harvester manufactured and sold gasoline-powered
tractors from 1939 to 1978. By at least 1963, the company had become
aware that those tractors were subject to the phenomenon of fuel
geysering. That highly dangerous phenomenon is described in the
Commission s opinion. Because of this hidden safety hazard , some
tractor owners or operators have been badly injured or killed. The
question presented here is whether, given Harvester s growing knowl-
edge ofthe problem , its failure to warn owners and potential buyers
constituted an unfair and deceptive practice under Section 5 of tbe

FTC Act.
The Commission has determined that International Harvester had

a duty to warn operators of its gasoline-powered tractors of possible
fuel geysering and that it failed to do so. I agree. I also concur in the
Commission s finding that the company s conduct constitutes an un-
fair act or practice under Section 5 of the FTC Act , according to the
standards set forth in the FTC's 1980 policy statement on unfairness.!
In addition, while the matter is not free from doubt, I agree , on
balance, that the Commission need not issue an order in this matter.
(2)

I dissent because the Commission has concluded that Harvester
conduct , while unfair, was not deceptive. In order to reach that con-
clusion , the Commission has adopted an entirely novel and nearly
incomprehensible theory of the law of deception. This is not a com-
plicated case. It is a straightforward example of a manufacturer
duty to warn customers of a latent safety hazard in its product. But
the Commission today decides that that failure was not deceptive
because it involved a Hpure omission" of material fact, which accord-
ing to this opinion , is not a deceptive act or practice.

Pure omissions of material fact are characterized in this opinion
as seller omissions which involve neither half-truths nor implied mis-
representations , but , rather , stem solely from the seller s failure to

correct preexisting erroneous assumptions held by consumers. In
such circumstances, according to the opinion, the Commission wil
look only to its unfairness authority to assess the legality ofa particu-
lar respondent' s conduct. For reasons which I discuss below, I cannot
accept this rejection of a well-established and vital component of the
FTC' s jurisdiction over deceptive acts and practices.

L Letter from Federal Trade Commission to Senators Ford and Danforth (Dec- 17 , 1980) (hereinafter cited as
I;nfairness Statement"
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By at least 1963 and thereafter, as the ALJ found, Harvester was
aware that its gasoline-powered tractors were subject to geysering;
that many tractor operators were unaware of this hidden hazard; and
that some operators had been seriously injured, and even kiled , as a
result. Looking to prior FTC (3) case law , the ALJ concluded that

( e Jven where no explicit safety claim has been made , as in this case
the Commission has found that the failure to disclose such a hidden
or unknown, hazard is a deceptive practice. "3 He also determined, in
accord with Commission precedent, that "(iJn sellng its tractors , re-
spondent gives an implied warranty that it is safe to use for its intend-
ed use , save any obvious or well-known defects or hazards. 4 Applying
these basic deception principles to Harvester s conduct, the ALJ held
that the company had a continuing duty from at least 1963 until 1980
to disclose adequately to purchasers and operators that fuel geysering
constituted a safety hazard, and that the failure to discharge this duty
was a deceptive practice in violation of Section 5.

By this opinion, the Commission reverses the ALJ' s conclusion that
Harvester s conduct constitutes a deceptive practice under Section 5.
In order to reach this conclusion, the Commission rejects the ALJ'
finding that Harvester s sale of its gasoline-powered tractors without
an adequate warning constituted an implied, but false , representation
that the product is safe (4) for its intended use. The Commission
resolves this threshhold obstacle by asserting that no implied warran-
ty of fitness for normal use attaches where the statistical risk of
incident from an undisclosed hazard is too remote to find that the use
of a product is inherently unwise." Because the rate of actual injury
from fuel geysering in Harvester tractors was small in relation to the
number oftractors sold, the Commission concludes that the respond-
ent made no misrepresentation of safety concerning what it believes
was a relatively improbable phenomenon and , therefore , that the first
element of the Commission s deception standard , the existence of a
representation which is likely to mislead, is not present.

Having found no implied misrepresentation of safety, the Commis-
2I.D. at9S
J LD. at 100, citing Stupell En.terprises, 1'11.. 67 C. 173, 187. 188 (1965).
41.0. at 100, citing Stupell Enterprises, Inc. 67 C. 173. 187 , 188 (1965); Seymour Dres,,. Blouse Co. 49 F.

1278 1282 (1953); Academy Knitted FabriCR Corp., 49 F. C. 697 , 701 (1952).
'J.D. at 100 , citing SII1 lI Enterpri. es, 1'11._67 C. 173, 187 , 188 (1965); Firestone 1're Rubber Cu. 81 

398 456 (1972), o.rrd, 481 F.2d 246 (6tb Cir.

), 

cert. denied 414 U.s. 1112 (1973). The ALJ also determned that
Harvester s conduct comltituted an unfair practice under Section 5. l.D. at 100

6 Slip op. at 27-28.
1 Ed. TI1€ current Commission majoritys view$ on deception are set forth in a letter from the FTC to Congressnmn

DingeJJ (OcL 14 , 1983) (hereinafter cited as "Deception Statement"), which is reproduced as an appendix to the
Commission s opinion io Cliffdole Assuciotes, Inc. Docket Nu. 9156 (FTC March 23 , 1984) f103 F. C. llOj. I
dig. cnted from the issuance of the Deception Statement, and subsequently forwarded a separate analysis to
CongresSman Dingell (Febr'.ary 28 , 1984) (hereinafter cited as "Deception Analysis ), stating the longstanding
Commission formulation for finding deception. My views on the law of deception are also contained in a separate
opinion in Cliffrlole Associates, Inc., supra
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sion concludes that Harvester is guilty of complete silence only. The
Commission further concludes that the seller s mere failure to dispel
incorrect operator notions about the possible but unlikely conse-

quences of removing or failng to secure the gas cap does not , without
more, lead to an assessment of liability under a deception theory.
Rather , according to this (5) opinion, if Harvester is to be found liable
at all for its silence, then it must be because the injury which ensued
outweighed the costs to the company of providing an adequate warn-
ing, since only an unfairness theory affords the proper formula for
determining whether the benefits to the public of mandating disclo-
sure under such circumstances are greater than the costs of providing
it.

I believe the Commission s conclusions are wrong, both as to the

existence of an implied representation of safety in this case and as to
the broader determination that certain "pure omissions " such as

Harvester , are not deceptive practices. The failure to disclose

material facts, whether in the context of a truthful representation
that, without more , has the capacity to mislead , an implied misrepre-
sentation , or a completely omitted fact , has long been acknowledged
by the Commission and the courts to be an integral part of the law
of deception.9 Specifically, deception may occur when important in-
formation is omitted from the sales presentation or from other aspects
of a commercial (6) transaction. !O While in order to be material a
misleading omission must generally pertain to a consumer s purchas-
ing decision l1 it may also concern the use or care of a product.!2

Significantly, because deception wil be found only if consumers
could actually be misled by a seller s silence, it is axiomatic that not
every material fact about a product must be revealed. Rather, in order
to be considered deceptive, the undisclosed facts must be both materi-
al and necessary to correct a reasonable false expectation held by a
substantial body of consumers, whether that incorrect belief is creat-
ed by the seller s representations or results from consumers ' own (7)

Slip op. at 20-22
See gen.erollyDeceptiol1 Analysis su.pmnotc , at 28-'10 57-61. TIus principle is codified ;0 Section 15 orthe

Federal Trade Commission Act, which expressly providm; that in detennining whether an advertisement for a food,
drug. device or cosmetic is misleading in a material respect, the Commssion shan take into account " the extent
to which the advertsement failR to reveal facts material in light of such representations or material with respect
to consequences which may result (rom the use of the commodity. 

. .

" 15 U. c. 55 (1982) ((Jrnphasis added)
10 Porter Die/$ch, Inc. v. FT 605 1".2d 294 303-4 (7th Cir. 1979), cert. denied 445 UB. 950 (1980); Simeon

Management Corp. u. FTC 579 2d 1137 , 1144-45 (9th GiT. 1978); B. Willams Co. v. FT, 3Sl F.2d 884 , 889 (6th
Cir. 1967)

lJ FTC Colgate.Palmolive Co. 380 S, 374, 387 (1965); American Home Products Corp. 98 F. C. 136, 368
(1981), a(fd as modified 695 F.2d 681 (3d Cir, 1982).

12 Care Labeling of Textile Wearing Apparel RuJe, 16 C. R. 423 (1983) (requiring the disclosure of proper
instnH:tions for the !aunderiog and cleaning of clothing).

AJBO, in the last severaJ years the Commission has alleged in numerous HeWed cases that jnformation pertining
to the use or care of a product is materia! to consumers. g" Amer'cun Motors Corp. 100 F. C. 229 (1982) (safe

use of Jeeps in on-pavement driviog); Chrysler Corp_ 99 F. C. 347 (1982) (use and care information pertaining
to the replacement of oil filtern in vehicles).
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expectations in the circumstances ofthe transaction.!3 Thus, the Com-
mission must first find that consumers have beliefs that are contrary
to an undisclosed material fact.l4

In accordance with these principles, the Commission has found in
the past that the nondisclosure of safety risks is deceptive because
such warnings are necessary to controvert the consumer s justifiably
held assumption of product safety.!5 In addition to what may be gener-
ally termed !!hazardous commodities" cases, several other categories
of FTC matters have at times (8) acquired a "pure omissions" label.
These include the failure to disclose the true properties of a product
where the appearance of the product, absent disclosure , would mis-
lead the publicl. and silence concerning the foreign origin of a

product.1
In a number of matters involving seller omissions, the Commission

has found that the deception actually derives from or is promoted by
implied representations or other actions by the seller.lS Thus , the
Commission has determined that the sale of a product carries with it
the implication that the product is safe for the use for which it is
sold.!" As is true under a pure (9) omission analysis, in such instances
it is deceptive to market the product absent adequate disclosure of
latent safety hazards.

In my judgment, the facts ofthis matter place it squarely within the
ambit of prior Commission decisions involving the deceptive nondis-

13 The Commission has stated that "(tJhe principle crystallwd in (the casclawJ is that Section 5 forbids sellers
to exploit the normal expectations of consumers in order to deceive just as it furbidB sellers to. creaW ii;dse
expectations by affrmative acts. Statement of Busi and PUrpm;e for the Cigarelte Rule 29 FR 8324, 8352 (July

1964)
Also , in promulgating the Home Insu!ation Rule the Commission asserted, " (iJt is an established principle of

Section 5 that when a conS-lImer s normal expectations concerning a product are at odds with actUal information
about the product, thif; disparity must be corrected through disclosure. Strltement of Ba. is and Pu.rpose fur the
Labeling and Advertising of Home Jnsu.lotiulI Rule 44 FR 50218 50223 (Aug, 27 , 1979).

Ii See FTC !J- Simeon Management Corp. 532 2d 708, 716 (9th Cir, 1976). Iv thj case , the Commission s rt'quest
for a prelirnit)ary injunction was denied because the cOluUi were unpenmaded that covsumers would assume that
the drug used in a wcightreduction prowam had been approved for that use by FDA U!timately, the CommissiOIl
finding that. com;umers would make sur,h an assumption was upheld, Simeon Management Corp. u. FTC, 579 F.
1137 (9th Cir. 1978)- See also, Leona.rd F Porler Inc. 8S C. 546 (1976) (Commission dedined to find deception
in company s failure to dit;c!ot;e origin of products in the absence of ev.;dence showing consumers would assumc
products were made by Alaskan natives).

Iii SeeStupell Enterprises, In(", 67 FTC. 173 (1965); Fisher Deritis,49 C. 77 (1972); SeymOILr Dress Blouse
Co. 49 F. C. 1278 (1953); Academy Knitted Fabrics Corp., 49 F- C. 697 (1952).

10; E.g., lJaBkelite Mfg. Corp- 33 F. C- 1212 (1941), affd 127 !,'2d 765 (7th Cir- 1942).
17 g., MUllco Sirap Co. , inc. 60 F, C. 495 (1962).

For instance, in \lOme cases it has been determined that the normal appeanlO.ce of a produ(t impliedly
represents that it is new or that it is made from a certain matt"rial. See, e. , Peacock, Buick, Inc- B6 F- C 1532
1557-58 (1975), afrd 553 F.2d 97 (4th Cir- 1977) (opinion unpublished); Haskelite Mfg Carp. 33 C. 1212 (941),
afrd 127 F,2d 765 (7th Cir- 1942)

I" See, e.

!!.

, Stupell Enterprises. IIIC_ 67 C. 17.1, 194 (1965) (offering;l product for sale may hnplicd1yr"presunt
lha-t it wiU perJorm its intended function and do so without posing ::m unusual risk uf harm).

From my review of Commission c3selaw , it appears that most if not al1 of the hazardoug commodities caset;
brought by the F1'C under what has been called a "pure omlssion " t.heory were a1su found to involve an implied
representation of safety. See Fisher Deritis 49 r. C. 77 (1952); Seymour Dress Blnuse Co., 19 F.TC. 1278

(1953); Academy Knitted Fa!'ric'\ Corp. 49 F.T.C. 697 (1952)
2( Stupell Enterprises. Inc. 67 F' C 173 (1965)
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closure of safety hazards , whether the case is analyzed from an im-
plied representation or pure omission perspective. The evidence dem-
onstrates that geysering is caused by excessive heat and pressure
build-up in the fuel tanks of Harvester s gasoline-powered tractors,
accompanied by the sudden release of pressure through the removal
or loosening of the fuel cap. LD.F. 19-22. The ALJ found that there
was a reasonable likelihood ofthe gas cap being removed or dislodged
in the normal employment of the tractor (LD.F. 34), but that tractor
operators were not aware that such circumstances could lead to a
geysering incident LD.F. 36.

At the same time, this record reveals beyond doubt that at least as
early as 1963 , the company was on notice from numerous reported
field incidents, as well as from its own in-house tests , that the design
of its tractors was a contributing factor to pressure build-up which
could lead , under a combination of normal circumstances , to accidents
resulting in serious injury or death. LD.F. 276. This awareness is
evidenced by numerous company documents placed on the record in
this matter, including a 1964 written report from the company s own
engineers that (10) characterized the vaporization of fuel and accom-
panying rises in fuel tank pressure in Harvester s gasoline-powered
tractors as n . . . constituting a definite safety hazard. " LD.F. 98-100.

On the basis of this and other information, the ALJ found that
Harvester knew or should have known that geysering accidents would
continue in the absence of an efiective warning. LD.F. 276. Yet from
1963 through 1976 , Harvester made no changes in its basic fuel warn-
ing instructions , and in fact did not provide an appropriately instruc-
tive warning to existing tractor owners until the summer of 1980.
LD.F. 164-166 277. At the same time, the ALJ determined that infor-
mation concerning geysering and the steps which should be taken to
avoid it might well have affected the purchasing decisions of tractor
owners, as well as their methods of maintaining and using Harvester
gasoline-powered tractors.

Commission law holds that a manufacturer impliedly warrants the
safety of its product in normal use and that the manufacturer must
disclose specific safety hazards which are not obvious to the users of
its products. 2 Given Harvester s own in-plant characterization offuel
geysering as a safety hazard , as well as other information in this
record documenting the company s (11) burgeoning awareness over
the course ofmar.y years of the risks and possibly injurious results of
geysering, I do not see how it is possible to conclude , as the Commis-

2' I, F. 37. While there is expre s evidence of materiality in this case , safety-related information has been found
by the Commi88iun tu be presumptively material to consumers. See Firestone Tire Rubber Co. 81 F, C. 398
(1972), affd 481l"2d 246 (6th Cir.

). 

cerl. denied, 414 C.S. 1112 (1973)

22 See Stupell Enterprises, Inc.. 67 FTC 173 (1965); Seymour Dress Blollse CO. 49 C. 1278 (1953); Academy
Knitted Fllbri,-.C"rp. 49 F, C. 697 (1952); Fisher Deriti"" 49 F. C. 77 (1952)
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sion does here, that Harvester s overall implied representation of
product safety did not encompass this particular safety hazard.

Putting aside for the moment Harvester s implied representation of
safety, I believe that these same facts define a basis for finding that
the company s silence about geysering in the face of reasonable con-
sumer beliefs about the safety of its product was a deceptive practice
under Section 5. Since consumers ' normal expectations are that , in
the absence of a warning to the contrary, products can be used safely,
they are likely to be deceived if a product is dangerous and the warn-
ing is omitted.
Here, the ALJ properly concluded that farmers and farm experts

alike reasonably believed that removing or improperly fasteining the
fuel cap on a gasoline-powered tractor was not an especially danger-
ous practice, even though it was unadvised , and that Harvester was
aware of this common procedure. LD.F. 36 , 52. (Indeed, some of Har-
vester s own employees removed gas caps during tests at company
facilties while tractors were still hot or running. LD.F. 34.) In view
of the cumulative knowledge Harvester possessed concerning the cir-
cumstances which could lead to geysering and the substantial risk of
injury if it occurred, (12) as well as the almost complete lack of in for-
mation available to tractor operators about this possibilty, I believe
it is patent that Harvester s unwilingness or delay in disclosing this
potential hazard had the tendency to deceive numerous tractor opera-
tors in a highly material respect. Such conduct is, by definition , decep-
tive under Section 5.

My strong disagreement in the instant matter does not end with the
Commission s rejection of FTC precedent to find that there was no
element of deceit in Harvester s conduct. Rather , I find it necessary
to address several aspects of the Commission s underlying reasoning
and policy assumptions as well.

First, I am frankly dismayed by the Commission s reliance on the
statistical probability of physical harm to find that Harvester s gener-
al implied representation of safety did not extend to fuel geysering.
There is simply no basis in Commission law for requiring that the rate
of injury from a latent hazard reach some threshhold level before the
Commission wil infer a misrepresentation of an implied warranty of
safety from a seller s silence.2s To the contrary, an implied represen-
tation (13) of safety, like any representation the Commissiom might

2J See CzgoIf!/Ie$iolemenl, supra note 13 29 FR at 8352; see a/so Stupe/! Enterprises, Inc. 67 F. C. 173 (1965).
2' S e Stupell enterprise. , 1"(.. 67 C. 173 (1965); Pisher& Derilis 49 C 77 (19.52); Seymour Dre. Blouse

CrJ, 49 F. C 127H (1953); Academy Knitted Fabrics Corp. 49 F. C. 697 (1952).

2, Commission lcw holds, of CO\Jre, that maLeriality dOfJS not require a demonstration of actual injury to
consumers in deception ca (E. , Simeon Management Corp. 87 F. C. 1184, 1229 (1976), a(rd 579 F.2d 1137

(9th Cir- 1978). ) I am concerned , however, that the Commission s reliance on a finding of injury here in order to
infer the exi Lencc of a misrepresentation of safety by the seller may create a de (acto injury requirement for
certain categories ofdecepl.ion cases , RlICh as those involving hazardous products.
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consider, conveys a message that can be ascertained when it is made;
the message does not change its meaning under varying circum-

stances nor depend for its interpretation on ex post facto analyses of
later developments. The Commission s suggestion that an implied
representation of safety, made at the time a product is sold , is some-
how limited after the fact when the product proves to be unsafe (but
not so unsafe as to kil more than a few people) cannot be sustained
legally or logically.

If the Commission does not contend-as it cannot possibly-that 

representation of safety from fuel geysering was made, then the opin-
ion must mean that the representation was made but , because of the
low incidence of injury, was not likely to mislead. Rather than focus-
ing on a product's actual accident rate to determine whether an im-
plied representation of safety is misleading, however, I believe the
Commission should instead determine whether the existence of fac-
tors giving rise to a particular type of incident can reasonably 
expected to occur, thereby placing substantial numbers of consumers
at risk. The frequency of accidents merely helps to substantiate the
presence of a substantial risk, the existence of which may already be
known or foreseeable to the seller.

Here, the AU concluded that there was the potential for heat and
pressure build-up in all Harvester tractors of a particular type. I.D.

22. As I have noted , he also found that it was reasonably likely that
tractor operators would remove or fail adequately to secure the gas
cap during the normal (14) operation oftheir vehicles. I.D. F. 34. The
combination of these factors introduced a substantial risk of an acci-
dent which could lead to injury or death , the existence of which was
further confirmed by numerous reports to Harvester of geysering
incidents. Thus, while the rate of actual physical injury from geyser-
ing may have been only .001 percent, the risk of a fuel geysering
incident, and the accompanying possibility of harm, was present each
and every time the operator used his Harvester machinery in the
field. It is the foreseeability ofthis substantial risk of injury, coupled
here with Harvester s actual notice of the problem-and not some
arbitrary number of injuries or deaths-which gives rise to a duty 
warn consumers about the hazards of fuel geysering and leads to a
finding of deception in the absence of such a disclosure.27 (15)

2/ The Commission nm.dily admits that the potential for geyscring was an inherent drawback of Harvester
tractors (slip op- at 4), that the loosening of the gas cap was likely to occur pursuant to the normal use ofiL tractors
(slip op. at 34), and that serious injury and d\Jath have resulted from fires started in connection with fuel geysering
(slip op- at 6). Yet, for reasons which I do not fully comprehend, the Commission iR ultimately ahle to conclude that
the risk ofgeysering was not suffciently foreseeable to be ilJcJuded in Harvester s implied representation of safety.

27 Seegf' nerally Billiar Minne. ala Mining Manufacturing Co. , 623 F.2d 240 , 246 (2d Cir- 1980) (court found
that ifinjury is reasonably foreseeable, " the seHer cannot rely on iLG history of good fortune " to exempt iLGelffrom
a duty to disclose.

The inappropriateness of examining the rate rather than the risk of harm in determining whether the nondisclo-
sure of health or safety information is deceptive is broug-ht into even sharper reuefby varying the facts slightly

(footnotecont'
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Second, I cannot accept the Commission s conclusory finding that
only a cost-benefit analysis can prevent a conceptually open-ended
category of "pure omissions" from requiring the correction ofliterally
all product-related misconceptions consumers may have.28 While the
FTC' s deception authority clearly encompasses deception by silence
the Commission has actually exercised its powers judiciously against
such conduct. In large measure , this reflects the Commission s under-
standing that sellers are held legally accountable for correcting a

disparity between normal consumer expectations that the sellers may
have had little direct role in creating and truthful information about
a product. In recognition of this additional responsibility, the Com-
mission has held , for example , that silence can be deceptive only
where errOneous consumer (16) expectations about a product are nor-
mal and reasonable29 and where danger is not readily observable to
the user of a product.

There is an even more fundamental safeguard against unwarranted
results, however , and that is the deception standard itself, evolved by
the Commission and the courts over a fifty year period to analyze
potentially misleading conduct. Contrary to the Commission s im-
plication that there is a virtual per se" standard for deceptive con-

duct, a finding of deception actually requires specific and
well-developed findings by the Commission , based on the facts of each
case, as to each ofthe three principal components of deception. Thus
the Commission must determine in all cases that there is (1) a repre-
sentation or omission capable of misleading (2) a substantial number
of (17) consumers (3) as to a material product purchasing or use
decision before liability may be found'"! Most " omissions" of product
or use information could not be ruled deceptive under this standard.
in the instant case. Assume , for example , that Harvester continued its policy of silence until on" hundred and thirl.y
farmer&-ten times as many as this record show&-had been severdy disfigured or kiled Would a .01 percent
incidence of hClrm bring geysering within Harvester s implied r"presentation of safety. such thai. the failure to
disclose this hazard would be misleading, or would such conduct continue to be characterizerJ as unfair only by
the Commission? While tractor operators who continued to use the product would be justifiably alarmed to learn
uJ"a cumpany s continued silence in the face ufso numy injuries and deaths, the J"act remains that the overall mte
uf actual harm is still quite low , so that the Commission s analysis sllggestB such conduct might not be found to
be deceptive. Such an anomalous result can hest be avoided by focusing un traditional factors , such as the
fureseeability to the seller that an accident will occur , to find an implied warranty of safety.

,M It is particularly strained reasoning to suggest, as the Commission does here, that cunsidering pure omissions
to be deceptive could lead to television and print advertisements overflowing with required disclosures. Pure
omissions have been challenged by the Commission for decades now without producing such dire results. Further.
more, there are numerous otl""r vehicles for di.'closing product information besides advertising, such as pruduct
warning stickers or instruction manuals.

"g S Ci!!arelte Statement, supra note 13 9 FN. at 8352. Contrary to the Commission s assertion that the
Cigarelle Statement does not provide a hasis fur considering pure omissions to be deceptive, the tatement
specifically addresses purlJ omissions in its discussion of deceptive nondjsclosun s, citing to a number of cases which
are generally eharactp.rized as examples of complete nondisclosures. Id. at8352 8355

"J Siupell Enterprises, lnc. 57 F. e. 173, I8!: (1965)

,j 

See Deception Analysis at 17-18, While the deception standard has heen interpreted througl, the years to
permit a shorthand variant to be applip.d in sume inst:'n(l)s , such as where materiality may be inferred , this is
clJrtainly not. always the case. As T have already not.ed , fur example , evidence of consumer perceptions concerning
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Additionally, where pure omissions have been found to be decep-
tive, the Commission has generally found an implied representation
by the seller as welJ.2 As a result of the care and caution with which
the Commission approaches deception cases generally, and deception
by omission matters in particular, the Commission has applied the
doctrine of deception by nondisclosure to only a few narrow categories
of particularly significant omissions, such as those involving safety
matters where the potential for injury from a misleading omission
would be greatest. 

Finally, I fail to see the relevance of the Commission s conclusion
that the nature of pure omissions is such that they do not presump-
tively reflect deliberate conduct on the part of the (18) seller. This
conclusion is in the first place simply wrong, since the act of sellng
a product is itself a deliberate act that can create expectations on the
part of consumers.

More importantly, this judgment incorrectly highlights the form
conduct takes rather than the result. As set forth by the Commission
in the Cigarette Statement whether the offending conduct includes
express or implied representations or nondisclosure of material infor
mation

, "

(tJhe test is simple and pragmatic: Is it likely that, unless
such disclosure is made , a substantial body of consumers will be mis-
led to their detriment?"34 Thus , the Commission has found on numer-
ous occasions that deception is actionable in whatever form it
appears, including complete silence under certain circumstances.

Moreover, because the Commission has traditionally focused on the
effects of conduct in order to afford the most protection possible for
the public , it is not necessary to examine whether a seller engaging
in a potentially misleading practice intends to (19) deceive or acts in
bad faith. In fact, the Commission may prohibit conduct that is capa-
ble of misleading consumers even when it is unintentional or carried
out in good faith.

In view of the Commission s ultimate finding of liability under an
See, e , Peacod, Bltick, 1m:. 86 F. C- 15.12 (1975), arrd 553 F.2d 97 (4th Cir 1977) (opinion unpuhlished).

3.1 E. . Fisher Deritis 49 F. C. 77 (1952); Stupell Enterprises, lnc" 67 FT.C. 173 (1965).
" Cigarette Statement, ",upmriow , 29 FR at 8352
3., See Stllpell Enterprises. Inc

., 

67 F- C- 173 (1965); Seymour Dress Blouse , 49 F. C. 1278 (1953); Academy
Knitted Fabrics Corp., 49 FTC. 697 (1952)
Slich a fjndjnlf is 3JSO conACmalJt with devclopmenL'; in the common law , including a g-rowi!1g wilir.l!ness on the

part of courts to permit an action in deceit for tadt nondisclosures, particularly i!1 cases involvi!1g latent safety
hazards when one party has special knowledge , or means of knowledge, which would he important to hut is not
k!1own hy another party. See Prosser Handbook of Ihe Law of Torts Section 106 al 697-98 (4th Ed. 1971)

.6 Chry. ler Corp. v. fTC, 561 Y2d 3, , 363 & (D.C. Cir. 1977); FeU D. fTC:285 F.2d 879 , 896 (9th Cir 1960);
Tral) 1 King, Inc 88 F. C. 715 , 773 (J975). Although intent to deceive is oeither required by nor necessarily
presumed hy the Commissioo in deception cases, gi'Ven the record evidence here of Harvester s longstanding
awareness of the risks attendant to fuel geysering, I find it somewhat disingenuous for the Commission to suggest
that seller silence oonnolpresumptiveJy rened the deliberate withholding ofjnformation. lt can , but it simply isn
necessary to find or presum(! that intent exists in order to charge a seller with deception.
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unfairness theory in this case , I would like to believe that , at worst
this matter reflects injudicious but benign legal engineering by the
Commission. Unfortunately, although I can only speculate as to the
preeedential value of this opinion , it appears that one practical effect
may be to limit the types of hazardous commodities cases which may
be brought under a deception theory in the future.37 Indeed, the Com-

mission specifically notes that a number of prior cases holding both
that implied representations of safety were breached and that nondis-
closures by sellers are deceptive would probably be brought (20) exclu-
sively under an unfairness theory today.3s Though unfairness does
provide an alternative ground for action , the Commission s apparent
abandonment of applicable deception theory is nevertheless troubling
for several reasons.

In addition to ignoring FTC precedent , the Commission s findings
in this case are directly contrary to established Commission policy. In
applying its deception analysis the Commission has traditionally re-
quired higher standards of candor and honesty in the area of what
may be broadly termed "dangerous products. "3g Thus , whether a
practice is found to be deceptive may in part actually depend upon
whether the normal use of the product involves danger to health or
safety, with the standard for honesty and full and fair disclosure
highest where the degree of risk involves not only health or safety but
possibly life itself 

The reasons for this policy are apparent. While the effects of eco-

nomic loss to consumers as a result of a seller s silence may be serious
they can never be of such consequence as potential injury to their
persons. The Commission s novel (21) conclusion that, despite what a
seller should or may know about hidden product hazards, the FTC wil
employ some form of ex poststatistical analysis to determine whether
a seller s silence is misleading, followed by a cost-benefit examination
to determine whether the seller s conduct is unfair, cannot be recon-
ciled with these established policies.

Potentially more troubling, however , is that , while the Commission
would continue to analyze t'pure omissions" under an unfairness the-
ory, such a policy offers far fewer guarantees that a seller s silence
would be corrected in advance of rather than after injury has oc-

37 It .is uncertain from the Commission s opinion whether other traditional catcgori 8 of actionable "pure

omigsjon " slJch a those involving the foreign origiiJ ofa product , would find a safe harbor under an implied

representation theory or would also be required to undergo;l rjgorou cost-benefit analysis to be found iJegal lider
S""tion 5.

Slip op. at 28-29.
See Cigarelle SIu.temel!l, sllpranote 1:3 29 FR at 8353. SP.lers are , ofcQurse , in a tar better position than are

purchasers to be "ware ofJatent hazards connected with the normal use of their products , as well as to assess the

potential cf1"ecb; of their failure to disclose the existence of product hazards, regardless of the source of cunsumer
misperceptions ahout such danger;;. See also Fir,, I()l!e Tire Rubber Co. v. FTC, 81 1o'I.C. 398 (1972), affd 481

2d 246 (6th Cir.

), 

cal. denied 414 U.S. 1112 (1973)

.0 Cigarette SIIllemenl, supra note 13, 29 FR at 8354.
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curred, or if it would be redressed at all. In relying on unfairness to
find liability here , the Commission correctly states that "unfairness
cases usually involve actual and completed harms. '! While the Un-
fairness Statement clarifies that unwarranted health and safety risks
are also covered '2 the clear focus of the Statement generally, as well
as of the deception and unfairness inquiries conducted by the Com-
mission in this case, is on substantial , completed injury.

Deception analysis , of course , requires only that a representation or
omission have a tendency or capacity to deceive. Actual harm , physi-
calor economic, need not have (22) occurred to find a practice decep-
tive. '3 Thus , while an after-the-fact unfairness approach may be
necessary to address conduct which is clearly not deceptive " I believe

that the substantial public interest in stopping seller misconduct in
its incipiency-well before it exposes consumers to serious risks or
leads to actual physical harm-miltates in favor of continued Com-
mission reliance on both deception and unfairness bases for liability
wherever possible. The Unfairness Statement clearly contemplates
the need to employ both forms of analysis wherever necessary to
protect the public interest.45

Contrary to the Commission s conclusory statements in this opin-
ion, the FTC's cautious and consistent approach to pure omissions has
provided substantial guidance both to the Commission in terms of
following its own precedent and to sellers who seek to comply with the
law by looking to such precedent. Changing the law at this juncture
wil only inject immediate (23) confusion as to the status of the law
of deception generally in cases of seller silence , without affording any
additionallongterm certainty.

In light of the foregoing discussion, I must disassociate myselffully
from the Commission s il-advised departure fi-om traditional analysis

of a potentially deceptive form of behavior. The record in this matter
is clear. International Harvester had reason to be aware for literally
decades that fuel geysering presented a substantial risk of injury or
death , yet the company failed to issue an effective warning to tractor
operators until the initiation of its fire prevention program in 1980.

'1 Slip op. at 23.
.2 Unfairne!\ Statement at 6
4:3 As the Third Circuit has stated

, "

(tJhe purpose of the Federal Trade Commission Act is to protect the public
not to punish a wnmgdoer.. and it is in the public interest to stop any deception at its incipiency. Regirw Corp.
u. FTC, 322 B'2d 765 , 768 (3rd Cir. 1963).

.. 

See, e.g., Statement of Basis and Purpose, Advertising ofOphthulmic Good. and Services 43 FR 23992 (1978).
45 See Companion Statement on the Commission s Consum.er Unfairness Jurisdiction" at 5. Cases oftn cited

for the proposition that the Commission may stop undue health and safety risks under an llairness theory, such
as Philip Morris, Inc., 82 FTC. 16 (1973), generally involve a finding of deception by the Commission as well.

I fail to see , for example , how future CommiS/ions or aeller wjJ divine with any grater clarity than is true
under a deception analysis what forms of scllBr silence wil be considered "\lfair" by the Commssion or how the
unfairness critBria wiJ be applied to particular facts on the hasis of this opinion. The law of doceptioD hwolve,
well-settled principles which a seriously jeopardized by the !lort OfileCeggary judicial tinkering present in thir
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The withholding of such vital product safety information , particular-
ly where its value to consumers is as clearly foreseeable as the facts
would suggest here, is, in accordance with established FTC precedent,
both a deceptive and unfair practice under Section 5. In my view, the
Commission presents no sound legal or policy reasons to justify its
detour from the Commission s traditional law of deception.

FINAL ORDER

This matter has been heard by the Commission upon the appeal of
counsel supporting the complaint, and of counsel for the respondent
and upon briefs and oral argument in support of and in opposition to
these appeals. For the reasons stated in the accompanying opinion the
Commission has determined to affrm in part and reverse in part the
Initial Decision. Therefore

It is ordered That the Initial Decision of the administrative law
judge be adopted as the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law of
the Commission, except as is inconsistent with the accompanying
opinion. Other Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law are contained
in the accompanying opinion.

Commissioner Bailey concurred in the result and as to the finding
of liabilty on unfairness grounds and dissented as to the remainder
of the Commission s opinion; and Commissioner Azcuenaga did not
participate.


